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ABSTRACT 

The relationship between perpetrator and target, as a factor in school peer sexual 

harassment, has been particularly neglected (Stein, 1999). This relationship spans 

nonromantic and romantic interest between peers. This paper focuses on peer 

relationship, as a dimension of overlap and intersection between peer school sexual 

harassment and dating violence. 

My project is a qualitative interview study of the sexual harassment experiences 

of eighteen 13 to 20-year-olds, particularly where there is romantic interest involved 

between harasser and target. The study's findings show school sexual harassment and 

teen dating violence to overlap and intersect in the areas of behavior (physical or 

nonphysical), relationship (romantic or nonromantic), and location (more private to more 

public places at or away from school). Important contextual information about school 

sexual harassment revealed by the data includes; 1) school sexual harassment occurring in 

all peer relationships, including dating and ex-dating relationships, 2) patterns of school 

sexual harassment behavior that resemble obsessive control in stalking and dating 

violence, 3) the protracted or violent nature of the harassment (like dating violence), and 

4) the high levels of upset and injury experienced by the target (similar to dating 

violence). My results suggest that peer relationship context is critical to understanding 

significant aspects of peer sexual harassment, including the power and gender dynamics 

which underlie the behaviors, and to revealing its similarities and overlap with dating 

violence. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Dear Beth: My friend and 1 have been emotionally and physically hurt. We've been 
thrown into the boys' room and bruised from front to back. We talked to the teachers 
many times, but they say, "When I see them do it, I'll do something about it." They 
never see it so the boys keep doing it. We've been called bad names. We're only 11 and 
12 and don't know what to do. 
Advice column letter from two girls in Henniker (NH) (Winship, 1995 in Stein, 1999, p. 96) 

.. .After I broke up with them I'd get obscene phone calls. They'd say "Oh you bitch, 
you better watch out. I know who you are. I know where you live. I know your phone 
number..They'd say other things, get their friends to call. They'd say, "you're going 
to die; you're a bitch." Female Canadian high school student (Larkin, 1994, p. 83) 

.. .They were bugging me and they were grabbing my shoulders. They were touching 
my hips.. .and he's saying, "When are we going to get together because I've never made 
love to a Chinese woman before? I wonder how it feels." 
Female Canadian high school student (Larkin, 1994, p. 93) 

These young women's voices tell a shocking story of gendered violence in U.S. 

and Canadian schools. From their voices we can see a picture of pain and injury that 

usually is missing from school violence reports or sexual harassment surveys. These girls 

were threatened, physically assaulted or called names, in large part, because of their 

female status, making these incidents of gendered {and racialized)^ violence. The 

incidents could also be more specifically categorized as peer school sexual harassment or 

teen dating violence when current or past relationships existed with the harassers. 

Gendered violence in schools is conceptualized as 1) sexual harassment which usually 

takes verbal, visual (notes, gestures or grafitti) or physical (unwanted touching and non-

' A student may be targeted for sexual harassment because of his/her gender as well as race, since gender 
and race intersect to racialize gender and sexualize race. Class, ability and sexual orientation are additional 
reasons for harassment as they also intersect with gender and race in the identities of all students. Boys are 
targeted almost as much as girls, but their voices are rarely heard in the literature. School sexual 
harassment of boys will be discussed further later in this paper. 
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sexual assault) forms and 2) dating violence, which can be expressed as physical and 

sexual assault up to assault with a weapon, such as the 1998 school shooting by boys of 

ex-girlMends in Jonesboro, Arkansas (Perlstein, 1998). 

I contend that school sexual harassment and teen dating violence are behavioral 

phenomena which overlap on various dimensions. Three such dimensions are: 1) the 

behaviors involved (physical and nonphysical), 2) the relationship ofharasser to target 

(romantic or nonromantic), and the location where the events occur (public and private 

places either on- or off-campus) (Stein, 1999; Fineran & Bennett, 1999). This paper 

explores and seeks to give evidence for various overlaps between school peer sexual 

harassment and teen dating violence along the dimensions described. The intersections 

reveal important contextual information about school sexual harassment. This 

information includes the high levels of violence involved in some sexual harassment and 

the obsessive or persistent nature of some behavior patterns. These characteristics of 

violence and obsessive/persistent behavior patterns show school sexual harassment 

behaviors to be similar to dating violence. 

The gendered violence of school sexual harassment and teen dating violence are 

not usually viewed as overlapping but as separate, minimally or vm-related categories 

(Fineran & Bennett, 1999). One possible reason for this differentiation is that the 

treatment of each category emphasizes only part of the dimensions that connect them: 

behavior, relationship ofharasser to target, and location. Although theoretically, all the 

relevant behaviors could occur in school sexual harassment and teen dating violence, 
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school sexual harassment literature emphasizes the nonphysical and less assaultive forms 

of physical behaviors (sexual comments, rumors, name-calling, notes, milder versions of 

unwanted touch), as evidenced by 13 such behaviors among the 14 measured in the most 

respected national surveys on the topic (AAUW, 1993, 2001). In contrast, dating 

violence surveys focus on the most assaultive physical behaviors (slapping, hitting, 

choking, assault with a weapon) with minor attention to nonphysical and less assaultive 

behaviors such as verbal demeaning or harassment of a target (Bergman, 1992; MoUdor 

& Tolman, 1998; Roscoe & Callahan, 1985; Silverman, Raj, Mucci, & Hathaway, 

2001). Additionally, the two sets of literature use different terms for similar types of 

behavior. For example, where school sexual harassment research discusses verbal sexual 

harassment, dating violence literature uses the term psychological abuse although both 

involve verbal comments that criticize, ridicule or demean. 

School sexual harassment and teen dating violence also are differentiated by two 

institutional domains designated to deal with each behavior category. Criminal courts 

handle the physical and sexual assaults associated with dating violence and civil courts 

handle sexual harassment behaviors. This is true for both adults and minors. Schools 

also deal with sexual harassment through governing rules that flow from civil laws and 

legal precedent. In the respective literatures these two institutions focus on different 

behaviors and use different terms and definitions. 

Viewing sexual harassment and teen dating violence as separate phenomena keeps 

important contextual information about the categories hidden, reinforces existing 

misunderstandings about them, and even leads to the invisibility of some behaviors. For 
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example, thinking of peer school sexual harassment as milder verbal or visual behaviors 

occurring at school between acquaintances, leads to interpreting it as flirting. Research 

has shown, however, that student-to-student sexual harassment also occurs between 

dating or ex-dating partners (like dating violence), happens off-campus (like dating 

violence), and can be as assaultive in nature as what is thought of as teen dating violence 

(AAUW, 1993, 2001; Fineran & Bennett, 1999). Similarly, dating violence is thought to 

occur only off-campus when a significant amount, and some of the most violent incidents, 

occur publicly (with witnesses) on school property (Molidor & Tolman, 1998). 

Most importantly, misunderstandings about sexual harassment and teen dating 

violence, supported by viewing them as distinct, non-overlapping phenomena, allow 

school officials to trivialize, overlook or ignore most of the behaviors. If sexual 

harassment is viewed as benign visual or verbal forms of flirting, schools will continue to 

minimize the behaviors, as well as their efforts to prevent them (AAUW, 1993; Stein, 

1999). If dating violence is thought to be a private issue occurring away from campus, it 

will continue to be viewed as the problem of couples themselves or law enforcement, but 

not schools (Stein, 1999). In contrast, awareness of overlaps among the two provides a 

clearer understanding of, and more visibility for, the wide breadth of behaviors, 

relationship settings and locations in which sexual harassment and teen dating violence 

occur. Such contextual information further elucidates the depth of trauma and injury 

experienced by targets and the disturbingly violent and common nature of these 

dangerous behaviors. Ultimately, a better understanding of the behaviors and their 

injurious consequences are crucial to the design of, and schools' commitment to carry out, 
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relevant and effective interventions for school sexual harassment and teen dating 

violence. 

To make clearer the overlaps in school peer sexual harassment and teen dating 

violence posited here, the figure below shows how I perceive the range of progressively 

more assaultive behaviors that constitute gendered or sexual school violence. I propose 

that all of the types of behavior listed occur in peer school sexual harassment and teen 

dating violence contexts. 

Figure 1. 

Gendered/Sexual School Violence Behavior Range 

Peer School Sexual Harassment Teen Dating Violence 

+ Verbal/visual sexual harassment * Verbal/visual sexual harassment 
+ Minor physical sexual harassment Minor physical sexual harassment 

Non-sexual assault * Non-sexual assault 
Sexual assault * Sexual assault 

Rape (attempted or completed) * Rape (attempted or completed) 
Murder (attempted or completed) * Murder (attempted or completed) 

+ expected to be common or frequent behavior for school peer sexual harassment 
* expected to be common or frequent behavior for teen dating violence 

In this figure we see that the behavior range of school sexual harassment and teen 

dating violence are the same; both stretch from nonphysical or verbal and visual 

behaviors to severe forms of physical and sexual violence. Although school sexual 

harassment is often thought of as mild teasing and horseplay, assaultive behaviors (like 

those in teen dating violence) also occur between school peers. And less assaultive and 

non-assaultive forms of sexual harassment (e.g. verbal and visual behaviors) are a part of 
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dating violence. Examining the entire range also may reveal that some forms of violence 

regarded as nongendered (such as school shooting murders) can have a gender component 

(Stein, 1999). The plus signs (+) and asterisks (*) mark those behaviors that are expected 

to occur more frequently in each category. This helps make clear that while all the 

behaviors are part of both phenomena, some are probably more frequent in and so, more 

commonly associated with one rather than the other (future research will confirm actual 

frequencies of these behaviors in each category). 

The idea for this project came directly from Nan Stein's work on school peer 

sexual harassment. She believes there is significant overlap between various forms of 

gendered school violence and, particularly, between sexual harassment and dating 

violence (Stein, 1999). She recommends exploring this overlap by examining the 

relationship of peer sexual harasser to target in fixture school sexual harassment surveys 

with questions that "probe for manifestations of dating violence; or the desire of one of 

the individuals to date the other, who prefers to either terminate the relationship or not to 

begin it in the first place" (Stein, 1999). 

The relationship between perpetrator and target, as a factor in school peer sexual 

harassment, has been particularly neglected (Stern, 1999). This relationship spans 

nonromantic and romantic interest between peers. Nonromantic interest includes stranger 

and acquaintance relationships. Romantic interest relationships encompass romantic 

acquaintance, dating or ex-dating partner categories (Fineran & Bennett, 1998). An 

important focus of this paper is the peer relationship of harasser to target, as a dimension 

of overlap and intersection between peer school sexual harassment and dating violence. 
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That is, 1 investigate school peer sexual harassment experiences and behaviors through 

the lens of the harasser to target relationship, specifically, where there is romantic interest 

involved. I intend to show that this relationship context is critical to understanding 

significant aspects of peer sexual harassment, including the power and gender dynamics 

which underly the behaviors, and to revealing its similarities and overlap with dating 

violence. 

Most basically, examining relationship of harasser to target shows relationship 

settings where school sexual harassment takes place. It also clarifies certain otherwise 

hidden (behavior, relationship, and location) characteristics of the harassment by 

revealing how a series of incidents occurs over time within a certain relationship. The 

following behavior characteristics of school sexual harassment are the focus of this study: 

1) level of violence and 2) obsessive or persistent patterns (like those in obsessive 

following^ or adolescent stalking and dating violence), 3) level of target upset, and 4) the 

location of the harassment. 

The last area of potential overlap listed above involves the location of school 

sexual harassment and teen dating violence behaviors. As mentioned, peer school sexual 

harassment usually is conceptualized as occurring on-campus whereas teen dating 

violence is thought to happen in private places off-campus. Indeed, sexual harassment 

surveys seek only to differentiate the specific on-campus locations of the behaviors 

' Obsessional following is a term for stalking coined by J.R. Meloy in his 1996 piece; Stalking (Obsessional 
Following): A Review of Some Preliminary Studies. Aggression and Violent Behavior. 1. 147-162. The 
term also is used by Joseph T. McCann in Ms book on adolescent stalking: Stalking in children and adults: 
The primitive bond. Washington, D.C.; American Psychological Association, 2001. 
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(cafeterias, hallways, classrooms, etc.), and teen dating violence surveys tend to ask only 

about off-campus experiences or do not ask for the location of behaviors at all (AAUW, 

2001; Stein, 1999). By viewing school sexual harassment in relationship context, I 

expect to find that much school-connected sexual harassment actually happens away from 

campus. If this is the case, it would mean that school officials miss a significant amount 

of peer sexual harassment (that is literally hidden from their view), and demonstrate that 

the problem of school-related sexual harassment is greater than schools recognize. 

My project is a qualitative interview study of the sexual harassment experiences 

of eighteen 13 to 20-year-olds. In the analysis, I seek similarities and overlaps between 

school sexual harassment and dating violence by examining two primary research 

questions. The first asks whether peer school sexual harassment occurs in all the possible 

types of romantic interest relationship between harasser and target. These relationship 

settings include romantic acquaintances (not dating), dating, and ex-dating partners. The 

latter two are normally thought of as sites of dating violence, but not as contexts for 

sexual harassment. The second question I investigate is whether patterns of peer school 

sexual harassment behaviors exhibit the obsessive/persistent nature common to 

adolescent stalking and the obsessive control of teen dating violence relationships. I will 

further examine the overlap between peer school sexual harassment and teen dating 

violence by investigating the following contextual information around sexual harassment 

behaviors; the level of violence in and how upset targets are by the behaviors, and the 

location of the harassment. 
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The majority of school sexual harassment research is quantitative. I have chosen 

to do an interview study, in part, because qualitative work allows for gathering rich detail 

about behavior, relationship and location patterns that is difficult to produce from survey 

work. This sort of detail is needed to better understand behaviors whose patterns and 

motivations are still mysterious. But perhaps more importantly, this kind of work makes 

heard the voices of students who experience school sexual harassment and relationship 

violence. I think it is important to make these voices more central to the study of these 

forms of school violence, as their own words shed much needed light on these behaviors. 

Without hearing the voices and experiences of young people, these behaviors will remain 

poorly understood, unconnected to one another, and their very injurious nature hidden. 

I intend to reveal important overlaps between school sexual harassment and teen 

dating violence that clarify and expand our understanding of both phenomena. If both 

sets of behaviors are better understood, they can be taken more seriously and targeted for 

resources directed at prevention through training and other intervention programs. 

Understanding gendered school violence as the intersection of school sexual harassment 

and teen dating violence also may produce new training approaches that portray the 

multiple connections between these behaviors. 
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GENDERED VIOLENCE IN SCHOOLS 

School Sexual Harassment 

In order to understand the overlap between school sexual harassment and dating 

violence clear definitions of each are needed. The harmful consequences to students of 

these behaviors also need description. Peer school sexual harassment can be defined in 

psychological or legal terms. From a psychological perspective, school sexual 

harassment is any unwanted or unwelcome sexually charged behavior that is experienced 

as bothersome, upsetting or harmful by the receiver^ (AAUW, 1993, 2001). The 

emphasized phrase makes the point that only the perception of the receiver of sexual 

harassment is required. It is irrelevant whether the perpetrator means to harass the target 

with his/her behavior. 

Sexual harassment in school now is legally interpreted as a form of sex 

discrimination. Sex discrimination in education is prohibited under Title IX, a federal 

civil-rights-in education law (1972) which applies to all public and private educational 

institutions that receive federal funds. The law has been most frequently brought to bear 

on issues of gender equity in sports (Stein, 1999). This interpretation of sexual 

harassment as possible sex discrimination has been codified by the U.S. Department of 

' Fitzgerald, Swan and Magley (1997) point to the importance of separating sexual harassment into 
psychological and legal definitions. Psychological definitions are concerned with how sexual harassment 
affects the recipient whereas legal definitions take into account both the target's perspective (subjective 
view) and that of a "reasonable person" experiencing the harassment (objective view) in assessing target 
injury. The psychological definition I present here modifies somewhat the definition used in the respected 
national American Association of University Women (AAUW 1993, 2001) surveys on school sexual 
harassment. The AAUW definition says that school sexual harassment is "imwanted and unwelcome sexual 
behavior that interferes with your life" (AAUW, 1993, 2001). 



Education Office for Civil Rights in written guidance to schools on sexual harassment in 

education (U.S. Dept. of Education, 1997, 2001). The added components in the legal 

definition as set out in this document are that the unwelcome sexual attention must be 

shown to be sufficiently severe or pervasive as to create a hostile environment that 

interferes with the student's access to her/his educational program (U.S. Dept. of 

Education, 2001). Sexually harassing behaviors interfere with a student's access to 

her/his education when they result in a student's not wanting to go to school, not wanting 

to or not attending a particular class, or when confidence, concentration and grades begin 

to fall. These are among the most common responses to school sexual harassment 

(AAUW, 2001). Even if a student does not openly show such adverse effects from 

harassment, the offending conduct can still be judged to be sufficiently severe to produce 

such effects in an average or "reasonable" student. In other words, in reviewing a school 

sexual harassment complaint, the Office of Civil Rights or a civil court would determine 

if the harassing conduct "would alter a reasonable student's educational environment and 

adversely affect the student's ability to particpate in or benefit fi-om the school's program 

on the basis of sex" (U.S. Dept. of Education 2001). 

School sexual harassment can include "unwelcome sexual advances, requests for 

sexual favors, and other physical, verbal, or nonverbal conduct of a sexual nature" (U.S. 

Dept. of Education 2001). The offending behaviors can involve sexual comments, jokes, 

looks, gestures, touching and grabbing, sexual rumors or graffiti, repeated requests for 

dates or sexual activity, and attempted or completed coerced sexual activity including 

rape. Title IX protects students in connection with any activities affiliated with school. 



that is, in "all of the academic, educational, extracurricular, athletic, and other programs 

of the school, whether they take place in the facilities of the school, on a school bus, at a 

class or training program sponsored by the school at another location or elsewhere" (U.S. 

Dept. of Education 2001). 

Although school sexual harassment (from the psychological perspective) is 

defined by the person experiencing the behaviors, there are several obstacles to clearly 

recognizing the conduct as sexual harassment, even from the target's point of view. Until 

ten years ago, school sexual harassment was practically an unnamed phenomenon. Only 

since the early 90's when workplace sexual harassment became more visible as a result of 

the Anita Hill/Clarence Thomas hearings and the Navy's Tailhook debacle did the label 

come to be more widely used, understood and then applied to school settings. It still 

remains a frequent and highly normalized occurrence in school, which makes it difficult 

for students (or adults) to see it as a behavior that is wrong, not allowed or contestable 

(Larkin, 1994). Even when students know the behaviors are wrong the cultural norms 

that produce and normalize them make it difficult for students to step forward and get 

help. 

Sexual harassment is particularly effective as a weapon because it involves a 

powerful taboo—sex. The taboo on sex talk is complex, varying dramatically by age and 

cultural cohort; it is off limits in some settings or places, but not others, and there are 

distinct ways of speaking about sex that are acceptable while others are not. When this 

private topic is brought out into the public domain, where and when it is less acceptable 

and in a way that demeans a target, it can produce shame. Shame is the harasser's 
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weapon, and one which also serves to silence the receiver, who may feel not only 

embarrassment but guilt at having been targeted. Feeling guilt appears to be a gendered 

response with girls often blaming themselves for the harassment, but not boys (Trigg & 

Wittenstrom, 1996). The shame and even self-blame may be reasons why so few students 

tell anyone other than a friend about their experiences (AAUW, 2001). Lastly, joking or 

teasing often are a part of sexual harassment. This also makes it very disorienting to the 

target who feels pain and shame, but then tries to second guess his/her feelings because 

everyone else is laughing (Larkin, 1994). 

Before it would bug me, but I really didn't know it... Everyone else was 
laughing, so I would try to laugh. I didn't really know about sexual 
harassment at all. Canadian high school girl (Larkin, 1994, p. 63) 

An important distinction must be made between joking, teasing and sexual 

harassment. Clearly, the line is a fine one and hard for students to distinguish. However, 

returning to our original psychological definition, the deciding factor is always how the 

behaviors make the target feel and how they are interpreted by him/her. If the behavior is 

of a sexual nature, unwanted by and disturbing to the target, it is sexual harassment 

(although not necessarily the illegal version outlined in the Department of Education, 

Office of Civil Rights guidance discussed above). 

A recent national survey done by the American Association of University Women 

(AAUW) in 2001 on school sexual harassment (the first was done in 1993) found that 

81% of students had experienced sexual harassment behaviors (83% of girls and 79% of 

boys) (AAUW, 2001). Only 20% of harassed students told a teacher or other school 

employee with most telling a friend (61%) or a family member (24%) and 20% telling no 
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one. Clearly, school sexual harassment is a very prevalent and under-reported (especially 

to school officials) phenomenon. The survey also showed that 30% of girls and 15% of 

boys stopped wanting to attend school as a result of such harassment with 22% of girls 

and 10% of boys saying they stayed home from school or cut a class because of it 

(AAUW, 2001). As these last numbers show, girls are more heavily impacted by school 

sexual harassment than boys, and there is also evidence that they experience more severe 

forms of sexual harassment than boys (Trigg & Wittenstrom, 1996; Lee, Croninger, Linn 

& Chen, 1996). The study done by Lee et al was a reanalysis of the 1993 AAUW sexual 

harassment survey data and measured severity in terms of 1) how upset the student was 

by the experience(s) 2) the frequency of the experience(s) and 3) the number of different 

forms of sexual harassment the student had experienced (Lee et al, 1996). 

There is a dearth of research that explores race, class, sexual orientation and 

ability in the context of school sexual harassment (Stein, 1999). Besides not seeking to 

understand how children of different racial or ethnic groups, classes or sexual orientation 

experience sexual harassment, survey researchers generally have failed to sufficiently 

oversample minority racial groups to gain significant statistics on prevalence alone (Stein, 

1999). In contrast, the AAUW studies, at a minimum, have oversampled for and broken 

out racial categories in reporting prevalence and the types of sexual harassment 

experienced. The 1993 AAUW survey shows that African American boys and girls 

reported significantly more sexual harassment than did white or Hispanic girls and boys 

(Brandenburg, 1997). This was particularly true of forms of harassment involving 

contact. About half (49%) of African American boys reported experiencing "intentional 
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brushing against" and 41% reported mooning/flashing (Wetzel & Brown, 2000). In 

comparison, 34% of white boys and 29% of Hispanic boys reported experiencing these 

two behaviors (Wetzel & Brown, 2000). The Lee et al study also showed that Black 

students were harassed more severely than whites or Hispanics, and students with lower 

CPA's and economically disadvantaged students experienced more severe harassment 

than students with higher CPA's and middle class students, respectively (Lee et al, 1996). 

Some physical forms of school sexual harassment overlap with criminal 

definitions of sexual assault (Fineran & Beimett, 1999; Stein, 1999). These would 

include touching, grabbing or pinching in a sexual way; pulling clothing off or down; 

forcing a kiss or other unwelcome physical sexual behavior, or sexual coercion, up to and 

including rape (Fineran & Bennett, 1999). In the 1993 AAUW survey 65% of girls said 

they experienced these behaviors and 59% in the 2001 survey. According to Nan Stein, 

the relatively less pubhc settings of school bathrooms and school buses are often the site 

of such assaults which range from grabbing and stripping to attempted rape and rape 

(Stein, 1999). Physical assault that is gender-based or sexually-charged but not a sexual 

assault, is also part of the sexual harassment range of behaviors (referred to in this paper 

as non-sexual assault). Cirls or boys commonly tell stories of being hit, kicked or choked 

or restrained by other boys or girls. 

The pushing and kicking happened with a guy at school for three weeks. When he saw 
me he couldn't come up and say hi. He had to push me or, if I was walking, he had to 
kick me. If he was by my locker, he would just come up and kick me in the ass. It got 
really serious when I was walking down the hallway in school. He came behind me and 
choked me. I turned around and I said, "what the f are you doing, man?" 

Female Canadian high school student (Larkin, 1995, p.85) 
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School Responses to Sexual Harassment 

Recent Department of Education published guidance on school sexual harassment 

(1997, 2001), state statutes and mounting legal precedent have made very clear that K-12 

schools are required to aggressively respond to the issue of school sexual harassment. 

Even so, many schools still do not recognize sexual harassment as a form of violence 

against students and do little to protect students from it (Stein, 1999). Without studies 

which specifically examine how schools have responded to sexual harassment, it is 

difficult to quantify Stein's assessment. Even so, clues can be found in some research. 

The AAUW studies do tell us that many more students today say their schools 

have a sexual harassment policy (69% in 2001 versus 26% in 1993) (AAUW, 1993, 

2001). While these numbers represent important progress, it is important to realize that 

to define and prohibit certain actions does not necessarily change behavior (Chamberlain, 

1997). Policies alone cannot sufficiently address these issues; schools must take the 

extra step to educate adults and students on how to deal with the real situations of 

harassment they confront in classrooms and hallways (Chamberlain, 1997). Students and 

staff need to be engaged in a "process of critical thinking that.. .support[s] their ability to 

make the sort of informed, reflective moral judgement[s].. .key.. .to fully address[ing] 

sexual harassment (Chamberlain, 1997). According the AAUW surveys, only a minority 

of schools have taken even the most basic steps toward sexual harassment education; in 

2001 36% of students said that their schools distribute materials on sexual harassment 

compared to 13% in 1993 (AAUW, 1993, 2001). These figures show that even with an 

increase in this one type of informational effort, almost two-thirds of schools still fail to 
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hand out materials on school sexual harassment; furthermore, material distribution is the 

least interactive intervention and so, is likely to be the least effective. In a training 

hierarchy, films and videos on sexual harassment would be somewhat more interactive; 

still better would be a brief talk with a question and answer period given by an untrained 

school teacher, and most effective would be interactive exercises and discussion with a 

professional trainer of sexual harassment and teen dating violence. As such, most 

students (and school adults) receive no training on sexual harassment and many of those 

who do receive a very cursory attempt. This may be a significant reason why the overall 

numbers of students experiencing sexual harassment has not declined in the intervening 

years since the 1993 AAUW survey. 

In spite of schools' informational efforts, very few students say they tell their 

teachers about sexual harassment they experience (7% in 1993 and 11% in 2001) with 

most telling friends or relatives (61% and 24%, respectively) and 20% telling no one 

about the harassment (AAUW 2001). It may be that students do not expect adults to be 

willing or able to help them with this common problem. Since the vast majority of school 

sexual harassment happens in the most public locations in schools (classrooms and 

hallways), often with adults (and students) looking on, it could be that inaction on the part 

of such adults leads students to believe adults do not think the issue is sufficiently 

important to warrant their active intervention (Chamberlain, 1997; Stein 1995,1999). 

Elizabeth Chamberlain explains that patriarchal socio-cultural values and understandings 

around sex and sexual teasing can make it difficult for educators to even "see" the 

behaviors as they occur. She quotes MacKinnon; "Intimate violation of women by men 
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is sufficiently pervasive in American society as to be nearly invisible. Contained by 

internalized and structural forms of power, it has been nearly inaudible" (MacKinnon, 

1979 in Chamberlain, 1997, p. 151). Chamberlain adds that in 

.. .focusing on the academic task at hand, [teachers] may hear comments or see behaviors 
such as bra snapping but not attend to them, claiming that they do not wish to interrupt 
the flow of academic pursuit. They do not consider that the flow has already been 
disrupted for the targets of such behaviors or comments. (Chamberlain, 1997, p. 151) 

It can be particularly confusing to students who experience sexually harassing behaviors 

as unwelcome or offensive when their experiences are not validated by witnessing adults 

(Chamberlain, 1997; Stein, 1999). It places students in the ultimate Catch-22. Since the 

adult's inaction validates the behavior as normal, the student remains silent. Her silence 

is then proof to the adult that the behavior is not offensive and so requires no 

intervention. A student who was quite certain she had been violated explains her 

confusion and frustration at a teacher's inaction: 

Of the times I was sexually harassed at school, one of them made me feel really bad. I 
was in class and the teacher was looking right at me when this guy grabbed my butt. The 
teacher saw it happen. 1 slapped the guy and told him not to do that. My teacher didn't 
say anything and looked away and went on with the lesson like nothing out of the ordinary 
had happened. It really confused me because I knew guys weren't supposed to do that, 
but the teacher didn't do anything, I felt like the teacher (who was a man) betrayed me and 
thought I was making a big deal out of nothing. 

14-year-old [girl], white, Spokane, Washington (Stein, 1995, p. 146) 

The latest AAUW study asks students how people they told about sexual 

harassment responded to them. The published summary does not specify whether the 

person responding was a school adult, friend or relative. The most common responses 

were: 

• Told to go to the authority and make them aware or tell parents (18 %) 

• Said it was a joke or laughed (13 %) 
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• Said don't worry about it, it's not a big deal, forget about it (10%) 

Boys were more likely to get the second response (21 %) with girls most likely to get the 

first (23%) (AAUW, 2001). This gendered response shows how sexual harassment of 

boys is more frequently dismissed than that of girls. Certainly, the latter responses which 

dismiss the harassment are the most disturbing, particularly if made by an adult. Perhaps 

more significant, however, is that none of these answers point to the persons being told 

about incidents taking action to deal with the harassment. With many school adults 

turning a blind eye to school sexual harassment or telling students not to worry about it, 

one wonders if the experiences of some students are more likely to be neglected than 

others (as with boys). Some teachers, embedded in the gendered, raced, classed social 

hierarchies of the larger society, will likely reproduce these at school by giving more 

assistance or positive attention to white, middle class and even popular students, leaving 

students with less sociocultural power to fend for themselves. Certainly kids reproduce 

these hierarchies: 

I think for [the guys] it's a power trip ... They get to tease some girl, especially a 
minority girl... and nobody's going to say anything. First of all, if it's a girl a lot 
of guys won't say anything, and a lot of the girls won't say anything. You get the 
minority in there, and definitely nobody's going to say anything. 

Canadian high school girl (Larkin, 1994, p. 94) 

Even when school administrators take a proactive stance toward school sexual 

harassment, they may find that setting out to make change in this arena can be like 

crossing a minefield of dissent and obstruction from other faculty, students, parents, 

schoolboards and even superintendants. In her ethnography of an urban and a suburban 

middle school in the early nineties entitled Schoolgirls, Peggy Orenstien relates just such 
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a situation (Orenstien, 1994). The principal of the suburban middle school had been 

made aware of several incidents of sexual harassment at the school including one in 

which a girl was being taunted about her breast size by a large group of boys in her P.E. 

class. The principal had asked a part-time female counselor to meet with the female 

targets and witnesses to provide a support network and a chance for the girls to strategize 

together about how to respond to the harassment. In this same timeframe, the state of 

California passed a law which required K-12 schools to draft and publish sexual 

harassment policies and allowed principals to expel or suspend students who sexually 

harassed. The principal saw this as an opportunity to take a stand on sexual harassment 

and make real change in the school. After bringing up the new rules around sexual 

harassment in an assembly and having homeroom teachers read the new policies to 

students, the principal began suspending some of the boys who had harassed the girl in 

the P.E. class. At this point she began to experience resistance. One father complained 

that the word "masturbation" had been used in the girls support group meeting with the 

counselor. The mother of the girl harassed in her P.E. class complained about the 

principal's handling of the case to her superintendant. The superintendent then was upset 

when he discovered the mother had the names of the boys involved in the case. He then 

reprimanded the principal for not sufficiently protecting the boys involved. The principal 

now felt not only unsupported in her efforts to reduce sexual harassment at her school, 

but that her job might be at risk. As a result, she abandoned many of her initiatives 

including the support group and harsher punishment (suspension or expulsion) for 

harassers. This example shows how beginning to take school sexual harassment seriously 
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from an administrative perspective requires the very difficult task of changing the school 

culture. This work is unlikely to go smoothly and certainly cannot be done without the 

support of peers and superiors, even as a school principal. 

School climate is an important contextual factor in how much sexual harassment 

students experience. In the previously mentioned Lee et al study (which reevaluated the 

data from the 1993 AAUW school sexual harassment study), the researchers found that 

the amount of school sexual harassment happening as reported by the students was 

predictive of how much harassment the students experienced. Specifically, students who 

perceived large amounts of sexual harassment happening at their schools and students 

who reported that their friends experienced more sexual harassment were much more 

likely to have experienced harassment (Lee, et al, 1996). The effects were large enough 

for the research team to conclude that the social context in which students were located 

was a very important factor in students' being sexually harassed. In a study on bullying 

among much younger children Nan Stein corroborates this finding and adds nuance about 

adult attitudes which might shape school environment. In this study of over 450 children 

in 17 K-3 classrooms, she found that teachers often trivialized students' complaints of 

harassment or even doubted whether children were telling the truth (Stein, 1997). She 

found student bullying was the worst in schools where school adults were the most 

disrespectful of students and their parents, with the implication that peer harassment is 

related to not being valued and valuing others. 

.. .the tone and climate that the teachers set in the classroom had an impact on the 
incidence of teasing and bullying that we observed. Our observations at two of the 
schools with the greatest difficulties, and later confirmed by comments from the 
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teacher focus groups, pointed towards a lack of respect by the teachers towards 
their students and their families. Teachers tended to use authoritarian measures, 
such as yelling or making comments that embarrassed or demeaned the students. 
(Stein, 1997, p. 13). 

Although this study involved younger children and more general bullying versus purely 

sexual harassment, the results corroborate school adult non-action around sexual 

harassment; as such, other findings from the study may be significant to peer sexual 

harassment in K-12 as well. 

Teen Dating Violence 

Teen dating or courtship violence involves "repeated actual or threatened acts that 

physically, sexually or verbally abuse a member of an unmarried couple" where one or 

both are between 13 and 20 years old (Levy, 1998). Adolescent battering relationships 

are very similar to adult models in their lethality and cyclical patterns of domination and 

control (Levy, 1998). The abuser usually controls his/her partner with extreme jealousy, 

restriction of his/her movements, and threats of sexual or physical harm, revealing sexual 

secrets to family or friends, or suicide. The behaviors can occur anywhere including 

school grounds. 

Just as with sexual harassment, the prevalence of dating violence among young 

people is high. Based on her review of the literature, Barrie Levy estimates that 10-30% 

of dating teens experience dating violence (Levy, 1998). Twenty-eight percent of the 

high school students surveyed by Libby Bergman reported experiences of verbal, physical 

and/or sexual violence in a relationship (Bergman, 1992). Mohdor and Tolman found 

that 36.4% of the female high school students and 37.1% of the males who had dated 
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reported physical and sexual abuse in their relationships (Molidor & Tolman, 1998). 

Although both boys and girls report relationship violence, girls experience much more 

severe forms, i.e. they are much more likely than boys to be punched or forced to engage 

in sexual activity against their will; boys are more likely to be pinched, slapped, 

scratched or kicked (Molidor & Tolman, 1998). The immediate consequences for girls 

are also much more severe than for boys. About half the girls reporting abuse said they 

had been seriously harmed whereas over 90% of the boys claimed that they were hurt just 

a little or not at all (Molidor & Tolman, 1998). It is also important to note that 36% of 

the girls report fighting back. This could account for a significant amount of the violence 

against boys (Molidor & Tolman, 1998). The more long term impacts on a teen 

experiencing relationship violence can include loss of self-esteem, damage to sexual 

identity, perceived loss of control over their environment, and serious depression (Levy, 

1998). Abused adolescents also have a higher risk of emotional disorders, suicide 

attempts, drug and alcohol abuse, eating disorders and unintended pregnancy (Simon & 

Golden, 1996). 

Researchers of relationship violence have often failed to study race, class or 

sexuality differences. Even when these demographics are focused upon significant 

differences in their influence on the incidence of relationship violence in teens or adults 

are not found or do not agree across surveys (Sugarman & Hotaling, 1989). In the case of 

race, many researcers find it difficult to comment on prevalence or other differences due 

to the small numbers of people of color surveyed (Silverman et al, 2001). Preliminary 

work on differences related to sexuality shows prevalence rates to be very high for gay 
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and lesbian couples and perhaps equal to those in the straight community (Renzetti, 

1997). 

More research will likely reveal the many and complex ways that racism, class 

and sexuality intersect with relationship violence. Renzetti (1997) discusses the unique 

ways that gay and lesbian abusers can use a partner's sexuality against the victim such as 

threatening to out him/her at work. Barrie Levy argues that the experience of racism 

limits a victim's options in a violent relationship and the possible success of those options 

(i.e. the likelihood of being blamed or not being taken seriously) (Levy, 1998). Evelyn C. 

White writes about the effects of institutionalized racism on the self-esteem of young 

black men and women and how this self-hate and deep frustration contributes to 

relationship violence (White, 1998). This dynamic may also be at work with poor and 

LGBT adults and youth. In any case, one would expect that young people already coping 

with one or more forms of marginalization will be more vulnerable to this form of 

violence and have less sociocultural power and access to resources to help them deal with 

courtship violence than white, middle-class hetereosexual students. As such, they may 

experience more adverse effects of the violence. 

Although there is no school sexual harassment research that I am aware of which 

explores sociocultural power in this way, the research team ofRospenda, Richman, and 

Nawyn (1998) have studied these dynamics in the context of workplace sexual 

harassment. They believe that race, gender and class are constructed through 

interpersonal interaction producing institutions or places where the power held there is 

gendered, raced and classed. Because of the sophistication of their model and the clear 
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possibilties for generalizing their conclusions to the schoolyard, their work will be 

explored further in this paper. 

View of Sexual Harassment and Teen Dating Violence as Overlapping in the 
Literature 

There are several authors who envision the phenomena of school sexual 

harassment and teen dating violence as overlapping and point to the importance of this 

perspective. The research team of Fineran and Bennett state that "the overlap of peer 

sexual harassment, dating violence, and other forms of peer violence has been largely 

overlooked in their respective literatures" (Fineran & Bennet, 1999, p. 629). In their 

study of school sexual harassment and relationship context, they document an overlap 

between sexual harassment and teen dating violence by showing that sexual harassment 

occurs between dating and ex-dating partners (like dating violence) (Fineran & Bennett, 

1999). Nan Stein agrees with the importance of seeking overlaps between the two 

phenomena in the area of relationship and location, and points to the Fineran and Bennett 

work as an exception to school sexual harassment research that overlooks relationship of 

harasser to target (Stein, 1999). She hopes that sexual harassment work that examines 

relationship context will uncover how much sexual harassment might actually be dating 

violence (Stein, 1999). Stein also encourages more research like that of Molidor and 

Tolman (1998) which has illuminated the location overlap between sexual harassment 

and dating violence by finding that much teen relationship violence occurs on school 

grounds (like sexual harassment) (Stein, 1999). 
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In the literature on dating violence Lisa Waldner-Haugrud (1995) writes about a 

continuum of sexual coercion among adolescents which includes verbal and physical 

behaviors; her work highlights a behavior and relationship overlap between sexual 

harassment and dating violence by showing how many behaviors that are associated with 

verbal sexual harassment such as name-calling, threats and blackmail can be used to 

coerce sexual activity between dating partners (Waldner-Haugrud, 1995). Simon and 

Golden also focus on a continuum of sexual consent/coercion; and they also point out the 

relationship overlap in dating violence and sexual harassment behaviors by stating that 

although sexual harassment may happen between acquaintances who go to school 

together, "...the pattem of abuse can surface in dating relationships" (Simon & Golden, 

1996). A girlfriend or boyfriend subjected to "unwelcomed sexual comments which 

makes that person feel threatened is an example of sexual harassment in a dating 

relationship" (Simon & Golden, 1996, p. 12). 

In the next section I attempt to build a model of peer school sexual harassment by 

explaining it as a culturally produced phenomenon. I will explore its roots in the larger 

culture, school culture and gendered peer interactions through a review of the literature on 

these topics. I also outline some original thoughts on the instrumentality of sexual 

harassment for adolescents. 
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CULTURAL THEORY PERSPECTIVE ON ADOLESCENT SEXUAL 
HARASSIMENT 

Overview 

Like adults, adolescents actively display and produce cultural knowledge through 

their routine, everyday interactions and speech patterns with one another (Eder, 1999; 

Thome, 1993). This cultural knowledge reflects the beliefs and norms of the adult world 

yet, is uniquely moderated by young people's own interpretations and culture (Eder, 

1999; Thome, 1993). I propose that peer school sexual harassment is one such routine 

and ritualized interaction that is first and foremost about exploiting power, and also about 

sex and gender (Brandenburg, 1997). It represents sexually charged (or sexual) 

interactions between students where they use language, symbols, space and their bodies to 

reproduce and exploit often stereotyped cultural knowledge about gender and sexuality 

(Brandenburg, 1997; Eder, 1998; Nespor, 1999). Most importantly, these interactions 

are accomplished as students reproduce and exploit the raced, classed and gendered 

power relations from the larger society as mediated in their school settings'*. Sexual 

harassment is a way in which adolescents assert the ascribed sociocultural power of race, 

class, gender, ability or sexual orientation to achieve goals related to sexual or romantic 

interactions, gender identification and social status. 

In asserting power through sexual harassment, students have a series of intended 

motivations or goals, as well as several unintended or unconscious goals. Intended ends 

* Although power is rarely examined as a variable in school sexual harassment studies, in their reanalysis of 
the 1993 AAUW survey Lee, et al (1996) found the abuse of gender and other societal power (race, class, 
and GPA) to be evident in peer school sexual harassment. 
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include 1) achieving romantic or sexual contact, 2) retaliation for withholding or 

withdrawal of such contact, 3) proving one's masculinity or femininity, 4) improving or 

safeguarding one's social status in a peer group (including avoiding social isolation), or 

5) punishing deviation from social (gender, race, class, sexuality, ability) norms^. Each 

one of these goals can overlap with the others. For example, a white, male 

middle class teen may tell his friends that his Latina ex-girlfriend is a slut in response to 

her breaking up with him. This allows him to retaliate for her withdrawal from the 

relationship while also improving his social status by reducing hers. This is 

accomplished by bolstering his masculinity as he degrades her femininity. 

The unintended or unconscious goals of peer sexual harassment involve the social 

material that is used to accomplish the intended goals i.e., dominant social norms around 

masculine and feminine roles/scripts, sexuality and heterosexual dating as they intersect 

with myths and stereotypes of race, class, sexual orientation and ability. These norms are 

reinforced as they are used to sexually harass, and the existing power hierarchies of race, 

class, gender, sexual orientation, age and ability are also reinscribed in the act. In the 

example above, the young man uses gender norms around sexual activity or the double 

standard to punish the ex-girlfriend and to improve his own masculine image of 

toughness and control. In so doing he strengthens the gender hierarchy that underlies the 

double standard, and which gives him the power to use it against a female. Also 

^ Fineran and Bennett also speak of peer sexual harassment as an exploitation of power for particular 
intended ends: "We.. .assume that sexual harassment is functional, its utility being dominance and 
interpersonal control" (Fineran & Bennett, 1999, p. 629). 
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reinscribed is the race hierarchy that gives him additional power to wield against a 

woman of color. Since people of color are often stereotyped by whites as over-sexed, the 

white male teen can use this myth to injure the female of color and to bolster his position 

of white male superiority. The harassment serves to reinscribe his privileged position as 

well as her less privileged or marginalized one in the gendered, raced social hierarchy. 

Viewed as a by-product of culture, school sexual harassment can be better 

understood by examining the cultures in which adolescents are socialized. As such, I will 

examine, in turn, the larger social culture and the school culture that represents an 

important institution within it. It is within these cultures that adolescent sexuality, sexual 

discourses and power relations are produced and reproduced. Dominant and specific 

"culture[s] infuse sexuality [and power] with meaning" (Irvine, 1994, p. 8), and so, 

literally produce the sexual behaviors, and the behaviors of dominance exhibited by 

adolescents when performing peer school sexual harassment. 

The Larger Culture 

In the larger culture there exist race, class, gender, sexuality, age and ability 

hierarchies that confer more or less sociocultural power upon adults and, in the same way, 

on adolescents depending on their place in the various hierarchies. The pinnacle 

positions are reserved for fully abled, young, white, heterosexual males. An adolescent's 

ascribed status within these interlocking hierarchies is operative wherever sh/e goes, so 

that sh/e experiences the corresponding combination of sociocultural privilege and/or 

disadvantage, albeit unevenly, across all settings. Sociocultural hierarchies inherently 
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legitimize the use of a wide range of personal and institutional forms of violence by those 

with the sociocultural privilege and power to dominate others with the aim of maintaining 

or seeking higher status in the hierarchy (Irvine, 1994). The violence of school sexual 

harassment represents one of the ways sociocultural privilege is exploited to maintain or 

bolster existing privilege and power. This form of violence operates through historically 

distinct, culturally produced concepts of sexual deviance and normality (Irvine, 1994). 

Throughout history sexuality has been used by groups with power to maintain 

control (D'Emilio & Freedman, 1988 cited in Irvine, 1994, p. 11). Just as there are 

hierarchies of sociocultural power based on race, class, sexuality or gender, there are 

hierarchies of acceptable sexual roles/behaviors. Those forms deemed 'good' and 

'normal' are not accidentally associated with those who have power and privilege or with 

being white, heterosexual, middle-class, young and able (Irvine, 1994). John D'Emilio 

and Estelle Freedman point out that "the white middle class has routinely justified 

oppression by casting people of color as sexually deviant for 'images of sexual depravity 

served to strengthen class and race hierarchies'" (D'Emilio & Freedman, 1988 cited in 

Irvine, 1994, p. 11). As such, "the dominant sexual meanings of the white middle 

class...[are the] assumed universal standards" while other cultures' practices and norms 

are distorted or demonized "in relation to a set of dominant sexual meanings" (Irvine, 

1994, p. 12). 

Dominant sexual patterns and meanings are not monolithic, but certain behaviors 

and roles are given primacy when defined as "normal" through the major "institutions of 

sociocultural control"— religion, law, medicine and education (Irvine, 1994, p. 12). 
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Sexual meanings are fomed in language and then reformed in the specific idioms of 

various group cultures (Irvine, 1994). They are communicated in media, through 

institutional practices and policies and in interpersonal communication. Helping to 

support notions of deviance in sexuality and sexual behaviors are the lack of words for 

sexual practices and ideas, an existing "language of perversity" (Jefifrey Weeks, 1986 

cited in Irvine, 1994, p. 17) used to describe deviant acts and a taboo on speaking openly 

about sexuality at all (Irvine, 1994). 

Among the sexual roles, behaviors and identities that are evaluated as negative or 

deviant in the larger U.S. society are homosexual and bisexual sex and identities, 

stereotypes of racialized sexual behavior and roles (hyper-sexed women and men of 

color, for example), women initiating or enjoying sex (too much), stereotypes of classed 

sexual behavior and roles (poor women as 'loose' or non-discriminating); sex work, 

particularly among poor women; sexual activity outside of monogamy or primary 

relationships; sex beyond certain positions or sex with toys (Rubin, 1984 cited in Epstein 

& Johnson, 1998, p. 32) . The gender roles that are considered deviant are any that 

deviate from the traditional supremacy and toughness of hegemonic masculinity and the 

subordinance and passivity of traditional femininity and all the many behaviors and 

symbols this implies for white, heterosexual, middle-classed men and women. 

The opposite of these "deviant" sexual discourses, that is, monogamous 

heterosexuality among the white middle class is reproduced and regulated through images 

of "normalcy" and "deviance" in the media and in the public debates and policies 

produced by the state at local, state and national levels (Epstein & Johnson, 1998). 
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Although we think of sexuality as a private affair and the state as public and asexual, the 

state imposes its sexual preferences through all manner of public policy and regulation 

(Epstein & Johnson, 1998). Consider state regulation of abortion and reproductive or 

fertility practices, laws about who can serve in the military, the lack of laws to protect 

against gay and lesbian discrimination, regulation of sex work, laws (or their lack of 

enforcement) around rape and age of consent, and what may or may not be formally 

spoken or taught in schools around sexuality (Epstein & Johnson, 1998). 

Acceptable or normative sexual discourses are also reproduced and reinforced 

through personal interaction. Concepts and images of deviance (and normality) around 

gender and sex/uality are deployed in the performance of sexual harassment to please or 

empower the self and to disempower or injure another. As such, much of sexual 

harassment is performed to prove or enforce traditional gender and sex identities and 

sexual norms and practices. And even when sexual harassment has a different goal (to 

make sexual contact or attain social status), it is these very powerful norms around sex 

and gender that are used and reinforced to deploy one's sociocultural or other forms of 

power to achieve the desired result. 

The School Culture 

It is ironic that our culture retreats from linking the words sexuality and school, 

when schools represent a primary site for producing the sexual discourses and sexual 

identities of adolescents due to the enormous part of childhood spent in school and the 

important role schools are given in forming citizens (Epstein & Johnson, 1998; Lesko, 
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1999). In their citizen-making role, schools are charged with producing a national 

identity which is raced, classed, gendered, sexualized and religion-based (Epstein & 

Johnson, 1998). This national identity is a sort of "meta-narrative of identity", and in the 

U.S. is white, heterosexual, middle-class, and christian (Epstein & Johnson, 1998). 

Schools are also expected to produce morally upstanding citizens, that is, those who do 

not engage in the illicit or deviant sexual behaviors previously discussed (Epstein & 

Johnson, 1998). As such, schools play a key role in normalizing, policing and controlling 

the sex and gender discourses and norms discussed above (Epstein & Johnson, 1998; 

Lesko, 1999). As with the larger culture, there are no universal gender or sexual 

representations or relations, but a pattern of hegemonic or normative ideals that have a 

universal effect. 

Schools will tend to produce a unique "gender regime" which resembles the larger 

society's hierarchy of gender and sexuality norms (Kessler, Ashendon, Connell & 

Dowsett, 1985 cited in Lesko, 1999, xviii). This regime is a set of institutions and 

practices that produces a hierarchy of masculinities and femininities based on compulsory 

heterosexuality^, and a gender and sex division of labor (Kessler et al, 1985 in Lesko, 

1999). Although students can resist it, the gender regime presents itself as a fact of 

school life (Kessler et al, 1985 cited in Lesko, 1999, p. xviii). 

It is difficult to overstate the degree to which compulsory heterosexuality forms 

the foundation of a school's gender regime which includes adolescent ideologies of 

®Adrieiine Rich coined the meaningful term "compulsory heterosexuality" in her 1980 essay Compulsory 
Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence (Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society. 5, 631-660). 
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masculinity and femininity (Mandel & Shakeshaft, 2000). In their interview study of over 

200 students in two Long Island middle schools between 1993 and 1995 the research 

team of Mandel and Shakeshaft found this heterosexism to be extremely powerful in 

shaping the students' narrow and polarized conceptions of gender identity, roles and 

scripts. They assert that heterosexist images of masculinity and femininity are quite 

harmful to adolescents because they send the message to boys that they should embrace 

toughness and aggression while rejecting all behaviors and attributes associated with 

femininity. Similarly, girls receive the message that their appearance is their primary 

asset, and both genders must appear 'straight' or risk the dangerous stigma of 

homosexuality (Mandel & Shakeshaft, 2000, p. 77). Interviewees in Mandel and 

Shakeshaft's study agreed that gay and lesbian students would not be safe at their school 

(Mandel & Shakeshaft, 2000). The labeling of girls and nonheterosexuals as "other" than 

the norm is clear in this surveyed eighth grade boy's remarks, "Masculine is 'acting 

normal'.. .not strength.. .but like normal. Feminine is like gay, I don't consider myself 

gay" (Mandel & Shakeshaft, 2000, p. 87). 

Athletic status is an extremely important component of the model of dominant 

masculinity to which boys are pressured to conform (Mandel & Shakeshaft, 2000). There 

is substantial evidence that the school institution of boys' athletics (particularly contact 

sports, such as football, basketball, rugby or ice hockey) is linked to an increasing 

insensitivity to the feelings of others and an objectification of girls and sexuality (Eder, 

1999; Levy, 1998). In Donna Eder's four year ethnographic study of the interactions of 
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boys and girls in a Midwestern middle school, she found that a more stable hierarchy of 

status and popularity was formed after boys' athletics and girls' cheerleading were 

introduced in seventh grade (in elementary school there was a more flexible pattern of 

social relationships and status). With their greater visibility male athletes enjoyed a much 

higher status than other boys, and then used ritual insulting, (sexual) teasing and displays 

of toughness and meanness to assert and maintain status in the hierarchy. The highest 

status males (athletes) were those who most sexually objectified girls via sexually 

aggressive comments and behaviors, but through peer socialization other boys succumbed 

to this view and treatment of girls (Eder, 1995). Interacting with girls became a highly 

sexualized and competitive activity for many of the higher and middle status boys in the 

school (Eder, 1995). As a result of these observations, Eder concluded that the 

institution of male athletics promoted intensified gender and social (among boys) 

inequality by conferring higher status to participating boys (Eder, 1995). 

Because of the gains of the women's movement, girls are afforded a somewhat 

larger space for gender identification and roles than in the past. Although there is 

variation in the femininities that adolescent girls display, these are still defined in relation 

to the traditionally feminine model. Mandel and Shakeshaft found three different 

femininities among the girls they interviewed: one was a conventional hyper-femininity 

or "unidimensional" model (defined by the partcipants as someone who wears dresses, 

fawns over boys, shops, is dependent, prissy, squeamish, etc.); another allowed for some 

masculine-identi fied traits or activities (such as interest in sports) which they called 

"mascufemininity" (a term coined by one of the female interviewees) and the third was an 
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"independent" model which included girls who more openly rejected traditional feminine 

norms by being tough, butchy, independent and/or unromantic or disinterested in boys. 

Even girls who considered themselves mascufeminine or independent felt the pressure of 

the unidimensional model. One seventh grade girl says, "I feel like I have to hide that I'm 

not really into boys in front of my friends" (Mandel & Shakeshaft, 2000). 

In middle school the pressure to be popular is enormous, and the girls who fit the 

unidimensional model of femininity achieve the most popularity. As with male athletics, 

Eder found that when cheerleading was introduced in the seventh grade as an 

extracurricular activity, a stable social hierarchy quickly formed with cheerleaders at the 

top (Eder, 1995). Participation in cheerleading, pom pom squads and eventually 

homecoming queen competitions serves to further objectify girls and place a great value 

on their physical attractiveness (Eder, 1995). These values of attractiveness and 

popularity serve to make girls anxious about their appearance and being liked. Eder feels 

that girls' gossip about one another's looks or popularity comes from this pressure to 

conform to the unidimensional model (Eder, 1995). Additionally, girls who deviate from 

it risk losing status and open themselves to teasing and harassment by higher status girls 

and boys. Once again, girls can attempt to resist these dominant heterosexual norms of 

femininity, but they cannot entirely escape them or their effects. 

The sexual harassment that arises out of school social hierarchies and polarized 

heterosexual views of gender often goes uncontested by targets and witnesses. Certainly 

the pressure to be seen as fitting the norms and to avoid being targeted play a large role. 

Nan Stein believes that an additional reason has to do with the hierarchical and 
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undemocratic nature of schools which promotes blind obedience and apathy versus active 

efforts at social change (Stein, 1999). She believes that schools must become more 

democratic institutions and teach students to be active agents for social justice within 

their schools in order to change the culture of teasing and bullying that is the norm in U.S. 

primary and secondary education (Stein, 1999). With these new or different values 

emphasized, students would be more likely to interrupt such harmful activities (Stein, 

1999). Beyond the many ways school culture and institutions are implicated in the 

production of peer sexual harassment, students themselves exert enormous pressure on 

one another to use harassment to dominate others and to enforce conformity to hegemonic 

gender/sexuality norms. Integral to this pressure is the need to survive socially and to 

attain status or popularity at school. 

Peer Pressure and The Popularity System 

It seems that as kids enter middle school, there is a greater emphasis on popularity 

and social visibility. As social creatures, this need for acceptance and belonging is 

certainly understandable. There is also evidence that as people make a transition into a 

larger institution, it heightens their desire to belong to a group or to fit in (Singer, 1981). 

But what else is it about middle school and high school culture that produces an 

extraordinarily strong need for popularity and all the activity and energy that goes into 

seeking and maintaining social status? One reason has already been posited in Eder's 

argument that certain highly gender-stereotyped (and privileged) extra-curricular 

activities (boys' athletics and girls' cheerleading) help produce and strengthen the 
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popularity system by affording so much status and prestige to their participants. Eder also 

notes that the popularity system in schools mirrors and amplifies the social hierarchy of 

the larger society where white middle class men exist at the peak of the pyramid (Eder, 

1995). She tells how the school cafeteria was class segregated with middle class kids 

seated on one side and working class and poor kids (called "grits") seated on the other 

(Eder, 1995). 

Social gender norms bring their fullest weight to bear in adolescence, so that 

acting out appropriate gender roles becomes central in students' lives (Thome, 1994 cited 

in Mandel & Shakeshaft, 2000, p. 76). As such, there is enormous pressure in middle 

school for adolescent boys to prove their heterosexual masculinity and for girls to be 

heterosexually attractive and popular resulting in cross-sex relations that were, according 

to the researchers, "at best, disrespectful and, at worst, abusive, as evidenced by [the 

sexually] harassing and disrespectful language" between them (Mandel & Shakeshaft, 

2002, p. 91). "Boys appear to define and demonstrate their masculinity through abusive, 

embarrassing or humiliating language toward girls, such as bitch, slut, and whore and 

homophobic language toward other boys such as faggot, homo (Shakeshaft et al., 1995, 

1997 cited in Mandel & Shakeshaft, 2000, p. 91). In this way a heterosexual masculinity 

that is defined by homophobic and anti-female attitudes results in abusiveness to girls and 

less masculine boys and helps reproduce social and sexual inequality (Mandel & 

Shakeshaft, 2000). 

Perhaps even more important than the desire to conform to normative gender roles 

and achieve social status is the fear of ostracism and public shaming (Eder, 1995). In 
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Eder's observations the most vicious sexual and other harassment was leveled at the 

school's social isolates who were often poor, "unattractive" or special education children. 

She explains how continuously scapegoating these children (resulting in very high social 

distress for them) might serve to reduce the strong social insecurity experienced by all 

other students (Eder, 1995). Every child's status is buttressed by showing how they are 

not like the students who are seen as least acceptable. Because of the compulsory 

heterosexuality that undergirds gender norms in schools it is not surprising that the 

targeted children are often called "fags" and "lesbians" to underline their "out" status 

(Eder, 1995). Eder tells of one female special education student who was made to 

conform to the homosexual label by being threatened with violence if she did not kiss 

another girl, and so she did (Eder, 1995). This sort of abuse further associates 

homosexuality with rejection (Eder, 1995). I think this dynamic of verbally attacking 

others to allay one's own fears of rejection and to avoid becoming a target plays a central 

role in how sexual harassment is used by students to attain or safeguard social status and 

act out accepted gender roles. 

Interaction Styles 

Donna Eder's research shows how children "actively construct their own shared 

understandings" in the context of the larger adult culture (Eder, 1995; Thome, 1994). 

She explains how this construction takes place through behaviors and symbols, but 

particularly through the use of certain language routines, such as ritual teasing, insulting 

and collaborative storytelling. She explains how some forms are used more (and 
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therefore mastered) by boys (insult exchanges) and some are used more by girls (gossip) 

although there is great overlap in almost all the forms (Eder, 1995). A lack of mastery in 

one form of routine, say sexual insults, typically used by boys, will make that routine 

more difficult for a girl than a boy to negotiate and, therefore, resist. This is not to imply 

that girls do not employ creative ways to resist sexual harassment or the heterosexual 

norms of femininity and masculinity which they find oppressive, because some certainly 

do. The point is made to explain how language routines have very distinct patterns of use 

and to show that skill is often required for effective resistance within the confines of that 

language routine. Eder (1995) also explains that certain forms of language lend 

themselves to resistance or dissent moreso than others. For example, collaborative 

storytelling and collective teasing are easier to use for such purposes than ritual teasing or 

insults (Eder, 1995). 

As discussed, the general taboo against discussing private matters (like sex) 

publicly enhances the shaming power of verbal sexual harassment Adolescent 

(especially male adolescent) culture encourages breaking the taboo against sex talk with 

very explicit forms of sexual speech often used to harass. As such, verbal sexual 

harassment, particularly sexual name-calling is a very powerful tool for dominating and 

controlling others. Since schools have virtually no private spaces, the very public nature 

of school life adds to the viability of sexual harassment as a form of dominance behavior 

in student interactions. 

There are many salient forces at work in producing the behaviors and language 

routines associated with sexual harassment. I think chief among them is the intense 
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pressure for popularity and social status in middle and high school which is sought and 

maintained, in large part, through the teasing and harassment of those seen to have less 

social status or sociocultural power. To the would be victims the sexual teasing and 

harassment poses an ever-present threat of public shaming and loss of status. Due to the 

fear of shame thus imposed, sexual harassment of others is often used to avoid becoming 

a target. Intervening on the behalf of others or oneself often opens one to more intense 

harassment and is thus, avoided. 

In summary, sexual harassment, which always involves the exploitation of the 

sociocultural power, is very much about responding to huge pressures to prove one's 

proper gender conformity, achieve social status and avoid ostracism. Also important to 

understand is how sexual harassment is used with the intention to achieve specific 

romantic or sexual ends such as to get or keep romantic attention or relationship and 

desired sexual activity (or to punish for the withdrawal of these). These motivations will 

be explored in more depth in the Data and Analysis chapter of this paper. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Feminist Research Methodologies 

A core aim of feminist research is to study the experiences of groups previously 

un- or under-represented in scholarly research such as women and children. Equally 

important is the effort to represent their experiences and ideas in their own words versus 

those of the researcher (Rheinharz, 1992). In alignment with these values, a primary 

purpose of this project is to make heard the voices of teens who have experienced peer 

sexual harassment in school. To accomplish this goal, I chose to do semi-structured 

interviews with teens. Interviews allow the researcher to get richer detail about the 

relationship ofharasser to target (the primary focus of this study), nuances of the type, 

patterns and duration of harassment, the feelings of the target and the target's own 

interpretation of the events. This information is necessary for clarifying the overlap of 

school sexual harassment and teen dating violence, the aim of this project. 

The Interview Participants 

Human Subjects Approval. Recruiting Participants, and Characteristics of the Sample 

The first step in preparing to recruit youth for this study was to request approval 

for the project from the university's Human Subjects Committee. The review process 

was quite thorough because of my use of minor age participants and the sexual subject 

matter of the interviews. In order to more fully protect the confidentiality of the 

participants, the committee conditioned its approval of my application upon receipt of a 

Confidentiality Certificate from the National Institutes of Mental Health (NIMH). This 
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certificate allows a researcher to withhold identifying information about research 

participants in the case of a compelled involuntary disclosure such as a subpoena. Such a 

situation might arise if, for example, in the course of the interview, a participant reveals 

adult perpetrated sexual abuse that requires mandatory reporting to law enforcement or 

Child Protective Services in most states. With some assistance from NIMH I was able to 

receive the Certificate of Confidentiality and then Human Subjects approval. 

In this project I interviewed a convenience sample of 18 youth between the ages 

of 13 and 20. All but one of the participants were found in two teen/youth organizations 

and an alternative school; the one participant who did not come from these sources was 

the daughter of a university contact found through a recruiting announcement placed on a 

campus feminist listserve. Youth groups were approached instead of public schools to 

minimize the bureaucratic requirements and time involved in gaining access to teens in 

school for study participation. The organizational and other sources of the interviewees 

are listed below with the numbers and genders of participants involved: 

SOURCE M F 

South Tucson neighborhood center teen group 5 3 

LGBT youth group 2 1 

alternative school for parenting teens 0 6 

child of professor 0 1 

The rationale for choosing some of the particular organizations listed was to 

ensure that teens of color and queer teens were well represented. In the neighborhood 

center teen group, most of the participants were low income teens of color and the LGBT 
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youth group consisted of out, queer youth. Because of the high concentration of students 

with less sociocultural power due to race, class or sexual orientation, this sample is more 

likely to include youth who experience more severe school-related sexual harassment, and 

is so, of interest for this study (Lee et al, 1996). Not as well represented in the sample 

were white middle class youth (two), in particular, those who were straight (none). 

Family background, history of abuse, personality and other psychological or 

environmental factors which might affect sexual harassment experiences or perpetration 

were not considered in the sample or the analysis. 

In each teen organization or school that I contacted, I first sought an adult who 

was interested in the project and in giving their youth members a chance to participate. 

Once I found such a contact, 1 explained the interviews in greater detail and other 

logistical requirements, such as the need for a private interview space. The participants 

were then recruited by these adults who explained to them that they could be interviewed 

about their experiences of school sexual harassment if they chose. The youth were also 

told that 1) they could participate whether or not they had experienced sexual harassment 

and 2) they would receive either a free movie pass or coupon for a fast food meal in 

compensation for their time. Then the youth self-selected for participation. 

I found out very quickly that a high level of interest and commitment to the 

project on the part of the adults was absolutely essential to the success of my study. 

Those who clearly invested themselves in the project (two of the three adult contacts) 

spent more time explaining the project carefully to the youth, organized the distribution 

of consent forms, assisted with contacting parents for consent, scheduled (and 
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rescheduled) the interviews, and ensured a suitable interview space was available for the 

scheduled periods. Because of these adults' level of involvement and their direct contact 

and relationships with the youth, a high level of participation on the part of teens in their 

organizations was achieved. When I was left to organize the interviews and follow 

through on consent form completion with the youth and their parents on my own and 

from outside the organization, participation was dramatically less (the LGBT youth 

group). 

Power Differences between Interviewer and Participants 

Feminist research methodologies require researchers to consider the power 

differences between themselves and those studied and how these will affect how 

information is gathered and represented. In writing about her own experience of 

interviewing working class lesbians in Buffalo, New York, Elizabeth Kennedy claims that 

the best strategy she and her co-researcher could employ was to "respect the divisions" 

and to be "vigilantly reflective" and in dialogue about how to negotiate the power 

hierarchies they encountered in their work (Kennedy, 1996, p. 173). In my own case, 

there is certainly a great power difference between the youth I interviewed, particularly 

queer youth or youth of color and myself as a white, middle class graduate student in her 

early forties. I attempted to deal with this difference by being constantly aware of it and 

deemphasizing my position of authority in whatever way I could. I thought about my 

dress, body language and way of speaking and used them to minimize (without ignoring) 

the participants' experience of the existing power difference. I also tried to put the 
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participants at ease in the setting as quickly as possible. One way I accomplished this was 

by holding the interviews in a space familiar to the participant and where they were likely 

to feel safe and comfortable. I also began the interview by offering them some 

information about myself and my project, but not so much as to underline my position as 

a graduate student or researcher. I also asked a few questions about their participation in 

the particular club, school or organization they were a part of and for some demographic 

information in order to help establish rapport. In addition, I explained that as part of the 

confidentiality of the interview, they would be assigned a pseudonym, and then I asked 

them to choose one. This usually brought a smile and some further relaxation on the 

participant's part. 

Perhaps most importantly, during and after the interview I tried to become aware 

of my own homophobia, racism, classism, sexism and lookism as I interviewed the teens. 

I also tried to think about how my knowledge of the subject and my biases kept me from 

asking more questions about a teen's experience. I would consider whether I had failed to 

ask additional probing questions because I thought I already understood the dynamic 

described or because stereotypes I hold of teens of color or working class teens caused me 

to think I knew enough about what was being described. For example, a female, working 

class, Latina teen was telling me about how a somewhat older young man she knew had 

called her sexually derogatory names when he encountered her with another boy in a 

park. When she told me that she later became romantically attracted to this young man 

while he was in prison, I failed to ask her any further questions about their relationship. 

In retrospect, I believe I unconsciously accessed stereotypes of working class girls being 
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attracted to guys whose masculinity is expressed by treating them rough, displaying great 

jealousy, and being "bad boys" who land in jail. It is difficult (because it is shaming) to 

put this in print, but I think that this is the kind of reflectiveness Kennedy is talking about 

when she says feminist researchers must exercise vigilance in approaching and acting 

responsibly inside the sociocultural divides between interviewer and participant. 

The Pilot Studies 

In preparation for this project I conducted two pilot studies in succeeding 

semesters, in which I interviewed undergraduates in two Educational Psychology courses 

(16 and 33 students, respectively). These samples involved students mostly in their late 

teens or twenties who were reflecting on experiences of peer sexual harassment over their 

K-12 school lives. The research focus was similar to the current study in that I was 

exploring the significance of romantic affiliation in school peer sexual harassment while 

seeking evidence of overlap between peer school sexual harassment and teen dating 

violence in the areas of relationship, behavior, and location. These studies like the 

current one were highly phenomenological in that I focused on the lived experiences of 

youth to examine the characteristics of sexual harassment incidents in terms of the 

behaviors that occur, where they occur, with whom, and to what effect. This work 

informed the current study in several important ways. 

The pilot studies revealed the two previously unnamed romantic acquaintance 

relationship categories used in the current study, that is one-way and mutual attraction, 

the former being the most prevalent relationship category in all three studies. It was 
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among these one-way attraction relationship settings that I first discovered the persistent, 

obsessive and sometimes highly protracted patterns of harassment so reminiscent of 

relationship violence. These occurred in situations where the target had made it clear that 

she was not interested in the harasser's romantic attention which resulted in intensified 

approaches experienced as severe harassment by the girls. In two of these cases the 

harassment alternated between mean and sometimes cruel verbal abuse and attempts at 

flirtation. In a third the harassment was more consistently mean-spirited. All three 

patterns of harassment were stalking-like in their persistence with the first two cases 

lasting one and two years, respectively. The stalking-like quality and cyclical nature of 

the harassment (alternately kind and cruel) and the target's feelings of being trapped in 

the behaviors made these situations particularly reminiscent of teen dating violence. 

These compelling experiences caused me to make such obsessive persistent patterns of 

behavior a focus of the current research. 

The Interview Structure 

After the rapport building described above I began the interview with ensuring 

that the participant understood the voluntary nature of their participation and briefly 

explained that the interview was about student-to-student harassment that was sexually-

charged. Then I reviewed the consent form with them and had them sign it (in the case of 

minors parental consent was previously arranged). Next I discussed the concept of 

confidentiality with the participant and how this would be addressed with the use of a 

pseudonym in my notes, the tape, and the transcripts of the tape. 
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At this point I turned on the tape recorder and explained more specifically what 

sorts of experiences I was asking the student to talk about. In an effort to avoid priming 

the participant I used a question that did not include the words "sexual harassment". I 

said something like: 

Can you think of incidents that happened around liking or being interested in 
a boy or girl or having someone like or be interested in you, where something 
happened to make you feel mad, upset, frustrated, uncomfortable, bothered, 
annoyed, embarrassed or hurt? 

Then I gave a couple of examples of this sort of experience, such as a student starting 

rumors about another student who had broken up with him/her or a teen obsessively 

calling or following a school peer who they want to date when the target was not 

interested in dating them. I then assured them that it was alright if they could not think of 

anything, as I had other questions to ask that might help them think of experiences. 

Unless the participant had had one of the exact experiences outlined in the examples, this 

kind of questioning rarely elicited any experiences that fit the definition of sexual 

harassment. In the next part of the interview I asked if they had experienced specific 

behaviors defined as sexual harassment with the reminder that I was most interested in 

hearing about those incidents that involved romantic interest. When participants heard 

these specific examples of sexual harassment taken from the AAUW surveys (1993, 

2001) they were much more likely to recall and tell their own stories of school sexual 

harassment. I had also tried the approach of getting participants to self define sexual 

harassment with the undergraduate interviewees in my pilot studies, with similar results; 

indeed, the younger students in the current study seemed even more baffled by this 

indirect questioning about sexual harassment experiences. From this experience I learned 
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that participants, particularly younger participants, usually need to hear explicit examples 

of sexual harassment in order to recall similar experiences from the past. This was 

particularly true of male participants. 

When a participant said "yes" to having experienced one of the specific listed 

behaviors, I had them describe the event as they remembered it. I also explained that if 

they were uncomfortable telling a particular story they did not need to. In my open-ended 

probes for the experiences participants described, I asked them about: 

• how the experience made them feel 

• what other things might have contributed to them being targeted 

• did the experience make them feel threatened 

• where did the events occur 

• how old were they and the harasser 

• how did they meet, did they date, and how committed did the relationship become 

• how did they break up 

• how did they respond and were they afraid to respond 

• did they tell anyone, who, and did they help 

• what do they think the harasser was communicating with his/her actions and why 

I also asked the teens if they considered any of the experiences they related as 

sexual harassment and why or why not. We also talked about whether or not they had 

had sexual harassment training and what they thought of the training. Lastly, I asked 

them what level of sexual harassment they thought existed at their school and how 



respectful adults were in their treatment of students in school, since these have both been 

shown to correlate with the amount and severity of sexual harassment experienced by 

students (Stein, 1997; Lee et al, 1996). I ended the interview by getting some 

demographic information about the student (age, race identification, sexual orientation, 

race makeup of school, father and mother occupation) and thanked them for their 

participation. The complete list of interview questions is included as Appendix A. 

The interviews were limited to one hour as a courtesy to the teens who were 

receiving minimal compensation. They were held in places that were well known to the 

teens. If I was working with an organization, we met in one of the organization's spaces. 

In the case of the professor's daughter we met in a conference room at the university that 

she was familiar with. In all cases my greatest concem was with the teen's feeling safe 

with myself as a stranger. In this vein, I always ensured that an adult known to the teen 

was there to monitor the start and finish of the interview, particularly, since I closed the 

door of the interview space to ensure privacy and confidentiality. 

Gender Issues 

I attempted to interview an equal number of boys and girls for several reasons. 

The AAUW and other national surveys show that although girls are more severely 

affected, boys experience a great deal of sexual harassment. In the 1993 AAUW survey 

76% of boys and 85% of girls reported experiencing sexual harassment at school and in 

the 2001 AAUW survey 79% of boys and 83% of girls reported ever being sexually 

harassed. As a feminist, I feel compelled to foreground the experiences of girls whose 
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voices are still largely unheard or mediated by a patriarchal culture. Yet, it seems 

inappropriate and foolish to ignore the harassment experiences of boys. This is 

particularly true when it seems so clear that both genders' harassment is deeply affected 

by the dominance practices of and strong pressures to conform to heterosexual 

masculinity. In addition, taking note of the differences in the way sexual harassment is 

experienced by girls and boys gives added understanding and insight into the experiences 

of each gender. As such, I have decided to tell the stories of both genders while focusing 

on the disproportionate suffering of girls who do not exercise the sociocultural power of 

boys. 

This said, I believe that we do not yet know the true suffering around sexual 

harassment experienced by boys because this society's construction of masculinity does 

not allow them to express it. I have squarely faced this dilemma in my interviews. Many 

of the boys were reluctant to talk of their experiences of harassment at all while others 

mentioned experiences, but said that they were not affected by them. They appeared 

interested in my questions, but would fold their arms and firmly reply "no" to many or all 

of the sexual harassment behaviors I asked them if they had experienced. This makes it 

all the more important to pay attention to nonverbal language when recording boys' 

interviews. 

I felt I could be quite certain of boys' untruthful responses when they answered in 

the negative to my question of whether they have ever been called gay—a very common 

way that boys enforce all manner of masculine norms and assert dominance. After this 

happened in the third interview, out of fhistration, I spontaneously added the remark: "I 
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know you get called a fag at least 20 times a day since boys do this so much to each 

other.. .when has this happened to you that it was really upsetting?" The young man then 

related a few such experiences. I also began to use disclaimers with the boys, such as: "I 

know this kind of teasing happens a lot between boys and that it isn't okay for you to 

show that it upsets you. I would really like to know when it has upset you." After I used 

this approach of giving male participants normative permission to talk about some forms 

of sexual harassment, I found more of the boys relating experiences, such as humiliating 

experiences of depantsing. I still think that even more hurtful experiences, the telling of 

which would expose their vulnerability, are left unsaid. There is some possibility that 

boys would speak more honestly if the interviews were longer or if a second or third 

interview with the same teen were conducted. The time and resource constraints of this 

project did not allow for this, however. Still other factors may pose obstacles to the boys' 

wiUingness to speak. 

I have begun to wonder if the one-on-one interview format I chose is best for 

interviewing both boys and girls. Girls are usually socialized to speak more easily and 

articulately about relationships and their feelings. As a woman I am also comfortable 

with this line and mode of questioning and may even be more sympathetic to the girls 

(and some boys) who can articulate this information than to those who have more 

difficulty with this (Hertz, 1986 cited in Rheinharz, 1992, p.20). Given the sexual subject 

matter, boys are also likely to be less comfortable with a female interviewer than the girls. 

As such, boys might be more able and likely to relate experiences of sexual harassment. 
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especially the more painful or difficult incidents, in a written survey where they can forgo 

verbal expression and remain anonymous (Mandel & Shakeshaft, 2000). 

Centering the participants 

In reflecting on her feminist methodology for writing Boots of Leather, Slippers of 

Gold: The History of a Lesbian Community Elizabeth Kennedy talks about the 

importance of centering the experiences of her informants or the working class lesbians of 

Buffalo in the 1940's and 50's (Kennedy, 1996). In my work this has meant ensuring that 

I use the voices of my participants liberally in my final product. It also means raising the 

consciousness of my participants around sexual harassment and dating violence when 

such information seems to be desired by the interviewee. If teens seemed interested in 

knowing more about sexual harassment, at the end of the interview, I recommended 

books or articles they could read. I also offered each youth group and the alternative 

school class the opportunity to have a training on sexual harassment and/or relationship 

violence. When there was resistance by the organization administration or leadership to a 

training session on sexual harassment I successfully organized a training on gender roles 

and dating norms. Raising consciousness and delivering tools for more effectively 

handling sexual harassment to students, for me, is the most appropriate way to not only 

"give back" to my informants, but to place them and their well-being at the center of the 

work I am doing. 
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DATA AND ANALYSIS 

Hypotheses and Analytic Strategy 

A primary hypothesis of this work has been that the behavioral phenomena of 

school sexual harassment and teen dating violence represent overlapping categories of 

gendered or sexual school violence. The overlap exists along a variety of dimensions to 

include 1) (physical and nonphysical) behaviors, 2) (romantic or nonromantic) 

relationships of harasser to target, and 3) (public and private) locations of harassment 

(both at and away from school). My goal in this study is to make clear how these various 

dimensions reflect important intersections between peer school sexual harassment and 

teen dating violence. The relationship of harasser to target is used as a lens through 

which to scrutinize peer school sexual harassment behaviors and their contexts. As such, 

this study explores possible connections and overlap between peer school sexual 

harassment and dating violence by investigating sexual harassment in peer relationships 

involving romantic interest. Romantic interest in relationships was chosen because it 

represents a significant commonality between the more intimate relationships where teen 

relationship violence occurs (dating and ex-dating) and the less intimate relationships 

where sexual harassment would be expected to occur (mutual attraction and one-way 

attraction). All these romantic interest relationship categories were investigated in this 

study: one-way attraction, mutual attraction, dating, and ex-dating. 

It was hoped that studying sexual harassment in romantic interest relationships 

would provide important contextual information associated with the relationship of 

perpetrator to victim, which is largely missing from the literature, with the exception of 
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the work of Fineran and Bennett (1999). It was expected that this contextual information 

might reveal that the less assaultive behaviors usually associated with sexual harassment^ 

can be just as violent, hurtful and upsetting to the target, as one would expect of the much 

more assaultive behaviors linked to relationship violence, especially when the behaviors 

are repetitive, protracted and stalking-like. There is an important distinction to be made 

between the words violent and assaultive as I use them. I intend the word assaultive to 

refer to physical violence and the word violence to describe mental, emotional, and/or 

physical violence. This usage supports the perspective that sexual harassment behaviors 

can be less or not at all assaultive and still be experienced as very violent. I also expect 

the data of this study to show that some school sexual harassment behaviors are quite 

assaultive in nature. 

In the experiences related by the teens I interviewed, I sought to locate the 

following intersections or overlaps in teen dating violence and peer school sexual 

harassment: 

1) the occurrence of the less assaultive (or more commonly recognized) forms of 

sexual harassment in all the romantic interest relationship categories: one-way attraction, 

mutual attraction, dating, and ex-dating and 

2) instances of obsessive/persistent patterns among these same forms of (less 

assaultive) sexual harassment (and so, reminiscent of dating violence). 

' For a list of these behaviors as defined in the AAUW surveys (1993, 2001) with specific behaviors added 
from this study's data see Appendix B. 
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In other words, 1 sought to discover whether the students who had experienced the less 

assaultive behaviors associated with peer school sexual harassment had done so in the 

context of romantic interest relationships. This would corroborate the work of Fineran 

and Bennett (1999) who found that school sexual harassment happens between strangers, 

acquaintances, dating and ex-dating partners^. Locating sexual harassment in two of the 

less intimate relationship settings of one-way or mutual attraction would be expected, as 

this is the commonly held understanding of school sexual harassment—that it happens 

between students who are attracted to one another. Finding sexual harassment in dating 

and ex-dating relationships would help expand the understanding of the other romantic 

interest relationships that can involve the less assaultive behaviors identified with school 

sexual harassment, and that ultimately, all romantic interest relationships (indeed, all 

relationships, to include strangers) can include these behaviors. School sexual 

harassment in such dating and ex-dating relationships would represent a clear site of 

relationship overlap between the two categories of school sexual harassment and teen 

dating violence. I also wanted to know if any of the sexual harassment patterns of 

behavior occurring in romantic interest relationships showed similarities with behavior 

patterns in teen dating violence settings, by virtue of their obsessive or persistent nature, 

as I had discovered in the two pilots performed for this study. This would represent 

another overlap, with dating violence behavior patterns being displayed in non-dating 

® These relationship categories were produced by Fineran and Bennett in their study of peer school sexual 
harassment (1999). More specifically, surveyed high school students indicated that their relationship with 
perpetrators were 1) unknown, 2) known but not intimate or dating, or 3) currently or formerly intimate or 
dating (1999, p. 631). 
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romantic interest relationships (usually associated with school sexual harassment) or 

dating situations that are otherwise non-violent. Location overlap was also investigated 

with the intention to show that school-related sexual harassment also occurs in public and 

private locations away from the campus in the way teen dating violence does. 

The data and its analysis for this study were qualitative. Participants were first 

questioned about school sexual harassment that involved a school peer with whom there 

was some romantic affiliation. Then they were asked about peer sexual harassment they 

had experienced, more generally. In order to be defined as sexual harassment, behaviors 

had to be unwanted and sexual in nature, with the receiver finding them at least annoying 

if not disturbing or upsetting. Experiences were interpreted as school-related peer sexual 

harassment if they either 1) involved a school peer as harasser or 2) involved a peer 

harasser (not necessarily a student) and occurred on school grounds, on the way to or 

from school, on school fransportation or school trips. These criteria were chosen to 

conform fairly closely to the criteria used in the AAUW (1993,2001) surveys®. Peers 

were defined as in the same approximate age cohort or between 13 and 21. Although 

outside the stated criteria, I included as school-related one experience of student 

harassment by a non-student that occurred off-campus. The experience is included 

because of the school connection presented by the harasser having met the target at a 

school bus stop while he was cruising the high school in his car. 

'The primary difference in my criteria for defining behaviors as sexual harassment for the purposes of this 
study and those of the AAUW (1993, 2001) is that the AAUW survey questions did not stipulate that the 
behaviors had to be experienced as annoying or upsetting by the student target. 
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Data Summary 

Interviewee Demographics and Concepts Defined 

Eighteen young people ages 13 to 20 were interviewed for this study. All were 

middle or high school students with the exception of two recent high school graduates. 

Participant ages break down as follows; 

Age 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

# 5 1 3 2 3 2 1 1 

The mean age was 16 and the mode age was 13. There were eleven female participants 

and seven males in the sample. Eleven youth identified as Hispanic, Mexican or Chicana, 

three as Native American, two as white, one as Black and one as Black and Mexican. 

Fifteen youth identified as straight, two as gay and one as bisexual. 

Of the 18 young people interviewed, three related no experiences of school sexual 

harassment (all boys), two described only nonromantic experiences (one boy and one 

girl), four mentioned only romantically affiliated events (all girls), and nine interviewees 

shared school connected sexual harassment experiences that involved both romantic 

interest and nonromantic interest between themselves and the harasser(s) (six girls and 

three boys). Only one student described perpetrating sexual harassment at school (a girl). 

The 18 interviewees related a total of 62 experiences of sexual harassment or violence. 

Four experiences were not included because the perpetrators were unknown adults over 

21 years of age, and so not considered to be peers. Nine of the remaining 58 experiences 

were not school-related (did not happen on school grounds or with a student of the same 
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school) and two experiences were not considered school harassment because they were 

not bothersome to the target leaving 47 school-related experiences of peer sexual 

harassment for close analysis. 

It is important to make a distinction about my usage of the word experience here. 

When I use the word experience, it refers to one or a string of different behaviors (and 

perhaps incidents) all perpetrated by a specific harasser or group of harassers acting 

together. Since these experiences will be categorized in different ways (such as, under 

perpetrator motivation themes), it is also possible that one target may have several 

experiences (each with several behaviors) occurring with the same harasser. As such, in 

viewing later tables, it is helpful to remember that peer school sexual harassment 

experiences are delimited by the harasser. 

A summary, by gender, of the numbers of students who reported romantic interest 

and nonromantic interest harassment experiences and the quantities of experiences 

involved in each (romantic and nonromantic interest categories) follows in Table 1. 

below. In later tables the experiences will be further broken down by specific behaviors. 
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Table 1. Summary of Participants Reporting Romantic and Nonromantic Sexual Harassment 
Incidents by Gender 

18 students interviewed 
11 females 7 males 

3 
report no sexual harassment 

0 females 3 males 

15 
report school and non school-related 

peer sexual harassment 
11 females 4 males 

(39 experiences) (17 experiences) 

11* 
report nonromantic 
sexual harassment 

7 females 4 males 
(17 exp) (13 exp) 

13* 
report romantic 

interest harassment 
10 females 3 males 
(22 exp) (4 exp) 

*Nine students (six female and three male) reported experiencing both romantic and nonromantic interest 
sexual harassment. 

Two of the 19 experiences reported by males were set aside because the target was 

not bothered by the behaviors (so they were not defined as sexual harassment). Given the 

closed body language of the interviewee and other signs of being a "tough guy", I assume 

the possibility that the incidents may have been upsetting to some degree, but that the boy 

was unwilling to display enough vulnerability with me to say so. As shown above, the 

three students who reported no sexual harassment experiences at all were also males. 

Gender and Reporting of School Sexual Harassment by Targets 

In this study, gender strongly affects the reporting of incidents of school sexual 

harassment. One would expect a similar percentage of boys to relate incidents of 

harassment as girls, particularly, since current national surveys show boys reporting more 

harassment than in the past, and nearly as much as girls (83% of girls and 79% of boys in 
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the 2001 AAUW survey report experiencing sexual harassment at school). Instead, this 

study shows only 60% of the boys (four out of seven) in comparison to 100% of girls, 

reporting sexual harassment. As discussed in my Methodology section, I think this result 

has much to do with heterosexual masculinity norms that disallow males to complain of 

sexual harassment from girls, since they are expected to seek and enjoy female sexual 

attention. The norms also require boys to be tough and silently cope with sexual 

harassment from boys. These norms might prove most active in the case of an interview 

method (particularly with a female interviewer). 

Table 1. shows that the small number of boys reporting harassment (four versus 

eleven girls) related nearly a third of the total number of experiences reported (17 of 56). 

This leads to the misconception of a higher number of experiences per male participant 

than is actually the case. The two gay male participants are responsible for twelve of the 

17 experiences. These interviewees were very willing to speak of their harassment, and 

related mostly nonromantic experiences of gay-bashing. The primary reason for these 

interviewees' higher reporting is likely that they experienced overall much more sexual 

harassment than the straight boys simply because they were gay. Perhaps they also felt 

more comfortable reporting the harassment they experienced because they had less of an 

investment in projecting the heteronormative masculine image of toughness to myself as 

the interviewer. Similarly, among the seven males interviewed, two of the three who 

related experiences of romantic interest sexual harassment were also these gay 

interviewees. The numbers of experiences of romantic interest sexual harassment (22) 

among the female participants are much larger than those among the males (four). It 
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seems that girls are much more likely than boys to experience sexual harassment in these 

relationship settings. However, because of the reluctance of my straight male 

interviewees to report romantic interest (or nonromantic interest) harassment any 

comparisons made across gender are very problematic. 

All heterosexual males (and homosexual males to some degree) have an 

investment in projecting a tough, invulnerable front, and Latino boys (five of the seven 

boys interviewed) perhaps more so. Lisa Dietrich talks about toughness (and academic 

failure) in male adolescent Chicano culture as part of an oppositional masculine culture 

formed in reaction and contrast to the Anglo culture (Dietrich, 1998). Due to racism, 

Anglo privilege and access to resources are seen as unachievable by Chicanos or other 

non-Anglos and so, disparaged. One of Dietrich's adolescent female interviewees 

describes this Chicano culture: 

Lourdes: A lot of Chicanos think being a Chicano is about acting all tough, ditching, 
dropping out, doing drugs, gangbanging...people don't want everybody to think you're 
trying to act white. So you've gotta act Chicano. Chicana adolescent (Dietrich, 1998, p. 43) 

Between the construction of (Chicano) masculinity, which disallows displaying upset 

over being harassed or teased, and my female identity as the interviewer, I am quite 

certain that I was unable to get Ml access to the sexual harassment experiences of the 

heterosexual males interviewed. 

Perpetrator Motivation Themes 

The 47 school-related experiences included 23 which involved romantic interest 

and 24 which involved no romantic interest between the target and harasser. As such, 
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romantic interest harassment represents about half of the school-related experiences 

reported. Additionally, 72% of the students interviewed (13 out of 18) related 

experiences of peer school sexual harassment that involved romantic interest. Because 

interviewees were told that romantic interest harassment was the focus of the interviews 

and because students who related romantic interest harassment experiences first in the 

interview did not sometimes have time to also discuss nonromantic interest harassment, I 

cannot compare frequency of romantic versus nonromantic interest harassment 

experiences. Additionally, since this study was conducted with a small convenience 

sample, the results cannot be generalized to any population. Still, the prevalence of 

romantic interest sexual harassment represented here makes it likely that it is a significant 

category of sexual harassment in the lives of students and so, deserves further study. All 

the reported peer sexual harassment, divided by school-related or non school-related 

experiences, and romantic or nonromantic interest relationship of harasser to target, are 

summarized in Table 2. below. 

Table 2. Summary of School and Non-School Related Peer Sexual Harassment Experiences by 
Romantic and Nonromantic Relationship Context 

58* 
reported experiences with peers • 

2 
not defined as sexual harassment 

(students not upset by experiences) 

56 
defined as sexual harassment 

9 
not school-related 

47 
school-related 

2 
non

romantic 

7 
romantic 
interest 

24 
non

romantic 

23 
romantic 
interest 

*4 experiences with adult perpetrators not reflected 



After reviewing all the romantic interest harassment scenarios related in the 

interviews, I constructed categories that describe the motivation of the harasser. Three 

primary themes emerged from the experiences of romantic interest sexual harassment: 1) 

"Retaliation for Rejection", 2) ""Entitlement to Unwanted Touch" and 3) "Control 

through Obsessive/Persistent Harassment". The first of these two perpetrator motivation 

themes also appeared in my pilot studies with the first appearing in both. Obsessive 

persistent harassment patterns were also in evidence, but not categorized as a separate 

theme in the pilots. In the current study each of these general categories held eleven to 26 

behaviors that corresponded to a smaller number of actual experiences. That is, one to 

five behaviors might be associated with just one experience with a particular harasser. A 

secondary theme category which included eight experiences was "Domination through 

Physical and Sexual Violence". This category included more assaultive physical 

harassment or sexual and non-sexual assault, to include rape. One additional category of 

romantic interest peer sexual harassment emerged in which a third party peer (or peers) 

harassed a target about someone s/he was in romantic relationship with. I call this 

category "Enforcement of Gendered Sexuality in Third Party Harassment" because the 

perpetrators appeared to be enforcing such norms in their harassment. 

Given the number and diversity of experiences related, it is interesting that only 

one school-related romantic interest experience did not fit into the primary or secondary 

perpetrator motivation themes. Although the choice of motivation themes was a 

subjective one, this result implies that the themes chosen are quite relevant to the 

romantic interest sexual harassment behaviors related by the study interviewees. The one 
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imcategorized incident will be described below under the theme of "Retaliation for 

Rejection" because it is similar to some of experiences included there. 

Each of the primary perpetrator themes occur across at least two of the romantic 

interest relationship (of harasser to target) categories of one-way attraction, mutual 

attraction, dating and ex-dating. The distribution of experiences in different relationship 

categories across the themes is summarized in Tables 3.A through 3.E. below. The 

acronyms used for each category are OWA for one-way attraction, MA for mutual 

attraction, D for dating and ED for ex-dating. 

Primary Perpetrator Motivation Themes 
In Romantic Interest Peer Sexual Harassment 

Table 3 .A. 

Retaliation for Rejection 11 behaviors 

Rel: OWA MA ED D 

School 
Related 

7 2 

Non-
School 

1 1 

Table 3.B. 
Entitlement to Unwanted Touch: 11 behaviors 

Rel: OWA MA 1 ED D 

School 
Related 

4 2 1 

Non-
School 

3 1 
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Table 3.C. 
Control through Obsessive/Persistent Harassment 

Rel: OWA MA ED D 

School 
Related 

9 3 2 3 

Non-
School 

3 3 3 

Secondary Perpetrator Motivation Themes 
in Romantic Interest Peer Sexual Harassment 

Table 3.D. 
Dominance Through Physical and Sexual Violence: 8 behaviors 

Rel: OWA MA ED D 

School 
Related 

6 

Non-
School 

1 1 

Table 3.E. 

Enforcement of Gendered Sexuality in Third Party Harassment: 7 behaviors 

Rel: OWA MA ED D 

School 
Related 

7 

Non-
School 

Note: The total number of behaviors in these tables (63) is higher than the number of romantic interest 
behaviors recorded (58), as five obsessive/persistent behaviors are also listed under one other pertinent 
theme. 

School Sexual Harassment: Least to Most Assaultive Behaviors 

The sexual harassment behaviors categorized under the three primary themes are 

almost entirely those less assaultive behaviors most associated with school sexual 

harassment (43 out of 48 behaviors), that is, offensive name-calling, spreading sexual 
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rumors, sexually offensive notes/pictures, verbal come-ons, verbal pressure for dates, 

verbal pressure for sexual activity or to get back together, unwanted touching or kissing, 

sexual cornering, unwanted phone calls, and the combinations of these that form less 

extreme, obsessive contact and following patterns (e.g. persistent phone calls or notes, 

repeated following at school, or repeated unwanted touching). See Appendix B for a 

more complete list of the less assaultive school sexual harassment behaviors. The 

perpetrator themes of "Retaliation for Rejection" and "Control through 

Obsessive/Persistent Harassment" involve the broadest range of behaviors. The other 

themes are more focused on behaviors related to the name of that theme, i.e. unwanted 

touch or physical and sexual violence. The types of behaviors occurring in each theme 

will be explored in the theme-specific sections below. 

Sexual harsassment behaviors range from the least assaultive to highly assaultive 

behaviors, with the least assaultive expected to occur with the most frequency (AAUW, 

1997, 2001). Tables 4. A. and 4.B below summarize the sexual harassment behaviors 

reported by interview participants in romantic and nonromantic interest relationships. 

The behaviors are categorized by target gender and category of behavior with the 

behavior categories ranked from least to most assaultive (appearing from left to right). 

The category of "physical sexual harassment" refers to those less assaultive forms of 

unwanted touching or groping usually associated with school sexual harassment. 

Complete lists of all the behaviors reported by romantic and nonromantic interest settings 

are included in Appendix C. 
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Table 4. A. Romantic Interest Peer Sexual Harassment Behaviors by Behavior 

Harassment Verb/Visual Physical Sex. Obsessive/ Non-sexual Sexual 
Category Harassment Harassment Persistent* Assault Assault/Rape 

School 
related 

F 16 11 13 4 3 
School 
related M 6 1 4 0 0 
Non-
School 
related 

F 10 5 9 1 1 Non-
School 
related M 0 0 0 0 0 

* All obsessive/persistent harassment behaviors listed in the third column (Obsessive/Persistent) are listed 
again under a second appropriate category such as verbal/visual harassment. Of the 25 obsessive/persistent 
behaviors, 20 were verbal/visual harassment behaviors, five were physical sexual harassment, and one 
involved sexual assault. 

Table 4. B. Nonromantic Interest Peer Sexual Harassment by Behavior Category 

Harassment VerbA'^isual Physical Sex. Obsessive/ Non-sexual Sexual 
Category Harassment Harassment Persistent* Assault Assault/Rape 

School 
related 

F 11 5 0 0 0 
School 
related M 10 1 2 1 0 
Non- F 1 1 0 0 0 

related M 0 1 0 0 0 

* The two obsessive/persistent behaviors were also verbal/visual. 

Based on the information in the above tables most of the reported behaviors were 

indeed the less physically assaultive verbal/visual and physical sexual harassment 

behaviors (79 out of 90 behaviors) that typically come to mind when thinking about 

school sexual harassment. Verbal and visual behaviors were the most frequent of all (54 

of 90 behaviors). The AAUW surveys also report that nonphysical sexual harassment is 

the most prevalent among students with physical harassment not far behind (AAUW, 

2001). 
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School-Related Versus Non School-Related Peer Sexual Harassment 

The participants reported more school-related than non school-related harassment. 

Of the 58 romantic interest behaviors 41 were school-related and 17 were non school-

related. Among the the 32 nonromantic interest behaviors the difference is larger with 29 

school-related behaviors reported and only three non school-related behaviors. These 

gaps are to be expected, since the interviewees were indeed students or recent high school 

graduates, and were asked to describe experiences of school-related harassment. It is 

perhaps more significant to note the quantity of non-school sexual harassment behaviors 

(as defined for this study) that are also a part of the lives of students. In the case of 

romantic interest harassment, the 17 non school-related behaviors represent 29% of the 

reported harassment behaviors while 10% of the nonromantic harassment was non 

school-related. These numbers highlight the spillover of peer harassment into non school-

related settings or relationships. It is important to remember that even this "non" school-

related harassment may be connected to school if a harasser: 1) is a student but attends a 

different school than the target, 2) is a non-student met by the target through school 

acquaintances, 3) is a non-student or a student at another school, but has contact with the 

target's schoolmates (to spread rumors, for example), or 4) is a non-student met at or 

near the school. These kinds of situations were all reported in this study and some will be 

discussed further later in the paper. 

Interestingly, the obsessive/persistent patterns of behavior, which are an important 

focus of this paper, make up a substantial portion of the behaviors in romantic interest 

harassment (26 of 58 behaviors) yet occur very infrequently in the nonromantic interest 
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settings (two of 32 behaviors). This suggests an important link between repetitiveness or 

persistence and romantic interest peer sexual harassment. It is important to note that all 

the obsessive/persistent behaviors in the romantic interest relationships are also listed 

under the other specific behavior categories that describe them, such as verbal/visual 

harassment. Of the 26 obsessive/persistent behaviors occurring in romantic interest 

relationship settings, most (20) were verbal/visual, five involved physical sexual 

harassment, and one was a sexual assault. The two obsessive/persistent behaviors in 

nonromantic interest settings were verbal or visual. It is noteworthy that most of the 

verbal or visual sexual harassment behaviors in romantic interest relationship settings 

were obsessive or persistent (26 of the 32 behaviors). In the next sections the interview 

partcipants' stories of sexual harassment will be described in detail. Each section deals 

with the experiences of one of the three primary or two secondary perpetrator motivation 

themes. 
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The Interview Data: Narrative and Tabular Description by 
Perpetrator Motivation Themes 

Primary Perpetrator Motivation Theme 1: Retaliation for Reiection 

Retaliation for I 'ejection: 11 behaviors 

Rel: OWA MA ED D 

School 
Related 

7 2 

Non-
School 

1 1 

OWA: One-way attraction 
MA; Mutual attraction 
ED: Ex-dating 
D: Dating 

Table 5. A. 

Perpetrator Motivation Theme: Retaliation for Rejection (9 experiences/11 behaviors) 

Exp 
# 

Rel 
H/T 

Perp 
Gen 

Trgt Gen/ 
Initials 

Behavior School 
Related 

how 
Assaultive 

1 ED F M / J  Started rumors target was gay (with 0/P) Yes ! 

2 OWA M F / N  Started rumors target was slut (& 0/P; 
with UT) 

Yes 1 

3 OWA M F / L  Sexual name-calling, other verb, hrssmnt 
and following to bother in class (& O/P) 

Yes 1 

4 ED M F / C e  Name-calling (slut-type) 
(with UT; with O/P) 

Yes 1 

5 OWA M F / J a  Following to intimidate (1 evt) (w/ UT) Yes 1 

6 OWA M F / S  Name-calling (1 evt) Yes 1 

7 OWA M F / S  Snubbed (1 evt) Yes 1 

8 ED M F / S y  Started rumors target was slut No 1 

9 OWA M F / J a  Other verbal harassment (1 evt) No 1 

0/P: Obsessive/Persistent harassment 
UT: Unwanted Touch 

The theme of "Retaliation for Rejection" holds seven different school-related and 

two non school-related peer sexual harassment experiences. Table 5.A. above 

summarizes the eleven behaviors that make up the nine experiences. They are listed by 
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the relevant relationship context of harasser to target (H/T), gender of harasser and target, 

and how assaultive the behaviors were. The assaultiveness rating is an attempt to 

subjectively measure the level of physical violence involved in the behaviors. This is 

provided to help separate those less assaultive behaviors more commonly associated with 

school sexual harassment (denoted by one's and two's) and those more assaultive 

behaviors expected in violent teen dating relationships (coded as three's and four's). The 

target's initials (from pseudonyms) are also included to clarify when a target has been 

harassed by more than one perpetrator or had several experiences (and incidents) with the 

same perpetrator. Where deemed appropriate, behaviors involving the same harasser that 

are related by type (all verbal or verbal and visual, for example) are grouped together, 

such as in experience number three above. 

Any relationship setting or series of incidents with one harasser may involve 

several different behaviors under different motivation themes. As such, when behaviors 

in this theme of "Retaliation for Rejection" are accompanied by additional behaviors 

under other themes, a parenthetical note, such as "with UT" ("Entitlement to Unwanted 

Touch"), informs that this behavior occurred along with another behavior classified as 

unwanted touch. If the listed behavior is itself considered to also represent an additional 

motivation theme, such as "Control through Obsessive/Persistent Harassment", it will 

receive a note that reads also 0/P or & 0/P. This will be the case for various behaviors 

listed under certain themes, but also interpreted as obsessive/persistent harassment. 

Not surprisingly, the behaviors in the theme of "Retaliation for Rejection" all 

occurred in one-way attraction and ex-dating relationship settings. Six of the experiences 
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involved one-way attraction settings and three happened in ex-dating situations. In the 

one-way situations, targets were punished for not returning the harasser's romantic 

interest, and in the ex-dating settings, the harassers were striking out at targets for having 

ended a dating relationship. All but two of the behaviors, which involved incidents of 

following, are verbal. Additionally, the most common behaviors are name-calling (three 

such behaviors), starting rumors (three such behaviors), and other verbal harassment (two 

behaviors). Other verbal harassment and starting rumors also constitute the non school-

related behaviors, showing that, in this theme, the same behaviors appear in school and 

non school-related peer sexual harassment. 

Overview: Peer Sexual Harassment as Punishment for Romantic Rejection 

While all students seem to have great anxiety about not fitting in or about being 

socially isolated, boys appear to have a stronger investment in activities of dominance to 

prove heterosexual masculinity and so, produce or protect status in their male peer groups 

(Maccoby, 1999). One way for boys to publicly prove their masculinity (mostly to other 

boys) and avoid harassment is to sexually harass girls (objectifying them) and harass less 

masculine boys. Romantic rejection appears to be an important site for the assertion of 

heterosexual masculinity and male dominance through male sexual harassment of 

females. 

Since initiating sexual or romantic contact is socially normative for males, boys 

are more likely to experience rejection than girls (Blumstein & Schwartz, 1983). 

Romantic rejection can be perceived as a humiliating social failure as well as an affront to 
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the norm of male entitlement to female contact and sexuality. And because of male norms 

around aggression, boys are more likely to respond aggressively to romantic rejection 

than girls (Maccoby, 1999). I interpret all of the male perpetrated behaviors recorded in 

the theme "Retaliation for Rejection" as attempts to recover lost social status and bolster 

masculinity by dominating and punishing the female target for her rejection and his being 

made to look like a "failure" in front of other, but particularly male, peers. In the case of 

the one female perpetrator I believe the motivations are similar, but with perhaps less 

pressure to prove gender normativity. In all cases, the harassment also allows the 

perpetrator to deflect any negative social attention (and possible teasing or harassment) 

consequential to the rejection away from him/herself and onto the target. Narrative 

examples of romantic rejection and retaliation follow. 

Slut Bashing to Retaliate For Romantic Rejection 

In an ex-dating experience a 19-year-old man telephoned his pregnant (Lat/het)'® 

17-year-old ex-girlfriend directly after she had broken up with him (from a one year 

relationship) to slut-bash her in response; 

.. .when me and my ex-boyfriend had broken up, he like, he called me a whore 
and stuff. And that makes me so..I don't know..kinda sad, because how he could 
just call me that. He would call me and put "whore" on my pager and stuff.. .And 
like he was saying.. "1 see all kinds of guys at your house all the time"... calling 
me a whore and saying "this baby's probably not even mine". 

Study participants' racial/ethnic identification will be specified with the following abbreviations: Lat 
(Latina/o, Chicana/o or Mexican), B (Black), NA (Native American), and w (white). Sexual orientation is 
abbreviated: bi (bisexual), het (heterosexual), and gay is spelled out. 
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In a one-way attraction incident a 14-year-old boy is attracted to a (Lat/het) 15-

year-old girl in his school, who is not romantically interested in him. In response to her 

lack of interest, he starts rumors that she is a 'ho and seeing a lot of other guys. He also 

compared other girls' bodies in her presence. His harassment lasted for a year and also 

included unwanted touching which will be discussed under the "Entitlement to Unwanted 

Touch" theme. The target made the harasser aware of her lack of romantic interest when 

she would tell him "he's too childish and get away". The harassment ended only because 

the target moved and left the school. The target thought the harasser started the rumor 

about her being a 'ho because he knew she would not go out with him and was jealous of 

her male friends. She said she had many male friends at school that she talked to, and 

that this was used against her in his and other rumors about her. 

They would, like, say like I'm a 'ho or something But they wouldn't like say 
it to my face; they'd just spread rumors. Just'cause! would talk to all the guys... 
as friends. They thought I was all, like, messing with all of them 1 think he was 
jealous cause I wouldn't go out with him. 

Just as compulsory heterosexuality in school culture puts enormous pressure on 

boys to prove their heterosexual masculinity, girls experience great pressure to conform 

to hyper-feminine models of appearance and behavior. And similar to boys, a strong 

incentive to conform is the fear of public shaming through being called gay or lesbian, but 

with the additional purely female sexual slur of 'slut'. As in the cases above, the slut 

label is often used by boys to punish girls for their rejection or because they are jealous. 

In the case of rejection, the slut bashing also allows the boys to deflect negative attention 

from themselves, and so, safeguard social status. With this choice of verbal harassment 

the boys also prove their masculinity by informing girls that they are not allowed to be the 
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free sexual agents that boys are, and so reinscribe the gender hierarchy that underlies 

sexual inequality. The slut label is so derogatory and socially damaging to girls that it 

delivers enormous power to the user to injure the target. By demeaning a girl's 

femininity in this way the harasser reinforces his gender, race and other sociocultural 

power as well as his social status. The above cases are also examples of how sexual 

harassment of this kind overlaps with dating violence where jealousy and posessiveness 

are often the source of violent harassment of the target. 

The second experience above shows how the almost automatic sexualization of 

male-female relationships and the sexual double standard causes the target's male 

friendships to be a liability rather than the protective asset they might represent for men 

with such networks. The experience had quite a negative effect on the target's self-image 

and esteem; She described how painful it was to be slut bashed and to have schoolmates 

believe the rumors: "Just that they thought of me [like that].. .it made me feel as if 1 was 

a 'ho." This is a clear example of how upsetting verbal harassment of this type (slut 

bashing and rumors) can be, and how deeply the girls' senses of self are enmeshed with 

their tenuous images as "good girls" (or sluts). This target was harassed in this way for a 

full year, with the behaviors ending only because she moved away at the end of the year . 

As such, this is a good example of repetitive, obsessive sexual harassment behaviors that 

occurred entirely on school grounds, but went unnoticed, unreported, and uninterrupted 

by school officials. 
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Sexual Harassment as Retaliation, Lack of Social Skill or Stalking? 

In another protracted one-way attraction incident a (NA/het) 8th grade girl was 

given a note from a boy in her math class telling her he had a secret crush on her and 

asking if she had one on him. She circled the "no" in the letter and returned it. He then 

started to call her "sexy" and other embarrassing names in class, and moved from his seat 

to sit by her and bother her. She directly told him not to call her these names and to leave 

her alone, yet he relentlessly continued the behaviors for a full semester. On one 

occasion, as the female teacher called the respondent's name to present to the class, the 

harasser corrected her, saying out loud to the whole class that the target's "real" name 

was "sexy mama". For this, he was sent to the office, but still did not stop the behaviors. 

Much later in the semester, on a day that the target wore a skirt, he asked if he could look 

between her legs. At this point, she made a formal sexual harassment complaint, and 

both students went to peer mediation. In the new semester, after only one week, the 

behaviors began again, and the target complained again. This time the harasser was 

removed from the class and expelled for a few months. Like many students confronted 

with sexual harassment, the target was somewhat confused about the harasser's 

motivation, and wondered if he was still trying to express his romantic interest or 

showing his anger at her for not returning it. Asked if he might have been angry, she said, 

Yeah, 'cause he never said anything really until after I answered his letter in "no." And 
then he either got mad or he just wanted me to change his answer, so he'd act, you know, 
like that or something. I just thought he was being immature. 

In this case, the effects were quite severe. The respondent started to skip class to 

avoid her harasser, and her grade in the class slipped dramatically. She said it was very 
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difficult to go through the whole complaint process and get the school to take action, 

particularly since her math teacher did not agree that the bothering behaviors constituted 

sexual harassment However, once the harassment ended, she explained that "school was 

like, so relaxing." In this case, as well, the harassment occurred entirely at school and 

publicly, in a classroom with the teacher present. Even so, the target had to make three 

formal complaints before the behaviors stopped. An obvious stumbling block was the 

teacher's inability or unwillingness (possibly through a lack of education/training) to see 

the behaviors as sexual harassment, or harmful actions deserving of swift, effective 

intervention. 

I believe that both of these last two experiences of protracted harassment 

exemplify young mens' efforts to dominate the young women who have rejected them. 

Whether they are simply trying to punish the girls, recover/maintain social status, or still 

making attempts to get the girls to go out with them (or a combination of these) is less 

clear. There could be an element ofboth motivations in their behaviors. Theharasser 

may be using the same behaviors that are considered flirtation (touch, sexual 

names/comments, bothering and following) in a mean-spirited way to retaliate for 

rejection while continuing to pursue the target romatically. This pattern and its utility 

will be discussed further later in this section. 

There is also the possibility, if the behaviors are more about continued flirtation, 

that the boys are unsure of what is a socially acceptable or an effective way to go about 

courting a girl. This is an explanation offered by some developmental theorists as 

described by the research team of Lee et a! (1996). The latest AAUW school sexual 
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harassment survey gives some possible evidence for such a theory, reporting that 29% of 

surveyed boys said they harassed someone because "they thought the person liked it" and 

27% said they did so because they "wanted a date with that person" (AAUW, 2001). I 

would apply this interpretation to some of the experiences related in my pilot studies 

where boys would flirt with (and harass girls) whom they would never ask out even when 

the target appeared interested. I would, however, hesitate to use this explanation with the 

two above experiences because of the targets' clear and continuing rejection and the 

mean-spiritedness of some of the harassers' behaviors (starting slut-type rumors, and 

public humiliation of the target with sexual names). 

In still other cases I encountered in my pilots, where the harassment was clearly in 

response to a rejection (as in the cases cited above), the behaviors often were much more 

aggressive and obsessive in nature, acted out almost daily over months and sometimes 

years of high school. The examples above are less severe, but are also protracted, 

obsessive and linked to rejection. In his book on adolescent stalking, Joseph McCann 

conceptualizes severe sexual harassment like this as stalking in teens (McCann, 2001). 

He believes that adolescent stalking might be "a significant subtype of other forms of 

obsessional harassment" (sexual harassment, teen dating violence and sexual aggression) 

(McCann, 2001, p. 28). In his review of the literature on stalking in adults and 

adolescents McCaim finds J. R. Meloy's work most helpful in thinking about stalking in 

children. Meloy and others have conceptualized some adolescent stalking as a "courtship 

disorder" (Freund, Scher and Hucker, 1983; Meloy 1998b cited in McCann, 2001). In 

Meloy's theory (1989, 1996, 1999b) 
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.. .individuals who stalk have a narcissistic linkiag fantasy in wMch the victim is 
viewed as having a special, ideal, or unique relationship with the offender and that 
the two are destined to be with one another. When the offender experiences either 
sudden or continued rejection, he or she experiences shame and humiliation that 
cannot be accepted, and thus, the offender defends with rage and hostility. These 
feelings of rage result in a wish to harm, control, or destroy the victim, resulting in 
obsessive pursuit that restores the offender's idealized fantasy of being linked or 
connected with the victim (cited in McCann, 2001, p. 24). 

This description allows us to view the experiences in my current study in a new 

light. Perhaps the two young men who were persistently bothering their targets were 

exhibiting milder forms of the stalking dynamic described above. I believe this to be a 

reasonable claim, and one that would help explain the obsessive repetitiveness of the 

harassment and its conflicted nature (as evidenced by the confusion of the target harassed 

in her math class) which includes what might otherwise be perceived as flirting, but 

which has an aggressive, mean-spirited edge to it. 

McCann advocates thinking of stalking behaviors in children as occurring on a 

continuum because this allows one to include what appear to be normal courtship 

behaviors that have become somewhat repetitive or persistent on one end of the spectrum 

and the more severe behaviors (as found in my pilots and still more severe behaviors that 

might physically endanger the target) on the other. Such a conceptualization might help 

adults take more seriously (or be less dismissive of) common courtship behaviors that 

have become aggressive, persistent, and perhaps threatening (following, sexual name-

calling, notes and phonecalls) while not pathologizing the same behaviors when they are 

less persistent or obsessive (McCann, 2001). I believe the two experiences related above, 

particularly the second one (in the math class) which was very obsessive in nature, have 

this stalking-like quality even though they do not fit a more classic model where the 
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harassment is cyclical and becomes more aggressive and threatening (as in my pilots). 

Because such obsessive, persistent sexual harassment is reminiscent of the obsessive 

control and stalking associated with relationship violence, these patterns of behavior, the 

relationship category of one-way attraction in which they occur, and the theme of 

"Retaliation for Rejection" represent sites of significant overlap between sexual 

harassment and dating violence. 

Use of Heterosexual Power in Contrapower School Sexual Harassment 

In the only incident within this theme that involved a female perpetrator, a 7"^ 

grade girl with a crush on the target, a (w/gay) male S"' grader, pursued him vigorously 

for a month although he was not interested in dating her. She relentlessly called him 

everyday, wrote him numerous notes and letters, and told everyone at school about her 

feelings for him. The target was living with an aunt, his older brother, and cousins, one 

of whom was a friend of the harasser's. This female cousin told him daily what the 

harasser was saying about the target. She, along with the respondent's brother and many 

friends, were pressuring him to go out with her. The target said he already knew that he 

was gay, but was not out, and felt extreme pressure to impress family and friends with his 

hetereosexuality. As such, not dating the harasser seemed almost like a liability to him. 

He said he finally gave in and dated the harasser because, "she was bugging me so much, 

and people would ask me why I wasn't, you know." They dated for three to four weeks 

and then he broke up with her. In retaliation, for the break-up, she started rumors that the 

target was gay and would write on classroom chalkboards "Robert (pseudonym) sucks!" 
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This was near the end of the semester, and the target moved away after the school term 

ended. 

Just as in the case of the male harassers, rejection is coded to reflect poorly on a 

female student. In this case, perhaps the rejection was experienced as more humiliating 

to this female student because she was rejected as the initiator (like the males discussed 

above), not as someone who had been in a relationship originally pursued by a male. As 

with the male initiators, harassment in retaliation may be seen as a way to deflect negative 

attention by projecting it onto the target, and to regain lost social status. 

In this case, the target was not out, but there was speculation that he was gay 

because of his flamboyant dress and behavior. In the compulsory heterosexual school 

environment, the harasser was able to act on this knowledge and punish the target with it. 

In the school's gender regime her female heterosexual status may have outstripped his 

male status since he was possibly gay. The sociolcultural power she held because of her 

heterosexuality also boosted her access to other forms of power (while his access to these 

was reduced). 

There are several other forms of power that are operating simultaneously with 

sociocultural power as a person sexually harasses (or responds to harassment). These 

include organizational power, which refers to one's position in an organization or 

institution (e.g. class president, editor of the student newspaper, student volunteer in the 

school office, captain of the football team, student body president); interpersonal power 

or the access one has to networks of people with varying degrees of power (e.g. teacher's 

pet, head cheerleader, principal's son, homecoming queen, sister of the star quarterback, 
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best friend of the most popular girl or boy); and individual power or one's level of social 

skill, communications skill and personal attractiveness or charisma (Rospenda, Richman 

& Nawyn, 1998). The sociocultural power that is delivered through race, class, sexuality 

or gender will affect one's access to and ability to use organizational, interpersonal and 

individual power (Rospenda et al, 1998). 

The research team of Rospenda, Richman and Nawyn (1998) produced this 

sophisticated model of power relations to describe how these different kinds of power and 

their relationship to one another complicate the picture of who might perform sexual 

harassment and how targets might be limited in their ability to respond. Because of the 

confluence of sociocultural, organizational, interpersonal and individual power it is 

possible for someone lower on the gender hierarchy but higher on the race (sociocultural), 

organizational and interpersonal power hierarchies (white female cheerleader) to harass 

someone who may be higher on the gender hierarchy, yet lower in the class, race and 

interpersonal power hierarchies (poor Native American male) who does not have the 

network of friends or adults who might help him effectively respond to the sexual 

bullying. 

This model helps explain why the straight female in the case above, although 

lower on the gender hierarchy than her male target was able to use her heterosexual 

(sociocultural) power to harass her gay male peer. Her heterosexual privilege also likely 

connected her to interpersonal and organizational power that supported her in the sexual 

harassment, and which her homosexual target did not have access to in order to combat it. 

There is another way in which the difference in sociocultural (by sexual orientation) 
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power allowed the female student to harass the target with impunity. Although the target 

was not fully invested in the school's dominant heterosexual male hierarchy, he still 

needed to show that he was also not entirely outside it; as such, he was unlikely to 

retaliate or even strongly resist her unwanted pressure to date him and her later retaliation 

for the break-up. The lesser sociocultural power that attended his possible gay status 

might have silenced him, since to resist her would have been to call into question his 

sexual orientation. This is one of the ways any student with less sociocultural power due 

to gender, race, class or sexual orientation often can be kept from seeking help for 

harassment; to complain may only heighten their marginality, leaving the harasser to act 

without any threat of resistance from the target (Rospenda et al, 1998). 

This experience also shows that sexual harassment is ultimately about the use and 

exploitation of power, which is often, but not always, heterosexual and/or gender power. 

Our society is very hierarchical and based on domination and power projection to 

compete for upward mobility in the hierarchy. It is logical then that both males and 

females would project power through sexual harassment. Yet, because heterosexual 

masculinity is defined by power and domination, particularly over women and their 

sexuality, (as well as less masculine or gay men) it follows that much of the most serious 

school sexual harassment is still male perpetrated (AAUW 1993, 2001; Lee et al, 1996). 

School-Related Harassment With a Non-Student Perpetrator 

The following set of incidents also occurred in a "one way attraction" setting. 

When the (Lat/het) female target was 15 she occasionally got a ride home with a 20-year-
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old man who used to attend her high school and now hangs around the school, and 

regularly dates female students. This represents one of the cases where the harasser is a 

not a student, but connected to a school, by having previously been a student there, and 

then purposefully spending social time there as a non-student. The harasser had asked the 

target out, but she had refused. She said at least five girls at her high school have had 

children by this man, and, so, she feels he is just interested in sex. One day she told him 

she had to take the bus and would not ride with him. When she leaned over to give him 

her usual kiss on the cheek, he pulled her face toward him and kissed her full on the 

mouth. She pulled away and left. She said he was somewhat frustrated at her not riding 

with him. She ultimately missed the bus and caught a ride with a female friend. They 

decided to stop at a store on the way home. She noticed that he had followed them, so 

she stayed in the store until he had left. The incident was frightening to her because he 

had been somewhat angry when she left him, and she did not know what he might do. 

She did not see the perpetrator again. The target's fears do not appear to be unfounded 

based on her previous knowledge of the man. Without more information, however, it is 

difficult to know whether the harasser's intention was to intimidate the target by 

following her (in retaliation for not riding with him) or to try to talk to her or to verbally 

harass her (once again in retaliation), or something else. In any case, the harasser likely 

was responding to the rejection in some fashion, whatever his intended outcome. 

This incident of harassment was perpetrated by a non-student and began on school 

property or very near to it, showing how sexual harassment can be school-related 

(happening on school grounds), but cross expected peer relationship boundaries (by 
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involving a non-student peer). It also represents a case of harassment happening at school 

(the unwanted kiss), but then continuing away from school (through the following to a 

store), with both on- and off-campus locations involved in the same set of incidents. As 

such, this is a good example of how sexual harassment spills off of school grounds where 

it is not witnessed or paid attention to by school officials. 

Sexual Harassment as Disavowal of Romantic Interest 

In two other one-way attraction experiences 7th grade boys harass their (Lat/het) 

same-age target when they discover she does not "like" them romantically, although 

neither had ever told or shown her (from her perspective) that they are interested in her. 

It is the same target in both situations. One boy saw his name on a list of "hot boys" that 

was compiled by several girls including the target, and heard that the respondent had 

added his name. It was, however, a different boy of the same name to whom the target 

was referring. When she reluctantly (for fear of hurting his feelings) explained this to 

htm, he stomped away angrily, and retaliated the next day. "He got mad and the day after 

that I saw him in the hallway and he pushed me.. .he goes, 'Ugly!This name-calling 

was painful to the target as she and the harasser had previously been long-time friends. 

When asked how the experience had made her feel, she replied, "Well, kinda bad 'cause 

he was my friend I don't see why he would be so mean." 

The second boy was told by a mutual friend that the target "liked" his twin brother 

and not him. Once he heard the news, he snubbed the target the next time he saw her, 

although the respondent says they are usually friendly and speak to one another. 
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He was just, like, being mean. Like, he would just, like.. .cause usually he talks 
to me, and he would, like, just look at me mean and just, like, walk away, and hasn't 
talked to me. 

He had not talked to her in the intervening week since the event. Although the harasser 

never displayed or mentioned his attraction, the respondent said she had been told that he 

"liked" her a month earlier by friends. Both of these examples are similar to the earlier 

cases which involved more persistent harassment of targets in that the behaviors appear to 

be aimed at what Maccoby calls a disavowal of romantic interest (Maccoby, 1999). 

These patterns of sexual harassment may be linked to cross-sex interaction styles 

that are developed very early in children's school lives. Maccoby (1999) explains how 

little boys and girls in the early grade school years will behave as though there is a taboo 

on sexualized or romantic cross-sex interaction. As such, they develop elaborate rules for 

cross-sex interaction to comply with the taboo" (Stroufe et al, 1993 cited in Maccoby, 

1999). One of these rules that remains in effect even after kids reach adolescence and 

sexualized contact is acceptable requires the cross-sex interaction to contain a disavowal 

of romantic interest (Maccoby, 1999). This usually takes the form of some sort of violent 

behavior (such as chasing, hitting, tickling, pinching or throwing a boy/girl's books on the 

floor) (Maccoby, 1999). 

This behavior protects the student from teasing related to romantic interest and 

also from rejection since the violent behavior can imply romantic interest, as well as an 

attempt to annoy or tease (Schofield, 1981 cited in Maccoby, 1999). This is significant 

" Stroufe et al (1993) were able to infer these specific rules from their observations of ten and eleven-year-
olds at a coeducational summer camp. The rules are listed in Maccoby's book The Two Sexes/ Growing Up 
Apart, Coming Together (1999) on p. 72. 
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because many sexual harassment behaviors (notes, touch, following, calls, sexual 

comments) can double as courting or flirting techniques. In fact, when a student is 

rebuffed by another child, the same techniques used to display interest are often used 

more aggressively or persistently to retaliate against the target (obsessive bothering and 

following). The double meanings in these public behaviors allow a harasser to continue 

to approach the target and seek romantic contact (or to retaliate), even after rejection (in 

the cases of persistent following or bothering like those above). 

I think both of these incidents with the same target are examples of a more overt 

use of a violent disavowal when approaching cross-sex relations to shield oneself from 

the embarrassment of rejection (Maccoby, 1999) and protect social status. With their 

publicly mean behavior toward the target, she is punished for the rejection, while at the 

same time, they are able to disavow any attraction to her, and, so, act as though they have 

not been rejected at all. Because neither had been very public about their attraction to her 

(had not pursued her or asked her out), this tactic seems like a plausible option for saving 

the tough, invulnerable "face" which normative heterosexual masculinity requires that the 

boys cultivate. The two previously discussed protracted cases of harassment which 

involved obsessive following, bothering and name-calling may also be examples of 

behaviors that disavow romantic interest while allowing the harasser to continue to 

pursue (or stalk) the target. 

As mentioned, there was one experience of romantic interest peer sexual 

harassment that did not fit into any of the primary or secondary perpetrator motivation 

themes. It is included here because of some similarity to the above events which involve 
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aggressive disavowals of romantic interest in the target. This experience involved one 

isolated incident of name-calling in a dating relationship. The female (Lat/het) 13-year-

old 7*^ grader had heard through a female friend that her 8"^ grade boyfriend was keeping 

a list of names of the girls he had been romantically involved with. This upset the target 

who was already angry with her boyfriend because he was spending a lot of time with 

another girl. The target and her boyfriend had only been on one date. In solidarity with 

the target, the female fnend of the target's who had told her of this list, angrily 

approached the boyfriend about it, in a school corridor, with the target standing nearby. 

The boyfriend got angry about the accusation and loudly called the target a bitch which 

\ 

hurt her feelings. It is difficult to comment on what the boy's motivation might have 

been for name-calling the target. It may have been retaliation for the friend's angry attack 

and a way to distance himself from the target because of the accusation. He may also 

have been disavowing interest in her to displace the negative social attention he was 

getting for his "list", onto her. In this way, although the event remains uncategorized, 

this experience represents another possible example of the use of an aggressive disavowal 

to avoid stigma, harassment or a loss of social status and displace any negative social 

attention onto the target. 
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Primary Perpetrator Motivation Theme 2: Entitlement to Unwanted Touch 

Entitlement to Unwantea 
Rel: OWA MA ED D 

School 
Related 

4 2 1 

Non-
School 

3 1 

Touch'. 11 behaviors 

OWA: One-way attraction 
MA: Mutual attraction 
ED; Ex-dating 
D: Dating 

Table 5. B. 

Perpetrator MotivationTheme: Entitlement to Unwanted Touch (9 experiences/ 
11 behaviors) 
Beh 

# 
Rel 
H/T 

Perp 
Gender 

TrgtG/ 
Intials 

Behavior School 
Related 

how 
Assaultive 

1 OWA M F / J a  Grabbed breasts (1 evt) Yes 2 
2 MA M F / C r  Rubbed penis (clothed) on target's knee 

(1 evt)  (with Of?) 
Yes 2 

3 OWA M F / N  Put arm around target (also O/P) Yes 1 
4 OWA M F / C s  Grabbed buttocks (1 evt) Yes 1 
5 MA M F / C s  Unwanted kiss (1 evt) Yes 1 
6 OWA M F / J a  Unwanted kiss (1 evt) Yes 1 
7 ED M F / C e  Unwanted kisses (also O/P; with O/P) Yes 1 
8 D M F / C o  Put target's hand on his penis (clothed) No 2 
9 MA M F / C s  (Verbal and) physical sexual coercion 

(unwanted petting/undressing) (1 evt) 
No 2 

0/P: Obsessive/Persistent harassment 
UT: Unwanted Touch 

I have named this category "Entitlement to Unwanted Touch" to capture the 

dynamics of male supremacist entitlement around access to female bodies which is 

enacted in the school setting through male to female physical sexual harassment. I also 

wanted to make clear the unwanted nature of much of such touching. There are nine 

experiences in this category and eleven behaviors, all perpetrated by males on females. 
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Four of the experiences involved one-way attraction, three mutual attraction, one 

occurred in an ex-dating and one in a dating relationship setting. Of the nine experiences, 

six were one time occurrences while in the other three situations, the perpetrator tried a 

few to many times to touch the target in the offending way. This persistence or 

obsessiveness in harassing a target, particularly in those experiences that involve other 

obsessive/persistent behaviors, is very reminiscent of the obsession with contact and 

control that characterizes stalking and relationship violence (experiences #2, #3, and #7). 

Heterosexual Masculinity and Male Entitlement to Female Sexuality 

A15-year-old (Lat/het) girl was good friends with a boy of the same age, and they 

often engaged in playful banter that may have even involved some romantic innuendo. 

For example, they would exchange a gesture in which the top of the index finger is 

brushed out along the underside of the chin. This is a sign of "ownership" or romantic 

territoriality that a boy will give to a girl that means she is "his". Or as the interviewee 

communicated it in its true (sexist, mysogynist) form: "you're my bitch". She said if 

other boys did this to her, she would be insulted, but not with this close fiiend. She was 

not completely sure that he was interested in her romantically; he had never asked her 

out. They often hugged at school, but one day as she released him from a hug, he reached 

out and grabbed her breasts. She was shocked, pushed him away, gave him a 

disapproving look, but said nothing. She said he knew she did not like this, but he still 

tried several more times to touch her in this way. To combat this, she said, 

....I just like hug 'em (like this] (gestures to show a hug closer to the waist), but 
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I like get away from him quick, so, like, be won't do it no more, cause, like, he 
tries to... 

She explains that he does this to other girls, too, but has now stopped trying with her. 

Boys'aggressively motivated, sexual bullying achieves male dominance while also 

reinforcing the race, class, sexuality, and ability hierarchies in school. Such dominating 

activity allows for achieving goals, such as female sexual contact (even when unwanted 

by the female), a male entitlement mirrored in the larger society. The above case is a 

good example of male entitlement around touching in which a boy has taken advantage of 

a close relationship to get the access to sexual touch that he desires. He is surprisingly 

persistent, and continued to try to touch the target although she signaled that she did not 

want the behavior. She was angered and upset by the incident and somewhat shocked 

that her friend would take such liberties. 

However, the target was also reluctant to renounce the behavior more forcefully, 

and even continued to hug this friend although it may have put her at some risk of 

unwanted touch. This may be because of the pressure on her to conform to the 

unidimensional model of femininity which requires her to be nice and not hurt others' 

feelings (Mandel & Shakeshaft, 2000). To act more forcefully may have resulted in being 

called a bitch or in the loss of the friendship. This is another example of behavior 

displayed publicly in a school setting that was not taken notice of or interrupted by school 

officials. This shows how highly normalized even sexually assaultive behaviors like this 

have become in school settings. 

In another incident the same 14-year-old boy who started the rumors about the 

(Lat/het) 15-year-old girl he liked, but who was not interested in him (related under the 
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first theme above) persistently put his arm around her when he was standing in the school 

corridor with her and her friends. She was annoyed by the behavior which went on for a 

year, and would respond by ignoring him and just leaving and going to class. She said he 

would do this to her friends, too. Although this series of events represents a case of 

persistent harassment, the girl involved does not seem to be the harasser's only target, 

similar to the situation above. The target was very annoyed by the behaviors, but also did 

not respond very forcefully. When questioned about this, she explained that this was a 

very small school where everyone knew everyone's business. This setting, which would 

easily spawn rumors, might have been a dangerous one in which to be more directly 

resistant for fear of being labelled a bitch or worse. 

One (Lat/het) female 9*^^ grader described a one-time incident with a male 9^^ 

grader where she was aware of the boy's one-way romantic interest because he always did 

very obvious double-takes and smiled at her in the hallways. She was embarrassed when 

he began to get all of his friends in the corridor to do this as well. As a result, she began 

to avoid him. However, one day when she was not aware that he was behind her, he 

grabbed her bottom. She whirled around and told him if he did that again, she would tell 

teachers or other adults at school. She said he was surprised at her direct, angry response 

(not the passivity that would attend the unidimensional model of femininity). As 

mentioned, some interviewees were confused or unsure about their harasser's motives. In 

contrast, this young woman was aware that her harasser's actions had some connection to 

romantic interest, but was also clear about the power he projected in the act: 

Well, he wanted to show me he liked me.. .more, and I think something in his mind 
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told him that he had power over girls, like he could do whatever he ... he wanted 
to show me that he was gonna do whatever.. .that I had nothing. I couldn't stop him 
or whatever. I think that's what he was trying to show me. 

As this student has eloquently described, sexual harassment often has multiple 

instrumentalities for the perpetrator. In this instance, the behavior may have been about 

expressing romantic interest (in a way which bordered on being socially unacceptable), 

retaliating for a lack of returned interest, expressing entitlement to sexual contact and 

perhaps performing heterosexual masculinity for any onlooking male peers (or all of 

these). 

One of the most disturbing incidents of unwanted touching occurred between two 

13-year-olds in a special education program. The (Lat/het) female target was taking 

"personal" time seated in a special cubicle designed for this solitary activity. A male 

classmate, to whom she was attracted, joined her in the cubicle. She said she thought he 

was attracted to her too, but wasn't always sure. He came very close to her and said, 

"Let's have sex" while he rubbed his penis against her leg. She pushed him away and 

said loudly, "Get outta here!" Hearing this response, a teacher came into the cubicle and 

told the boy to leave. However, as the teacher did not see the harassment, and the target 

did not tell, the teacher took no further action. This represents a particularly assaultive 

form of unwanted touch, especially given the young ages of the children involved. The 

target never told any school adults about the incident, but shared it with her mother. It is 

likely that because the target was interested in the harasser, she did not want to get him in 

trouble at school. This is a good example of how conflicted a target can be about getting 

assistance when romantic interest is involved on her part (as in dating violence). 
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Although the target was very upset and angry about this incident, she also found herself 

concerned with personally getting in trouble as she considered her response to the 

harasser: 

I felt really uncomfortable, and I felt really upset. And I really felt like knocking 
him in his face, you know, but I didn't 'cause I didn't feel like getting suspended 
that day... .unfortunately. 

This young woman was very forceful in letting her harasser know how she felt, so 

was clearly less concerned with conforming to norms of feminine "niceness". She was 

still conflicted about the situation because she was attracted to the boy. She also 

understands the gendered power dynamics at work, as well as some of the myths about 

female sexuality that are active around norms of male entitlement. When asked what he 

was communicating to her with his actions she replied, 

I think he thought it was a joke. I think he thought it was funny, which is total....it's 
not fiinny! [He was saying] 1 want you, I..you know, you're supposed to like it, 
you know. You're basically a sex toy, you know. 

It can only be hoped that such clarity around how the construction of masculinity involves 

objectification of females helps other girls to boldly resist sexual harassment as this target 

did. 

One unique aspect of this particular incident of harassment was its taking place in 

a relatively private location that had been specially constructed for students. Although 

the vast majority of sexual harassment occurs in the public spaces of school, such as 

classrooms, corridors and cafeterias, (AAUW, 1993, 2001) some of the most violent 

school-related harassment or sexual assault happens in the few locations that can be 

relatively private, such as restrooms (Stein, 1999). 



Primary Perpetrator Motivation Theme 3: Control through Obsessive/Persistent 
Harassing 

Control through Obsessive/Persistent Harassment 
(inc. 

Rel: OWA MA ED D 

School 
Related 

9 3 2 3 

Non-
School 

3 3 3 

uding sexual coercion): 26 behaviors 

OWA; One-way attraction 
MA: Mutual attraction 
ED: Ex-dating 
D; Dating 
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Table 5. C. 

Perpetrator Motivation Theme; Control through Obsessive/Persistent Harassment 
(14 experiences/26 behaviors) 

Exp 
# 

Rel 
H/T 

Perp 
Gender 

TrgtG/ 
Initials 

Behavior School 
Related 

how 
Assaultive 

1 MA M F/Cr Name-calling (slut-type), and other 
verbal harassment, sexually offensive 
note (with UT) 

Yes 1 

2 OWA M F /L Sex. name calling, other verb, hrssmnt 
and following to bother in class 

Yes 1 

3 OWA F M / J  Verbal/visual pressure to date 
(calls/notes) 

Yes 1 

4 OWA F M / P  Verbal/visual pressure to date 
(notes/following) 

Yes 1 

5 D* M+ F / M  Constant verbal sexual coercion (w/ PS) Yes 1 
6 D» M+ F /M Sexual cornering/forced removal of 

clothes (and PS; with PS) 
Yes 3 

7 ED M+ F / M  Verbal pressure to get back together Yes 1 
8 OWA M F / N  Unwanted touch (put arm around 

target)/rumors (slut-type) 
Yes 1 

' 9 ED M F/Ce Verbal pressure to get back together Yes 1 
10 OWA M F/Co Verbal/visual pressure to date 

(calls/notes/gifts) (with PS) 
No 1 

11 D M++ F/Co Verbal sexual coercion No 1 
12 ED M-H- F/Co Stalked by ex (very persistent following/ 

calls/unwanted visits) 
No 1 

13 D* M+ F / N  Severe verbal harassment (demeaning, 
criticizing) (and P/S) 

No 1 

14 D» M+ F / N  Constant verbal sexual coercion 
(with PS) 

No 1 

D*: Dating relationship with violence 
+/++: adjacent (above or below) behaviors with same target also involve same harasser 
PS: Domination through Physical and Sexual Violence 
UT: Unwanted touch 

Experiences were placed in this category because of their repetitive or persistent 

nature. As mentioned, the behaviors involved often occurred in concert with other 

behaviors that may or may not have been repetitive. The repetitive or persistent 

behaviors listed in the table above also fell into several interesting sub-categories of 

perpetrator motivation themes. Of the 14 different experiences in the above table, seven 
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involved an "Obsessive Pursuit of Relationship", such as the pressure to date someone or 

being stalked after a break-up. Three experiences of verbal sexual coercion in dating 

relationships (two of them in violent relationships) make up a sub-category of 

"Entitlement to Female Sexuality". The remaining incidents are efforts to demean 

through sexual or non-sexual verbal/visual harassment which I call "Verbal/Visual 

Dominance". 

As in the other themes, the behaviors here form a diverse range with some 

obsessive harassment patterns appearing far more persistent, intrusive or threatening than 

others. In those instances where the behaviors are more protracted or upsetting to the 

target, we are reminded of the obsessive, controlling behaviors of dating violence 

perpetrators. Because these sorts of behaviors, including actual obsessive following or 

stalking, are commonly only associated with dating or relationship violence, it is very 

significant to note that in this study (as shown in Table 5.C.) they happened in all forms 

of romantic affiliation examined. 

Cycle of Violence Pattern in Peer Sexual Harassment 

The three sexual harassment behaviors in the mutual attraction category 

(experience #1) involve the two 13-year-olds of the cubicle incident above. The target 

said that in recent weeks he was harassing her about bra sizes. One day at school he 

asked her bra size and when she told him it was a C, he began to make fun of her for 

having A cups: 

And, so, like, everyday he's been going, "Oh, you've got size A!" And I'm, like. 
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"Why are you looking?" And he's, like.. .he's, like, "I don't know. You can only... 
it's only obvious."... And he's, like, "You don't wear a size C." And then I'm, like, 

"How would you know?" And so, he's, like, "Show me your bra." And I was, like, 
"Whatever.. .I'm not show'in you it." 

This harassment was particularly wearisome to the respondent who said she had received 

these comments about twice a day, every day, for the past three weeks. She felt the 

questioning was very disrespectful, and was upset by it. He had also left her sexually 

offensive notes. She described a note she received with a picture of a large penis and 

testicles with semen dripping out of the penis, and a large tongue. She assumed the 

intended communication was something like "Suck my dick." 

In addition to these incidents, the respondent said that the harasser would 

sometimes be very mean to her,  call ing her names l ike bitch,  slut  and 'ho and make fun of 

her in other ways. She said this usually happened when he was angry at someone else. 

The respondent said he might also try to trip her or yank at her jewelry. She explained 

that at other times he could also be very sweet to her, which she, understandably, found 

very confusing. He would ask her how she was doing, send her a nice note, or pick her a 

flower. This pattem of alternately kind and mean-spirited behavior is reminiscent of the 

cycles of abuse in violent relationships where abusive behavior toward the target 

alternates with kind, affectionate treatment. This pattem was not anticipated in non-

dating (e.g. less intimate romantic interest) relationships, but represents an important 

similarity with patterns of behavior in dating violence behaviors and so, is another site of 

behavior overlap between sexual harassment and dating violence. 

This cycle of behaviors confused, annoyed and angered the target, but she did not 

feel threatened by them. Although some of the harassment was clearly meant to shame. 
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intimidate or anger the target, she seemed quite resilient. She also reported that the 

harasser was no longer in her class because he was placed into mainstream classrooms by 

a parent. Again, except for the cubicle incident, all the behaviors were experienced at 

school in public settings, but went unnoticed by faculty. The target herself said, that 

although she did not want to report the behaviors, she did not think that adults at her 

school would respond and assist her if she did. 

And I don't think the staff would really care if I told them either. 'Cause usually 
They're like blah; you know, they're always joking around. They're always.. .1 just 
don't think they take things seriously. 

As described above, many of the behaviors that make up school sexual harassment 

can come together to form a constellation of persistent, pervasive, even obsessive 

harassment. The above described events are examples of such patterns where each series 

of harassing incidents involves a pattern of at least two, if not three or four different 

behaviors perpetrated by the harasser. One can imagine that the repetitive nature of some 

of the behaviors coupled with the variety of behaviors perpetrated against one target add 

significantly to the stress, harm and upset of this harassment. It is my contention that 

such a pattern of different behaviors perpetrated together and persistently cause this type 

of harassment to be experienced as quite violent even when the behaviors are not 

assaultive in nature. Evidence for this will be discussed later in this paper. 

Three of the five one-way attraction experiences already have been discussed 

under the themes of "Retaliation for Rejection" and/or "Entitlement to Unwanted Touch." 

This overlap in categories of behavior would be expected as the obsessive/persistent 

harassment patterns tend to include a variety of different behaviors that also fit under 
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other themes. However, it is still interesting to note that three of the behaviors listed 

under "Retaliation for Rejection" are also included in the "Obsessive/Persistent" theme. 

This leads to the consideration that retaliation for rejection behaviors may often be 

obsessive or persistent (in this case, three of the ten were). 

The three one-way attraction experiences in question involved 1) the boy who 

verbally harassed a girl in their 8^'' grade math class calling her "sexy", and persistently 

bothering her in class after she explained she did not have a crush on him, (occurring 

daily for over a semester), 2) the 14-year-old boy who harassed a 15-year-old girl in 9* 

grade by starting rumors that she was a 'ho, comparing other girls' bodies in her presence, 

and putting his arm around her when he was near her (one year duration) and, 3) the 7^'' 

grade girl who pursued a gay male 8th-grader, calling him daily, sending him notes and 

telling everyone about her feelings for him (lasted one month). 

Obsessive Pursuit of Relationship and Sexual Coercion 

Another one-way attraction incident involved a young (Lat/gay) man being 

relentlessly pursued by a female in his 10*'' grade class. For two weeks she followed him 

all over school, sent him notes, sat by him and talked to him when he tried to work. 

Because all the students in this school setting worked together in one large space, he was 

unable to avoid her, and had to deal with her unwanted attention for at least half the day 

every day. He ignored her, told her he was gay (he was already out) and used body 

language to get her to leave him alone. When she persisted, he finally told a teacher, who 

presumably intervened in some way, and the harassment stopped. All four of these 
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incidents represent various levels of intensity with the two female targets reporting the 

most discomfort. All but one of these incidents would fit into the subcategory of 

"Obsessive Pursuit of Relationship ". As such, this may be an important subcategory of 

obsessive/persistent school sexual harassment. 

Two of the five remaining obsessive/persistent harassment experiences occurred 

in a violent dating relationship. The female respondent left the relationship six months 

ago, after dating the perpetrator for three years and co-habiting with him for one year. It 

was during this one year when they lived together that the most severe violence occurred. 

The perpetrator was also the father of her baby. The violence centered around persistent 

coercion to have sex when the target was not interested and refused it. This coercion 

grew more frequent and intense until it happened three to four times a week with the 

harasser growing angry and losing his temper each time she refused him. Sometimes he 

would throw things at the target or hit her with his hands. He would also comer her and 

try to forcibly remove her clothes.  He also raped her a few times.  The target  is  aTae 

Kwon Do black belt and said that she never fought back because she loved him, did not 

want to lose him, and was afraid of escalation in any particular violent incident. The last 

time he struck her, she successfully physically retaliated and then left him. Although they 

are still in contact because of their son, he has never hurt her again. 

After the target left him, the harasser tried persistently to reinstate the relationship 

calling her constantly. The target said he even had his friends call her as well as the 

girlfriends of his friends. Although much less frequent, these calls continue to the 

present. The target said this is annoying, but not threatening. These calls represent 
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another example of "obsessive pursuit of relationship". While not extreme or dangerous, 

this persistent behavior seems very similar to the stalking-like behavior described by 

McCann in his book on adolescent stalking. Indeed, he says that the "prototypic stalking 

case is one in which a courtship has failed: the stalking offender has a history of failed 

intimate relationships; and the obsessive pursuit represents a maladaptive effort to cope 

with feelings of anger, inadequacy, isolation and loneliness" (McCann, 2001, p. 22/3). A 

last experience under this theme also involves an ex-boyfriend's persistent phone calls in 

his attempt to get back together with the target. 

In this study, obsessive/persistent behaviors appeared in one-way attraction, 

mutual attraction, dating, and ex-dating settings. Like the previous two categories, 

obsessive/persistent harassment is also an important subset of school sexual harassment 

involving romantic interest. This result supports the notion that sexual harassment 

behaviors, occurring across the spectrum of romantic interest relationships, can be very 

similar to dating violence by their repetitive, persistent nature. 

Secondarv Perpetrator MotivationTheme 1: Dominance Through Physical and Sexual 
Violence 

Dominance Through Physical and Sexual Violence: 8 behaviors 

Rel: OWA MA ED D 

School 
Related 

6 

Non-
School 

1 1 

OWA: One-way attraction 
MA: Mutual attraction 
ED: Ex-dating 
D: Dating 
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Table 5. D. 

Perpetrator Motivation Theme; Domination Through Physical and Sexual V 
(6 experiences/? 

iolence 
I behaviors) 

Beh 
# 

Re! 
HTT 

Perp 
Gender 

TrgtG/ 
Initials 

Behavior School 
related 

How 
Assaultive 

1 D M F / C s  Neck bite & slapping with target's hands Yes 3 
2 D* M+ F / M  Hit and threw things at target Yes 4 
4 D* M+ F / M  Forced removal of clothes (also O/P) Yes 3 
3 D* M+ F / M  Rape Yes 4 
5 D M F / N  Threw things (not at target) No 3 
6 OWA M F / C o  Rape No 4 

O/P: Obsessive/Persistent 
D*: Dating relationship with violence 
+: adjacent (above or below) behaviors with same target also involve same harasser 

I have named this theme "Dominance Through Physical and Sexual Violence" to 

express that the more assaultive physical and sexual violence found in sexual harassment 

or dating violence represent one person's (in this study, most commonly a male's) direct 

act of dominance over another. The category holds eight behaviors occurring with three 

different harassers. All take place in the context of dating relationships with four of the 

behaviors happening in one violent dating relationship. 

The behaviors in the first dating relationship setting involve a (Lat/het) female 

respondent who explained that these occurred when she was dating her first boyfiiend in 

the 9th grade; she was 14, and he was 16. She described how very excited she was that a 

boy wanted to date her: 

This time I was with my first boyfriend and no one had liked me before, so I was, 
like, in awe. I was like, oh my god, you know. I was so happy that I had a bo3Aiend. 

This quote supports the notion that girls are socialized to strongly desire boyfriends. 

Having a boyfhend is evidence of and reinforces conformity to the unidimensional (or 

traditional) model of femininity and so, increases social status (Mandel & Shakeshaft, 
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2000). She then explained that one day she and this boyfriend (of three months) were 

standing together in a school corridor amongst his friends. He was standing behind her 

leaning against the wall with her facing away from him. She says that, from this position, 

he leaned over and bit her on the side of the neck extremely hard, and did not let go 

immediately. 

And he bit my neck, like bit it hard, like, not, like, a nice, like, hickey, like... he bit 
my neck! And he would not let go, and I was like hitting him to let go, and he wouldn't. 
And he thought it was, like, funny. Him and his friends were laughing. And I had, like, 
the most humongous hicky thing on my neck for, like, three weeks. And everyone was, 
like, 'Oh my god', and I was, like, 'It's not my fault, I didn't... 

This act is poignant in that it involves injurious physical violence that is 

sexualized or, alternately, an unwanted sexual act that is so violently forced on the victim 

that it causes physical injury. In this way, it is like violent sex or rape that leaves the 

victim's skin and soft tissues torn and bleeding. When he finally released her, although in 

shock over what had just happened, she angrily asked him why he had done this. She 

said she only remembers him laughing in response, and his friends smiling with him. 

Similar to when she described the motivations of the boy who grabbed her bottom at 

school, this young woman (same target) seemed very clear about the dominating motives 

involved in this act of harassment: 

Like, it was like he wanted to show I was his property or something, you know...to 
all his friends, or something... .And he wanted to show off... 

This act of sexual harassment had several instrumentalities for the boy, who was 

proving and performing his heterosexual masculinity by dominating and objectifying his 

girlfriend in a violent and sexual way. Although this act reinforced his male supremacy 

in relation to his girlfriend and access to her female body, it is plausible that the act was 
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performed largely for the benefit of the audience of male friends who were present. As 

discussed, adolescent boys frequently attend to the need to manage their status in the 

hierarchy of boys at school by acting tough with one another and often, for high or middle 

status boys, by aggressive sexual behavior with girls (Maccoby, 1999; Mandel & 

Shakeshaft, 2000; Eder, 1995). I found quite a bit of evidence for this sort of male 

posturing behavior in my pilot studies, but less in this sample. 

The young woman who was the target of this act suffered much as a result of the 

event. She was humiliated at school when students stared at her marked neck, and feared 

all the while that everyone might think she was a slut (even though, as she explained to 

me, she was a virgin). As such, she tried to hide the large hematoma on her neck with her 

hair. Suspecting that her parents would judge her in the same way, she tried to hide the 

mark at home, as well. In spite of this, her father noticed the bruise, and told his wife 

about it late one night in bed. The respondent's mother rushed immediately into her 

daughter's room, flipped on the light, and woke the girl suddenly from sleep with shouts 

of, "Lemme see your neck, lemme see your neck!" 

And I turned [my head] and she slapped me .. .and she called me a slut for it... 
and she's all, "if you ever do that again..and la la la la. By then I didn't bother 
telling her it wasn't my fault 'cause I didn't want her to get mad at my boyfriend. 
. . . I  was  so  happy that  he  l iked me—I didn' t  want . . .  I  thought  i f  I  los t  h im that  
I wouldn't get another boyfriend. 

This dramatic quote reminds us that the gender double standard around sexual 

activity permeates the larger culture as well as the school culture, and that the punishment 

for violating it, or, as in this case, appearing to violate it, often results in slut-bashing, of 

the verbal (and physical) sort. In the larger culture there are ethnic, racial (class, and 
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other) mediations of the standard. In Mexican-American communities the reputation of a 

girl can be even more significant and closely guarded than in Anglo culture because of 

norms around feminiciad (or traditional femininity) and marianismo or the cult of purity 

associated with the Virgin Mary. A girl's good or bad reputation is seen in many families 

as a direct reflection on the family itself. Because many Mexican-American families 

strive to maintain these norms in contrast to Anglo norms, tighter restrictions on girls' 

activities with boys and watchfulness over their reputations is considered more Mexican 

while less restriction is considered more Anglo (Dietrich, 1998). The level of violence 

and harsh judgement about the daughter's reputation in the above incident maybe a 

reflection of a perceived violation of feminidad and so, deviant and highly punishable. 

Such incidents make clear why all girls, but particularly Latina girls, would be highly 

invested in being seen as "good" girls and not sluts. 

A second behavior that this respondent related in this dating relationship was 

equally disturbing. She explained that her boyfriend said that he liked to see her get mad. 

When I asked what sorts of other things he did to make her mad, she said that he would 

take her own hands and hit her face with them: 

And, he said he liked to see me mad. He thought it was cute how 1 got mad or 
something....He would get my hands and, like, hold them and, like, slap my own face, 
not hard, but I would get red marks, 'cause he would do it so much. It wouldn't hurt 
really bad, but it was just like, he would go...and I couldn't.. .he was way stronger 
than me, at the time, so I couldn't like really make him stop. I tried. That happened 
like once or twice. 

Both of these incidents are notable as quite violent and sadistic events in what 

otherwise appears to have been a nonviolent relationship. They are the clearest example 

that sexual harassment can involve very violent and assaultive acts just like relationship 
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violence. Although the respondent did not relate any other verbal harassment or violence 

in this relationship, these experiences may not have been isolated events. If they were, 

this is a case of assaultive sexual harassment, which would be more readily associated 

with dating violence, occurring in an otherwise nonviolent dating relationship. This then 

represents another behavior overlap between school sexual harassment and teen dating 

violence. This example helps us think more clearly about a range of less to more 

assaultive sexual behaviors that can be associated with dating (or other romantic interest) 

relationships. There are not simply relationships with no violence and those with fully 

developed patterns of relationship violence, but relationships which hold more or less 

violence, such as this one with a few isolated incidents. If such violent acts can happen in 

otherwise "normal" dating relationships, we must consider the possibility of an escalation 

of violence in this relationship (to more fully developed relationship violence) or over the 

life of the perpetrator who might be more abusive in future relationships. In this case, the 

target, who said the boyfriend often lied to her, left the harasser three months later when 

she found out he had cheated on her. 

The physical violence involved in the violent teen dating relationship already has 

been discussed above under the "Obsessive/Persistent Harassment" theme. In the 12-

month cohabiting relationship the 19 or 20-year-old boyfriend would punch walls, hit the 

respondent (16/17 years old) and throw things at her, including a phone and a hair dryer. 

This would usually happen when the target refused the perpetrator sex. It is important to 

remember that even when she was not physically struck by the boyfriend, the other forms 

of physical violence he displayed were highly intimidating, abusive and traumatic to the 
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target. Like the young woman in the above incident, this target was also not prepared to 

leave the relationship, and also was, initially afraid of losing her boyfriend. 

When it would get really really violent, I would be scared. I didn't know what to do. 
I wanted to fight back, but I didn't want to lose him. And I didn't want to persuade 
anything else, like him hitting me back harder, so I just took it, and didn't tell 
anybody for a long time. 

Secondary Perpetrator Motivation Theme 2: Enforcement of Gendered Sexuality through 
Third Party Harassment 

Enforcement of Gendered Sexuality in Third Party Harassment: 7 behaviors 

Rel: OWA MA ED D 

School 
Related 

7 

Non-
School 

OWA; One-way attraction 
MA: Mutual attraction 
ED: Ex-dating 
D: Dating 

Table 5. E. 

Perpetrator Motivation Theme: En forcement of Gendered Sexuality through Third 
'arty Harassment (3 experiences/7 behaviors) 

Beh 
# 

Rel 
H/T 

Perp 
Gender 

Trgt G/ 
Initials 

Behavior School 
related 

How 
Assaultive 

1 D M M / J  Verbally pressured by male brother and 
cousins to have sex with girlfriend 

Yes 1 

2 D M M / R  Verbally pressured by male cousin (as 
classmate) to have sex with girlfriend 

Yes 1 

3 D F F / S  Pressured by group of girls via repetitive 
name-calling, rumors (slut-type), threats, 
calls, and hitting to quit dating boyfriend 

Yes 3/4 

Among the romantic interest sexual harassment data there emerged a category of 

experiences that did not fit the criterion for analysis which required that harasser and 

target be involved in one of the described romantic interest relationships. In this 
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unexpected yet relevant category targets were sexually harassed by third parties about the 

person with whom they had romantic affiliation. The common theme in all of the 

experiences was pressure from peers to act out the gendered norms of the sexual double 

standard, hence, the category name of "Enforcement of Gendered Sexuahty through Third 

Party Harassment". The two male targets were pressured to conform to the norm of an 

aggressive approach to female sexuality and high levels of (hetero) sexual activity. The 

female target was pressured more indirectly to conform to female standards of sexual 

inactivity through slut-bashing by a group of female peers. In all the incidents, targets 

were harassed by same sex peers or relatives and all three romantic interest settings were 

dating relationships. 

Male to Male Pressure to be Hetero Sexually Active 

One of the male target cases involved the same (w/gay) male 8*^^ grader who was 

pressured by his cousin, friends and others to date a girl who was harassing him. He was 

also previously pressured by his brother and male cousins to be sexual with a different 

girlfriend: 

There was this one other girl, I forget her name, but she was very pretty, and she 
had a very good figure.. .you know.. .hourglass figure.. .a very voluptuous girl, 
and my cousins and my brother, you know, it was hard. That was the hardest time 
because I was actually getting pressured into going, like, having sex with her. 'Cause 
people would be, like, "Yeah,... " you know, and all that stuff, 'cause she was pretty, 
and... Well, of course, I didn't do anything with her, and fortunately, I moved before 
everything got all weird and everything. But I didn't know what to do. 
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As he described it, this was a wrenching experience for the target who was feeling, as a 

gay youth, extreme pressure to pursue sexual activity with a girl, in compliance with 

standards of heterosexual masculinity. 

In another incident, a (Lat/het) male 9th grader explained how his other male 

friends or relatives often tease one another with pressure to go out with or sleep with a 

particular girl. It was difficult to tell how upset he was as the target of this behavior 

because he was clearly trying to be "tough" and nonchalant about the incidents. He did, 

however, admit that when this sort of behavior was persistent, it became very annoying 

and on occasion, when very public, embarassing to him. In this vein, he explained how a 

cousin who he attended school with asked him nearly every day if his girlfnend had "lost 

her virginity" to him yet. He said (implying that he had not yet had sex with the girl) that 

he would usually make a swaggering response by mockingly asking to be given until next 

week to achieve the deed, intimating that by then he certainly would. Just days before the 

interview his cousin had used cruder language in a class they both attend, asking loudly 

"Have you fucked her yet?" This was quite embarrassing to the target, who said he just 

ignored the question and kept doing his work. 

Both of these boys' stories show how strong is the peer pressure from other boys 

to conform to the heterosexual masculinity which requires approaching girls aggressively 

as sex objects. In the second case related above, the boy literally had to account daily 

(and publicly) to his cousin for whether or not he was following through on the 

expectation. Perhaps this is a common form of male-to-male harassment. Because some 

of this pressure is levied so publicly (in front of other peers), it is likely a way for boys to 
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openly dominate (through shaming) and compete in the realm of (hetero) sexual relations 

for status in their peer hierarchy. This is an interesting example of how examining 

romantic interest relationships in school sexual harassment (although not between target 

and harasser) might reveal the instrumentality and gendered nature of new types of 

harassment. 

Females Slut Bashing as a Group 

In the last incident in this category, a (Lat/bi) 15-year-old girl was persistently 

harassed by a group of four girls, some of who were romantically interested in the 19-

year-old boy she was dating. In this group, one young woman was 18, two were 16 and 

one was 15 years old. According to the respondent, it was these girls' romantic interest in 

her boyfriend that caused them to harass her in an effort to get her to stop seeing him. 

They started rumors about her, saying she was a 'ho. They called her names or tried to hit 

her when they saw her at school. They also tried to pick fights with her at school and at 

parties or wherever they encountered her. They made aggressive, threatening, and 

obscene phone calls to her house. She said the harassment went on for three months with 

anywhere from one to three incidents with the girls per week: 

.. .well, 1 started going out with him, and they liked him, too, and when they knew 
that we were going out, they stopped talking to me, and that's when they started 
talking about me. And they used to call me a 'ho.. .like, a lot of things. And they, 
like, everywhere I go, they wanted to fight me or something. But they were always 
calling me names or molesting me or calling to my house or doing things to me. 
And more at school. 

This series of incidents represents very pervasive and extended harassment and is 

unique to this study in that the target was approached repeatedly by several same-sex 
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harassers at once, which she experienced as overwhelming. Although the respondent 

found all the behaviors very upsetting, it was the slut-type rumors which the other girls 

started about her that had the most lasting and devastating effect. She said that although 

the harassment ended three months ago when she stopped dating the boy (and one of the 

group of girls began to see him), the rumors have haunted her to the present. She said her 

schoolmates and acquaintances outside of school believed them, and now boys will not 

date her because of her reputation. Even the boy she was dating when these incidents 

began broke up with her because of the rumors. 

That's, like, still around me. I mean, no matter what. Like, if I wanna be with, 
if I wanna go out with someone now, I can't because, you know, like, they 
actually were talking too much about me, that I can't be with someone really 
serious. Like, the same with him...it happened.. .he broke up with me because 
there were too many rumors about me that they made up. ...So, yes, that's still 
around me, even though I know it's not true. 

This harassment underlines again the power of slut-bashing and how non-

assaultive verbal sexual harassment can be as upsetting as more assaultive behaviors. 

The latest AAUW survey names the three behaviors students found most upsetting as 1) 

sexual rumors, 2) being called gay or lesbian, and 3) having one's clothing pulled off or 

down (2001). With two of the behaviors being nonphysical and one physical it is clear 

that verbal behaviors can be as disturbing to students as physical ones. 

This harassment is yet another example of the use of the sexual double standard to 

slut bash a girl, and shows that slut bashing is a sexual harassment tactic used by both 

boys and girls against girl targets. Tanenbaum writes that it is often other girls who 

enthusiastically slut bash another girl in efforts to bolster their own status or image and 

avoid being bashed themselves (1999). She claims that it is often the most popular or 
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high status girls who have the authority to "decide which girls are 'nice' and which girls 

are 'trampy'" and so, solidify their status and prove their "goodness" or purity 

(Tanenbaum, 1999). While boys often use slut bashing in retaliation for rejection, girls 

might have various motives. In this case, the slut bashing was overtly in competition for 

a boy, that is, aimed at forcing the target to stop seeing her boyfriend. However, the 

behavior would also have the effect of bolstering the girls' social status and image as 

"good" girls through their attacks on the target's image (the popularity or social status of 

the harassers was not known). Although she did not respond as desired, the tactic still 

worked, indirectly, by causing the boy to leave her over the rumors (which may have also 

been a conscious aim of the harassers). Even if the boyfriend did not believe the rumors, 

if others did, he would be stigmatized for dating a girl rumored to be a slut. 

This series of incidents involves a large number of quite assaultive behaviors with 

the harassers hitting and trying to pick fights with the target on-campus. Still, the target 

did not mention any intervention by school adults. The fact that the girls harassed the 

target violently, at and away from school, also shows how a pattern of sexual harassment 

can leave the schoolyard. The incidents also show how harassment can involve school 

and non-school related relationships. In this case, the boyfriend involved was no longer 

in high school. As such, although the relationship was not school-related, the harassment 

definitely was, occurring at (and away) from school with student peers. 
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Noil School-Related Romantic Interest Sexual Harassment 

Of the experiences set aside because they did not meet the criteria for peer school 

sexual harassment (because the behaviors happened away from school with a harasser 

who attended a different school or was no longer in school), there were several that were 

significant for their strong similarities and connections to the school peer-related data, 

particularly in the theme of "Control through Obsessive/Persistent Harassment". One of 

these involved a (Black/het) young woman's experience of being obsessively contacted 

and followed by her ex-boyfriend for 6 months after she broke up with him. She 

explained that they dated for about six months when she was 16 and he was 17. Although 

she had made it clear she did not want to have sex, he was always verbally pressuring her 

to be sexual. For this reason, she decided to break off the relationship. He seemed 

frustrated at her decision, but not overtly angry. However, once the relationship ended, 

he immediately began to stalk the target, that is, to call her at least three times a day, to 

follow her, and to approach her in various public places where she would go to shop or 

meet friends. Because her sister was dating his cousin, the harasser could often find out 

where the target might be going from the sister. When he encountered her, he would 

aggressively try to get her to go somewhere with him to talk. She would always refuse, 

sometimes causing him to become angry. She said this persistent calling and following 

was very frightening to her as she did not know what he might do next, particularly 

because he was rumored to have gang affiliation. 

And sometimes he would get, like, angry, like, 'come on, let's go talk!.' Then, 
that's when my friends would be, like, 'Hey, you know, like, leave her alone!' 
Or, you know, we'd go stand by the [mall] security guard or something. I was 
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honestly terrified. Because, 1 didn't know, because, supposedly, he was into this 
gang and stuff like that. I didn't know what he was capable of. 

This went on for six months during which the target stopped answering her phone, 

and was very nervous to go out, fearful of being followed and harassed by the ex-

boyfriend. She said he even came to her house twice and stood outside yelling her name, 

which she found bizarre, disturbing, and very embarrassing. The behaviors stopped when 

he began dating another girl. The target says it took almost a month before she again felt 

comfortable answering her phone or leaving her home without constantly looking over 

her shoulder to see if the harasser had followed her. 

These behaviors exemplify classic stalking or obsessive following in an ex-dating 

relationship. Of all the events related by interviewees in this study, these most closely 

resemble the stalking and obsessive, controlling behaviors involved in dating violence. In 

this way, they offer an important site of behavior overlap between sexual harassment and 

dating violence in the ex-dating relationship setting. The overlap is even more poignant 

in that the dating relationship had not been a violent one. As such, this pattern of 

behaviors involves stalking (usually associated with dating violence) occurring in a less 

intimate (ex-dating) relationship where the ended relationship was not violent. The target 

did, however, experience verbal sexual harassment in the relationship via nonviolent 

sexual coercion. This sexual coercion, itself, is an excellent example of behavior overlap 

between sexual harassment and dating violence because it represents a less assaultive 

(verbal) sexual harassment behavior happening in a dating relationship. 

Once again, these incidents were not formally included in the analyzed behaviors 

for this study because the harasser had stopped attending school, and so, the behaviors did 
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not constitute school-related harassment as defined for this study. Here we are presented 

with traumatic, threatening behavior that was deeply upsetting to the target, yet the 

behaviors might never be brought to the attention of school officials because the harasser 

was no longer a student. Clearly, this a good e.xample of peer sexual harassment that 

might easily go undetected, even by researchers, if relationship of harasser to target is not 

investigated, or if only incidents which occur on-campus and with school peers are 

scrutinized. This is also a good example of very serious sexual harassment which occurs 

off-campus. Indeed, all the harassment occurred away from school. 

Obsessive Pursuit that Ends in Rape 

This same young woman also related a one-way attraction experience in which 

she was persistently contacted by a young man dating her sister. They were both 17 years 

old at the time and he was not a student at her school. He persistently called her, bought 

her gifts and sent her cards for a period of about three weeks, although she made it clear 

she was not interested in romantic contact. 

At Christmas time he bought me a ring. He would call my house or he'd send me 
cards. Or he'd say, "I don't really like you sister; It's you I like. We should see 
each other on the down low." And I'd be, like, "No I don't want to!" 

The respondent was also in a dating relationship at the time. The harasser ultimately 

came over to the repondent's house late one night. Thinking it might be her uncle, who 

lived with her and her grandmother, the target opened the door. She and the harasser 

briefly exchanged words before he forced his way in, dragged her to her room, and raped 

her. After he left, she and her grandmother called the police and pressed charges. She 



does not know if he was ever arrested for the rape. Once again, this experience involved 

a harasser who was not a schoolmate of the target, and, so, was not included with the 

analyzed data. This series of incidents involves three weeks of persistent/obsessive 

harassment and a rape that are very clear examples of a man acting on the norm of male 

entitlement to female sexuality and the use of extreme domination to enforce the 

entitlement. This case also shows how sexual harassment behaviors can escalate in levels 

of assaultiveness over a series of incidents involving the same harasser and target, 

perhaps in the same way they are known to do in relationship violence. The possibility of 

escalation with sexual harassment behaviors and its significance will be discussed further 

below. 

Off-campus Rumors Cause On-campus Slut Reputation 

A last significant non school-related experience involved a (Lat/bi) girl whose ex-

boyfriend started rumors about her after she broke up with him. This is the same young 

woman who experienced the group of four girls harassing her over a boy she was dating. 

When this event occurred, she was 15 and her ex-boyfriend (who was attending a 

different school) was 17. They had dated for about six weeks when she discovered he 

was cheating on her. She broke up with him, and he began to start rumors that she was 

having sexual relations with his best friend. She said she and the best friend were often 

together, and although this may have fueled suspicion in her ex-boyfriend, she thinks he 

started the rumors out of jealousy. This is another example of retaliation for rejection. 

Interestingly, although the two boys attended a different school from the target, the 
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rumors that the ex-boyfriend spread about the target earned her a slut reputation and 

consequent negative treatment at her own school. It was these rumors along with those of 

the four harassing girls, that gave this student the painful reputation which, as she 

previously described, disallowed serious relationships with boys at her school or in her 

networks away from school. This is another example of how sexual harassment and its 

effects often ignore the boundaries of the schoolyard and those of student peer 

relationships at same and different schools. 

Less Assaultive Sexual Harassment Behaviors and Target Upset Levels 

Although most of the targets' experiences involved the less assaultive behaviors 

identified with school sexual harassment I was interested to learn if any of these 

behaviors were experienced as more violent by targets and how upsetting they were to 

them as compared to the more assaultive behaviors (linked to dating violence). Table 6.A 

below categorizes all the interviewees' sexual harassment experiences by level of upset 

experienced by the target, with level one representing the least upsetting and four the 

most upsetting behaviors. These numbers and their ascription to behaviors are my 

subjective interpretations based on the target's descriptions of the behaviors and their 

feelings about or responses to them. Tables 6.B. and 6.C. list the behaviors that were 

most upsetting to targets or those that received target upset levels of three or four in 

romantic interest (Table 6.B.) and nonromantic interest settings (Table 6.C.), respectively. 
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Table 6. A. Level of Target Upset in Peer School Sexual Harassment Behaviors 

Target upset level 1 2 3 4 

Romantic Interest 
Behaviors 0 19 27 12 

Nonromantic Interest 
Behaviors 7 14 8 3 
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Table 6. B. Most Upsetting Romantic Interest Sexual Harassment Behaviors 

Behavior 
Rel of 
Harra-
serto 
Target 

Behavior 
Category 

Perp 
Theme 

Tgt 
Upset 
Lvl 

Tgt 
Gen 

1. Following to intimidate (1 event) OWA Phys s.h. KR 3 F 
2. Rumors (slut type) ED Verbal RR 3 F 
3. Rubbed (clothed) penis on knee (1 evt) MA Phys s.h. UT 3 F 
4. Coerced kiss at friend's house (1 evt) MA Phys s.h. UT 3 F 
5. Boyfiiend puts her hand on his (clothed) penis D Phys s.h. UT 3 F 
6. Verbal and physical (unwanted petting and 

undressing) sexual coercion (1 evt) 
MA Phys s.h. UT 3 F 

7. Verbal harassment around bra size MA Verbal Of?  3 F 
8. Sexual (slut-type) name-calling MA Verbal 0/P 3 F 
9. Sexual name-calling and other verbal 

harassment (sexual come-on's) and following 
to bother in class 

OWA Verb/vis & 
phys s.h. 

0/P 3 F 

10. Verbal sexual coercion D* Verbal 0/P 3 F 
11. Put arm aroimd her OWA Phys s.h. 0/P 3 F 
12. Started rumors (slut type) OWA Verbal 0/P 3 F 
13. Unwanted calls/notes/gifts in pursuit of 

relationship 
OWA Verbal/ 

Visual 
0/P 3 F 

14. Verbal sexual coercion ED Verbal O/P 3 F 
15. Pressured by bro/male cousins to have sex D Verbal TP 3 M 
16. Pressured by group of girls to leave boyfiiend 

(name-calling, threats, calls, physical assault) 
D Verbal/P. 

Assault 
TP& 
0/P 

3 F 

17. Neck bite and slapping target with her own 
hands 

D S assault/ 
Phys s.h. 

PS 3 F 

18. Hit/threw things at target D* P. assault PS 4 F 
19. Threw things (but not at target) D* Phys s.h. PS 4 F 
20. Stalked by ex (unwanted calls/visits/following) ED Verb/vis 

& phys s.h. 
O/P 4 F 

21. Verbal harassment (demeaning, belittling) D* Verbal 0/P 4 F 
22. Verbal sexual coercion D* Verbal 0/P 4 F 
23. Sexual cornering w/forced removal of clothes D* Phys s.h./ 

S assault 
SP& 
0/P 

4 F 

24. Rape D* S assault SP 4 F 
25. Rape OWA S assault SP 4 F 
p. Assault; physical assault 
S. Assault; sexual assault 
0/P; Control through Obsessive/Persistent Harassment 
SP; Dominance through Physical and Sexual Violence 
RR; Retaliation for Rejection 
TP: Enforcement of Sexual Gender Norms through Third Party Harassment 
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Table 6. C. Most Upsetting Nonromantic Interest Sexual Harassment Behaviors 

Behavior Behavior 
Category 

Perp Theme 
Tgt 

Upset 
Lvl 

Tgt 
Gen 

1. Depantsed Phys s.h. MDHM 3 M 
2. Depantsed Phys s.h. MDHM 3 M 
3 Called faggot for one semester by same harasser Verbal MDGM& O/P 3 M 
4. Males in locker room freeze when target enters Visual MDGM 3 M 
5. Males in weight room freeze when target enters Visual MDGM 3 M 
6. Male blocked way in corridor Phys s.h. MDGM 3 M 
7. Males push him as he is walking home from 
school 

P assault MDGM 3 M 

8. Verbally slut bashed due to new friend with slut 
reputation 

Verbal EFGN& O/P 3 F 

9. Verbal gay bashing, hate notes and death threats Verbal MDGM& O/P 4 M 

MDHM: Males Dominating Heterosexual Males 
MDGM: Males Dominating Gay Males 
EFGN: Enforcement of Female Gender Norms 
O/P: Control through Obsessive/Persistent Harassment 

The information in Tables 6 B. and 6 C. shows that the less assaultive sexual 

harassment behaviors, whether nonphysical (verbal/visual) or physical sexual harassment 

(unwanted touch, following or sexual cornering), can be just as upsetting to targets as the 

more assaultive behaviors usually associated with dating violence (physical and sexual 

assault). Because they are so upsetting to targets it is assumed that these less assaultive 

behaviors are also experienced as quite violent. Among the 39 most upsetting romantic 

interest behaviors 20 were verbal or visual and eleven were physical sexual harassment 

(eight were physical or sexual assault behaviors). One possible reason some of these less 

assaultive behaviors were more upsetting to targets is their repetitive or persistent nature. 

Twenty of the 31 less assaultive (verbal, visual or milder physical sexual harassment) 

behaviors above or 65% were obsessive/persistent behaviors. Since the persistent 



behaviors represent a behavior pattern reminiscent of dating violence or stalking, the idea 

that these sexual harassment behaviors can be as upsetting as the more assaultive 

behaviors (associated with dating violence) represents both a behavior pattern and 

consequence overlap between school sexual harassment and teen dating violence. 

Tables 6 B. and 6 C. also indicate that more of the sexual harassment behaviors in 

romantic interest settings were found to be very upsetting to targets than nonromantic 

interest setting behaviors (39 out of 57 romantic interest behaviors rated three or four or 

68% compared to 11 of 31 nonromantic interest behaviors rated three of four or 35%). 

Among the nonromantic interest behaviors that were most upsetting all but one of the 

targets were males and eight of the eleven behaviors were harassment of gay males by 

other males. The two depantsing incidents happened to straight identified boys. Among 

nonromantic interest harassment, verbal and visual behaviors are also the most common 

(seven of eleven behaviors). 
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DISCUSSION 

Summary 

My intention in this study has been to show that the categories of peer school 

sexual harassment and teen dating violence overlap on the dimensions of 1) behaviors 

and behavior patterns, 2) relationship of harasser to target, and 3) location of harassment. 

To do this I chose to focus on the relationship of harasser to target in peer school sexual 

harassment, analyzing sexual harassment experiences and behaviors that involved 

romantic interest between the target and harasser. Romantic interest relationships were 

chosen as one possible common thread that runs through sexual harassment and teen 

dating violence scenarios. In exploring sexual harassment in these kinds of relationship 

settings, I also sou^t and found evidence for other important commonalities between 

sexual harassment and dating violence: 1) the appearance of school sexual harassment in 

all romantic interest relationship settings, including dating settings, 2) 

obsessive/persistent patterns and cycle of violence patterns of sexual harassment that are 

reminiscent of dating violence and stalking, 3) the violent and protracted nature of some 

sexual harassment experiences, and 4) the high degree to which (even nonphysical) 

sexual harassment upsets the target, particularly if it is persistent. 

Still more significant contextual information was revealed by exploring school 

sexual harassment from the perspective of relationship of harasser to target. This 

included patterns in: 1) the types of perpetrator motivation themes involved with romantic 

interest versus nonromantic interest sexual harassment and 2) the types of sexual 

harassment behaviors connected to romantic interest relationships and certain motivation 
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themes in contrast to nonromantic interest relationships. There was also some evidence 

for how types of harassment are gendered in romantic interest relationships and 

nonromantic interest school peer sexual harassment. Lastly, evidence of sexual 

harassment in romantically-affiliated relationships and violent, protracted or 

obsessive/persistent patterns ofbehavior commonly associated with dating violence 

raised concerns over whether the less severe forms of sexual harassment found in 

romantic interest relationships portend possible escalation to teen dating or adult 

relationship violence, adult sexual harassment or sexual assault. 

Detail 

Fineran and Bennett posited that relationship of harasser to target is an important 

factor in school sexual harassment because, most basically, it clarifies the relationship 

settings where harassment occurs. Although this is a qualitative study performed with a 

small convenience sample, and none of the results can stand as generalizable findings, my 

data do suggest that the less assaultive forms of sexual harassment may occur in all the 

romantic interest relationship settings examined, with somewhat less evidence for dating 

relationships. This represents a relationship overlap between sexual harassment and teen 

dating violence (with sexual harassment behaviors occurring in more intimate dating and 

ex-dating relationship settings). The sexual harassment experiences related by the 

respondents were overwhelmingly made up of those less assaultive behaviors commonly 

associated with sexual harassment, such as sexual name-calling and gestures, sexual notes 

or drawings, less assaultive unwanted touching or groping, sexual rumors, pressure for 

dates and those less serious forms of obsessive following or persistent harassment such as 
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following at school and unwanted phonecalls and notes. These kinds of behaviors 

occurred in the context of all of the romantic interest relationships. The harassment 

reported in dating relationships consisted more of the assaultive behaviors associated with 

dating violence. However, there were instances of verbal harassment (demeaning the 

target and sexual coercion) and one instance of the less assaultive unwanted touch usually 

associated with sexual harassment reported in three of the dating relationship experiences 

that were not school-related because the perpetrators were out of school or students at 

different schools. This provides some evidence that the less assaultive behaviors 

commonly seen as school sexual harassment and associated with less intimate romantic 

interest relationships also occur in dating relationships. The results presented here also 

support the possibility that those experiences of less assaultive sexual harassment which 

occur in romantic interest relationships (mutual attraction, one-way attraction, ex-dating 

and dating) are often sufficiently persistent and obsessive to resemble those patterns of 

obsessive control that are the trademarks of relationship violence, particularly adolescent 

stalking as defined by Meloy (1989,1996,1999b) in McCann's book on adolescent 

stalking (cited in McCann, 2001). One example of a cycle of violence pattern was also 

found. These behaviors represent an important behavior pattern overlap between school 

sexual harassment and teen dating violence. Many of the obsessive/persistent 

harassment behaviors related by participants were very protracted and upsetting to the 

target. These were mostly verbal or visual behaviors showing that the less assaultive 

behaviors of school sexual harassment can be experienced as very violent and upsetting, 

just like the more assaultive behaviors usually associated with teen dating violence. 
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There were two school-related experiences of peer sexual harassment which were 

particularly similar to the obsessive patterns of abuse in relationship violence. One was 

the series of incidents between the two 13-year-olds in which the target experienced 

positive, affectionate behavior alternating with mean-spirited, sexually offensive and even 

sexually assaultive behavior, as reflected in the incident in the cubicle. The other was the 

case of the ninth grade girl who was verbally harassed daily in her math class by the boy 

she had spumed at the start of the semester. That less assaultive sexual harassment 

behaviors happen in all kinds of romantic interest relationsips and can involve 

obsessive/persistent patterns suggests that these behaviors may be precursors to teen 

dating violence and ultimately adult sexual harassment, relationship violence and even 

criminal sexual assault. In other words, if less assaultive forms of sexual harassment 

happen across all romantic interest relationship settings, one must ask if the behaviors in 

any such (particularly a less intimate) setting will escalate to include more assaultive 

behaviors, as happens in relationship violence. Evidence of this appears in a set of 

"obsessive pursuit of relationship" experiences that ended in a rape (see p. 127). 

Additionally, the presence of obsessive/persistent sexual harassment behaviors in all the 

romantic interest relationship settings intimates that the less assaultive behaviors of 

sexual harassment can escalate into more severely obsessive and repetitive patterns (but 

not necessarily more assaultive) that are experienced as quite violent by targets and might 

evolve into cycle of violence or fully developed relationship violence patterns as well. 

The one example of the two 13-year-olds appears to be an example of such an escalation 

(to a cycle of violence) in a non-dating relationship. Fifteen of the 26 obsessive/persistent 
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behaviors occurred in the less intimate relationship settings of one-way and mutual 

attraction. 

Another form of escalation important to consider would be over the life of the 

perpetrator (versus over the course of a relationship or series of incidents with one 

perpetrator). Only regressive surveys or longitudinal research on school sexual 

harassment and dating violence perpetration could confirm this hypothesis. Henton and 

colleagues (Henton et al, 1983) claim that adult relationship violence often has its roots in 

adolescence, with such behaviors typically beginning at around 15 years of age (cited in 

Foshee et al, 1996). Additionally, the Canadian research team of DeKeseredy and 

Schwartz (1994) surveyed 1800 female and 1300 male college students about their 

perpetration (males) and experience (females) of teen relationship violence in elementary, 

middle and high school and, currently, in college. Their results show evidence of the 

continued perpetration of abusive behaviors over time on the part of some males; 

however, they did not measure escalation. In their study, 54.8% of the men who admitted 

to being "intentionally physically abusive" to their female dating partners in elementary, 

[middle] and high school said they were still practicing such behaviors in college 

(DeKeseredy & Schwartz, 1994). Clearly, more research is needed to discover if there is 

an escalation or an increase in the violence or assaultiveness of abusive behaviors found 

among such cohorts of men (or women). 

Finer an and Bennett (1999) hypothesized connections between relationship of 

harasser to target and how upset the target was by the sexual harassment. They found that 

targets were more upset by harassment from acquaintances than strangers, dating or ex-
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dating partners (Fineran & Bennett, 1999). 1 also found such a connection between 

relationship setting and level of upset around the harassment experienced, however, my 

results are somewhat different. In my study, targets more often experienced the highest 

levels of upset with harassment in romantically affiliated relationships than harassment in 

nonromantic acquaintance relationships (1 had no school harassment reported with 

strangers). The harassment which occurred with nonromantic interest acquaintances was 

rarely as protracted as some of the romantic interest harassment experienced by 

participants, which may be one reason for the difference in level of upset. Among the 33 

most upsetting romantic interest harassment behaviors, 17 were obsessive or persistent 

behaviors in contrast to only three of the eleven most upsetting nonromantic interest 

behaviors (refer to Tables 6.B. and 6.C.). Of these 17 obsessive/persistent behaviors, all 

but three were verbal or visual, showing again that nonphysical behaviors can be 

experienced as very upsetting and perhaps violent by targets. 

Participants had the highest levels of upset with very assaultive or violent 

behaviors occurring in dating relationships (See Table 6.B.). Indeed, some of the most 

assaultive and violent harassment reported occurred in dating relationships (the neck bite, 

face-slapping, verbal abuse, sexual coercion, sexual assault, and rape) and was the most 

upsetting to the targets. Besides the level of violence in some of these behaviors, perhaps 

harassment in dating relationships (even less assaultive behaviors) is more upsetting 

because the behaviors represent a violation of the trust and goodwill assumed in intimate 

romantic relationships. In any case, my results run counter to the Fineran and Bennett 
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finding that acquaiiitaiice sexual harassment was more upsetting than harassment in all 

other relationship categories including dating (Fineran & Bennett, 1999). 

This study also found some very assaultive incidents of sexual harassment in non-

dating relationships, showing that sexual harassment behaviors can be as assaultive as 

those associated with dating violence, representing another form of behavior overlap. 

The incident between the 13-year-olds in the cubicle where the harasser pressed his penis 

against the target's leg was one such example which represents a minor form of sexual 

assault. 

Romantic Interest Sexual Harassment and Perpetrator Themes 

I believe the relationship of harasser to target context also reveals important 

connections to perpetrator motivation and to patterns in the specific types of harassment 

behaviors experienced. The three primary perpetrator motivation themes that were found 

in connection with romantic interest peer school sexual harassment were "Retaliation for 

Rejection", "Entitlement to Unwanted Touch", and "Control through 

Obsessive/Persistent Harassment". Although many of the behaviors in romantic and 

nonromantic interest sexual harassment are the same, such as female unwanted touch (by 

males), slut-type rumors and male gay bashing, the perpetrator themes are somewhat 

different for each (to compare all the behaviors in each category see Appendix C). The 

nonromantic interest sexual harassment behaviors produced perpetrator motivation 

themes such as "Males Dominating Heterosexual Males and Posturing for Peers" and 



"Male Domination of Females through Sexual Objectification". Table 9. below lists the 

perpetrator themes for the nonromantic interest relationship harassment behaviors and the 

number of behaviors in each theme. Two themes— "Male Entitlement to Unwanted 

Touch" and "Control through Obsessive/Persistent Harassment"—were common to both 

romantic and nonromantic sexual harassment behaviors. There was, however much less 

obsessive/persistent harassment among the nonromantic harassment behaviors (eight out 

of 32 behaviors) compared to romantic interest harassment (26 out of 58 behaviors). This 

theme of "Control through Obsessive/Persistent Harassment" along with the other 

primary theme of "Retaliation for Rejection" appear more closely tied to romantic interest 

harassment than to nonromantic sexual harassment. 

Table 7. Nonromantic Interest Peer School Sexual Harassment Perpetrator Themes and 
Behaviors 

Perpetrator Motivation Theme 
School-
related 

behaviors 

Non school-
related 

behaviors 
Male Domination of Heterosexual Males and Posturing for Peers 4 1 
Male Domination of (or Gay Bashing) Gay Males 10 0 
Male Domination of Females through Sexual Objectification 
(verbal/visual) 

7 0 

Male Entitlement to Unwanted Touch 2 1 
Male Gay Bashing of Females 1 0 
Female Objectification of Females 1 0 
Enforcement of Female Gender, Sexuality & Appearance Norms 4 0 
Control through Obsessive/Persistent Harassment 6* 0 
Uncategorized event of female on female sexual name-calling 1 0 

* Behaviors listed under "Control through Obsessive/Persistent Harassment" are all listed under other 
appropriate perpetrator motivations themes. Two fall under "Males Dominating Gay Males" and one each 
fall under "Male Domination of Females through Sexual Objectification", "Male Domination of Females 
through Unwanted Touch", "Female Objectification of Females", and "Enforcement of Female Gender, 
Sexuality, Appearance Norms". 
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I think the perpetrator motivation themes 1 have generated through this study 

deliver not only very important information about what harassers in romantic interest 

settings seek to accomplish through the harassment, but how this relates to heterosexual 

gender norms and the projection of sociocultural power. As discussed, I understand 

sexual harassment to be about the exercise of sociocultural power (related to gender, 

sexual orientation, race and class) in order to achieve specific goals (romantic/sexual 

contact, retaliation for loss of or non contact, proving heterosexual gender, 

improving/maintaining social status among peers or punishing deviation from 

heterosexual gender norms). The themes into which the romantic interest (and some 

nonromantic interest) harassment experiences of my participants appear to fit— 

"Retaliation for Rejection", "Entitlement to Unwanted Touch" and "Control through 

Obsessive/Persistent Harassment"—seem to support this model of sexual harassment. 

This is made even clearer when we see that the theme of "Control through 

Obsessive/Persistent Harassment" in romantic interest sexual harassment is made up of 

the subcategories of "Obsessive Pursuit of Relationship"( 15 behaviors), "Sexual 

Coercion"(five behaviors), "Domination through VerbaWisual Sexual Harassment" (four 

behaviors), and "Retaliation for Rejection"(two behaviors). 

The specific types of harassment behaviors experienced by students seem also to 

be related to romantic interest relationship settings as well as certain romantic interest 

perpetrator themes (versus nonromantic interest). Some of the patterns (consisting of 

more than three behaviors of the same type) which I noted in romantic interest peer 

sexual harassment were; 
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1) use of rumors (slut bashing for girls, rumored to be gay for boys) in 

Retaliation for Rejection (three out of eleven behaviors); 

2) name-calling in Retaliation for Rejection (three out of eleven behaviors); 

3) persistent phonecalls, notes and following in subcategory of Obsessive 

Pursuit of Relationship occurring in one way attraction and ex-dating relationships (12 

behaviors out of 26) 

4) verbal and physical sexual coercion in Control through Obsessive/Persistent 

Harassment theme occurring in dating relationships with and without 

violence (five out of 26 behaviors); 

5) unwanted sexual touch (11 behaviors of 63 total) occurring in all romantic 

interest relationship settings and sexual assault/rape (4 behaviors of 63 total) occurring in 

one way attraction and violent dating relationships. 

These were all patterns for girls interviewed except one case of starting rumors for 

retaliation with a boy. Because of the lack of data from the males on romantic interest 

harassment, it is problematic to note gender differences in types of harassment 

experienced. However, for comparison, the nonromantic interest harassment experiences 

provide some possible gender differences. Of the 32 nonromantic interest sexual 

harassment behaviors reported 14 involved a male target (see Appendix C). Three female 

participants experienced unwanted sexual touch, but none of the boys. Two straight-

identified girls experienced rumors that they were lesbians, whereas straight boys did not. 

however, straight boys were openly called fag (although, acting tough, they universally 

denied that this bothered them, so these behaviors were not recorded as sexual 
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harassment) when girls were rarely name-called in this way. The young gay men, were, 

of course, regularly called fag in a much more hostile way. Girls reported verbal sexual 

harassment around appearance norms (four behaviors) where boys did not. Two male 

participants were de-pantsed by other males, whereas girls did not report this. 

Fineran and Bennett (1999) also found gender differences in type of harassment 

experienced, showing that girls are more often (than boys) 1) pressured for a date, 2) 

called sexually offensive names, 3) touched, brushed up against or cornered in a sexual 

way, or 4) pressured to do something sexual they did not want to do. In contrast, boys did 

not experience any behaviors more than girls in their study (Fineran & Bennett, 1999). 

Once again, in my study, girls experienced all these behaviors in the context of romantic 

interest more than boys, but I cannot say if these differences are due to gender when only 

two boys reported romantic interest sexual harassment. 

I expected to hear some experiences of racialized sexual harassment in the 

interviews. However, only one young woman volunteered such information and this, 

only because in my asking for her race identification she misunderstood me to be asking 

for race-related harassment. Consequently, I believe that had I asked directly for such 

information participants of color would have related more such experiences. In any case, 

this 18-year-old (NA/het) woman told of how female classmates at school had said to her, 

"You're an Indian.. .you dance around the fire for your husband". She said she thought 

some of the harassment had to do with her not "looking like" an Indian. As such, she said 

her boyfriend's male friends harassed her with, "Well, you 're not Indian, so you don't 

make love like an Indian". She found this and other racialized sexual comments they 
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made very offensive and embarrassing. She said she wished her boyfriend would tell 

them to stop saying these things to her. This behavior seems to illustrate male posturing 

(there were several male friends present) to prove masculinity while dominating females 

through sexual objectification. If her boyfriend did not respond, it may be because to 

laugh along reinforced his dominant position vis a vis his girlfriend and safeguarded his 

social position (in the hierarchy of his peers) by acquiescing to and so participating in 

their male supremecist behavior. 

Another area of overlap between sexual harassment and teen dating violence 

explored in this study was the location of sexual harassment behaviors. I expected to be 

able to show that many school-related sexual harassment behaviors happen in private or 

public locations off-campus and so, are hidden from school officials just like many dating 

violence behaviors. Table 10 below summarizes the numbers of behaviors occurring off 

and on-campus as well as sets of behaviors perpetrated by single harassers which 

included both off and on-campus behaviors (last column) with one behavior spanning 

both locations. 
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Table 8. Location of Romantic and Nonromantic Interest Sexual Harassment 

Behaviors 

Location of Peer Sexual 
Harassment Behaviors 

On-campus Off-campus Off and On-campus Location of Peer Sexual 
Harassment Behaviors 

On-campus Off-campus 
On-campus Off-campus 

Romantic 
Interest 

School related 19 12 4 6* Romantic 
Interest Non-school 0 17 0 0 
Nonromantic 
Interest 

School related 29 0 0 0 Nonromantic 
Interest Non-school 0 3 0 0 

*One of these behaviors, an incident of following, occurred both on and off-campus in that the experience 
began at the school and then moved off-campus when the harasser followed the target from school to an off-
campus location. 

These numbers show that a significant amount of school peer sexual harassment 

occurs off-campus. Indeed, more than half of the harassment reported occurred away 

from school (48 of 90 behaviors or 53% of the behaviors). An even larger majority of the 

romantic interest harassment (35 of 58 behaviors or 60%) happened off-campus whereas 

almost none of the nonromantic interest harassment occurred off-campus (three out of 32 

behaviors). However, when non school-related behaviors are separated from school-

related romantic interest harassment more than half of the school-related behaviors (23 of 

41) occur on-campus. Of the off-campus romantic interest harassment behaviors quite a 

few involve sexual coercion, sexual assault and non-sexual assault in dating relationships 

(nine of 35 behaviors). Other romantic interest off-campus behaviors include unwanted 

phone calls, notes, gifts, and following that make up the stalking-like behaviors used by 

harassers to obsessively pursue unwanted or ended (by the target) relationships (eight 

behaviors). Some of these experiences represent cases where the target is harassed both 

at and away from school showing how school-related sexual harsasment can spill off-

campus. Two of the most intense and protracted examples of these behaviors were not 
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school-related showing that students can experience very violent and injurious 

harassment with non-students in non-school locations. 

Although it is unknown how much of the sexual harassment occurring at school 

was witnessed by adults, in none of the incidents did students say that adults intervened 

or responded to the behaviors except in the case of the one student who filed several 

formal complaints (see p. 87). She was the only student who directly sought assistance 

from school adults. There was also no adult intervention in the reported off-campus 

sexual harassment and teen dating violence, which as noted, is likely completely hidden 

from school officials. The only adults who assisted with off-campus harassment were the 

mother and grandmother who helped the targets call the police—one after an unwanted 

visit by the target's ex-boyfnend and the other after a rape. This overall inaction on the 

part of school and other adults as well as students' unwillingness to involve them 

corroborates the findings already discussed in the AAUW reports (1993,2001) and Nan 

Stein's work (1995,1999). 
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CONCLUSION 

The findings from this study show that viewing peer school sexual harassment 

through the lens of romantic interest relationship of harasser to target, and then locating 

commonalities with dating violence affirm the notion that these two phenomena of 

gendered and sexual school violence overlap and intersect in the areas of behavior, 

relationship, and location. Thinking of the categories as intersecting in this way is 

significant in revealing important commonalities between the two and important 

contextual information about school sexual harassment. This information includes 1) 

school sexual harassment occurring in all, including dating and ex-dating, relationships, 

2) patterns of school sexual harassment behavior that resemble obsessive control in 

stalking and dating violence, 3) the protracted or violent nature of the harassment, and 4) 

the level of upset (and injury) experienced by the target. 

This study found only a small amount of evidence for one area of relationship 

overlap explored, which is less assaultive sexual harassment in dating relationships. 

There was, however, substantial evidence that sexual harassment behaviors which 

occurred in all types of romantic interest relationships frequently formed 

obsessive/persistent patterns that were very reminiscent of the patterns of control and 

abuse in stalking and violent dating relationships. These included a cycle of violence 

pattern also directly connected to relationship violence. This represents another 

formidable site of behavior pattern overlap or intersection between school sexual 

harassment and dating violence. 
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The results from this study also showed that the less assaultive behaviors of peer 

school sexual harassment in romantic interest relationships can be quite protracted, 

possibly violent and very upsetting to the target (in the same way as more assaultive 

behaviors usually associated with teen dating violence). There was also evidence of some 

very assaultive sexual harassment behaviors. Additionally, it became clear that a 

significant amount of school-related sexual harassment happens in private and public 

places off-campus and that patterns of harassment bleed across these location boundaries 

as well as school-related and non school-related peer relationship boundaries. Indeed, 

because of this finding, I came to believe that even the separation, in this study, of sexual 

harassment experiences into "school-related" and "non school-related" (as defined in this 

and the AAUW studies) may be an artificial and irrelevant one. Another reason to 

discount this was the fact that non-school related harassment behaviors were found to be 

so similar to school-related ones. It was, therefore, important to consider location of 

harassment to discover how many peer sexual harassment behaviors occur away from 

school and how they are often still school-related in multiple ways that are not usually 

considered or recognized (harasser is ex-student or student at different school and so 

forth). 

My study was not done in or through schools. Even so, it uncovered a large 

amount of sexual harassment experiences (59 experiences from 16 respondents). It was 

disturbingly plain that without specifically reporting sexual harassment (and even then), it 

is extremely difficult to get school officials to notice and respond to even very violent 

school peer sexual harassment that often occurs in very public spaces at school. 
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Additionally, with so much sexual harassment occuning off-campus (including many 

obsessive/persistent behaviors), many behaviors are entirely hidden from school adults. 

Gaining an increased contextual understanding of peer school sexual harassment (and 

dating violence) through examining relationship of harasser to target is critical in helping 

school officials see the Ml picture of violence and injury involved with these behaviors. 

It is my hope that more quantitative and qualitative work in this area will sufficiently add 

to the picture of sexual harassment and dating violence to convince school administrators 

to place more emphasis on and commit more resources to preventing and responding to 

the behaviors. The contextual information discussed is also crucial in designing 

interventions that will be most effective at providing appropriate responses and 

prevention. I would hope that new interventions would address sexual harassment and 

dating violence as overlapping gendered and sexual school violence phenomena, so that 

students and adults can become aware of the significant connections. Just as importantly, 

students should experience training and curricular materials in all subjects that confront 

heterosexual school gender regimes and the gendered hierarchies where students must 

compete so violently to find and keep a place (and avoid ostracism). More must be done 

to undermine the school peer culture of social domination through gendered or sexual 

bullying, harassment and violence. This is critical in order to alleviate the suffering such 

violence causes among adolescents, but also to reduce the incidence of adult gendered 

and sexual violence that I believe is sourced there. 
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Contributions and Implications for Future Study 

When I realized the importance of students' hearing very specific examples of 

sexual harassment in order to recall their own experiences, I began to suspect that the 

general nature of some of the examples taken from the AAUW surveys was problematic. 

Such general questions appeared not to help students recall specific events; for example a 

student may not remember sexual name-calling unless the interviewer asks if she has 

been called a bitch or a slut. Generality was not the only concern; many of the AAUW 

behaviors were gendered in that they were more commonly experienced by girls. 

Furthermore, several types of behaviors more common to boys were missing from the list 

altogether (such as pressure to be sexually active/predatory and ritual hazing in groups 

such as sports teams), as were those more common to gay and lesbian students (such as 

overt gay bashing or gay baiting). Between the general and gendered nature of the 

AAUW sexual harassment behaviors there are likely many specific behaviors missing 

from the list that if present would solicit the recall of more experiences from participants 

of an interview study. As such, 1 have added many of the more specific experiences 

participants related in this study's interviews to Appendix B where the AAUW sexual 

harassment survey behaviors are also listed. I believe these more specific behaviors will 

be helpful to future researchers who should include them when asking students about 

sexual harassment they have experienced. 

Based on the limited success I experienced in interviewing straight males I believe 

researchers who do such work in the future should experiment with ways to give boys 

permission to break norms that silence them around experiences of sexual harassment. 
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Male interviewers who also ask about sexual harassment behaviors more specific to boys' 

experiences might help male students feel more comfortable discussing sexual 

harassment experiences they have had. Interviewers should also use the technique I 

briefly employed of stating their assumption that male participants are experiencing these 

sexual harassment behaviors, and that they simply want to hear their unique versions. It 

may also help to interview boys in small focus group settings; if some boys in the group 

are honest about what they have experienced, others may feel permission to disclose. 

Because openly disclosing sexual harassment, particularly expressing related upset, is not 

viewed as normative or acceptable for heterosexual boys, it might also be helpful to 

supplement interview data with anonymous written surveys for boys. 

My study extends the work of Fineran and Bennett (1999) by adding two new 

relationship categories having to do with romantic affiliation: mutual attraction and one

way attraction. These relationship categories lend important nuance to Fineran and 

Bennett's acquaintance category as they make visible the sorts of harassment associated 

with all three of my primary perpetrator motivation themes of "Retaliation for 

Rejection", "Entitlement to Unwanted Touch", and "Control through 

Obsessive/Persistent Harassment". Of the 29 experiences in these three themes the 

largest number (twelve) were one-way attraction experiences. Seven were ex-dating 

experiences, five were dating incidents, and five occurred in mutual attraction settings. 

One-way attraction experiences also formed the largest group in my pilot studies leading 

me to believe that this relationship setting deserves greater attention and further study. 
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Fineran and Bennett (1999) also found that peer sexual harassment occurring in 

acquaintance relationships far outnumbered that occurring in stranger, dating or ex-dating 

relationships. This was an unexpected result of their study, as they assumed sexual 

harassment would be more likely between strangers. The romantic interest relationship 

settings of one-way and mutual-attraction may represent an important reason for the large 

amount of acquaintance harassment they measured in their survey. Harassment in these 

categories may make up as much as half of all sexual harassment between acquaintances; 

my study found peer sexual harassment experiences to be divided in a 40 to 60 ratio 

between romantic acquaintance (one-way and mutual attraction) (20 experiences) and 

nonromantic acquaintance (29 experiences) relationship settings, respectively. 

It is significant that this study was a qualitative one which allowed for the 

expression of and centering of student voices in research on peer school sexual 

harassment. The qualitative nature of the work was directly responsible for an important 

finding and primary contribution of the study, that is, the discovery of persistent and 

obsessive patterns of harassment reminiscent of the controlling behaviors involved in 

relationship violence and adolescent stalking. In addition, these behaviors and 

particularly the Ml series of persistent incidents involved in each of the cases related 

would not have been revealed without examining relationship of harasser to target. 

Becoming aware of any one of the incidents by itself or even discovering a series of 

events unconnected by relationship (such as, in a survey) would not show the whole 

picture and repetitive nature of the harassment or violence involved. This is particularly 

important because the level of violence involved and the consequent upset and injury 
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(mental, emotional or physical) in these and other cases is likely compounded by the 

repetitive nature of some of the events. As such, examining relationship ofharasser to 

target or the relational context of sexual harassment is critical in order to become aware 

of the exact nature, full sequence of events, and the effects on the target of peer school 

sexual harassment behavior patterns. 

This study attempted to show that the level of upset that adolescents experienced 

around verbal and visual as well as less assaultive physical sexual harassment was 

comparable to that experienced around more assaultive behaviors. Assessing the level of 

upset was a subjective interpretation of mine not the participant's. Future studies need to 

develop ways of capturing respondents' assessments of level of upset. Both qualitative 

and quantitative measures are needed to accurately portray the level of upset students 

experience when being sexually harassed. Perhaps students could rate other related 

upsetting experiences on a Likert scale (for perspective), and then rate their sexual 

harassment experiences on a Likert scale as well. 
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APPENDIX A Interview Questions (Last Update: 11/7/01) 

Remind student of the voluntary nature of the interview and that they do not have to relate 
any experiences that may be uncomfortable to talk about. 

Interviewee Number: Pseudonym: 

Can you think of incidents that happened around liking or being interested in a boy or girl 
or having someone like or be interested in you where something happened to make you 
feel mad, upset, frustrated, uncomfortable, bothered, annoyed, embarrassed or hurt. 
Don't worry if you can't think of anything. (Give example) 

Now I'm going to read you a list of behaviors that are considered to be associated with 
sexual harassment by people who do research on it. As I read each one let me know if it 
has happened to you anytime during your whole school life. 

Has anyone (after each question ask if they have done to another student): 
a. Made sexual comments or jokes. 

b. Made sexual gestures or looks. 

c. Made negative comments about your body. 

d. Made negative comments about your weight 

e. Made negative comments about your clothing. 

£ Called you sexually offensive names. 

g. Shown, given or left you sexual pictures, photos or illustrations. 

h. Shown, given or left you sexual messages or notes. 

i. Written sexual messages/graffiti about you on bathroom walls, in locker rooms, or 
any other public place. 

j. Spread sexual rumors about you. 

k. Pressured you for a date 
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1. Touched, grabbed or pinched you in a sexual way. 

m. Pulled at your clothing in a sexual way. 

n. Intentionally brushed against you in a sexual way. 

o. Pulled your clothing off or down. 

p. Blocked your way or cornered you in a sexual way. 

q. Pressured or forced you to kiss him/her. 

r. Called you gay or lesbian with the intention to embarrass or hurt you. 

s. Threatened you with violence because you were gay/lesbian. 

t. Assaulted you because you were gay/lesbian. 

u. Spied on you as you dressed or showered at school. 

V. Pressured or forced you to do something sexual that you did not want to do. 

w. Pressured or forced to participate in an initiation, game or other activity that involved 
embarrassing physical or sexual activities? 

X. Harassed you about someone you were dating or not dating? 

y. (a peer) Pressured you to be sexual or have sex with someone you were dating? 

Have you experienced any other behaviors that you feel might be considered sexual 
harassment, but that were not included in the list I read? 

Item (use letter from above list) 
Event # 
For each item, If "yes", ask: 

How did this make you feel? 

What happened? 
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What other things might have contributed to this being done to you? 
-how you look 
-who you are 
-groups you belong to 

Did you feel threatened by this event? 

Where did the event(s) happen? 

How old were you? 

How old was the other person? 

How did you meet this person? 

Was this person interested in dating you? 

Would you describe this relationship as dating and if so, were you exclusively dating this 
person? 

How involved/committed did you become? 

Were you part of a particular social group at school? 

Was s/he in the same or a different social group? 

How did the relationship continue after the event? 

How did it end? 
How did you respond to these events? 
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Were you afraid to respond? 

Did anyone see this going on? 

How did they respond? 

Did you tell an adult or friend? 

Did they help? 

If you had to put into words what this boy/girl was communicating when they did this 
what do you think their actions were saying? 
Why do you think s/he was saying/doing this? 

If you were not dating, did anything like this ever happen with someone you were dating? 

Would you classify any of these experiences as sexual harassment? 

Which ones? 

Why? Why not? 

Have you ever had training in sexual harassment? 

How many times? 

What was the training like? 
I'm going to ask you what following words best describe sexual harassment at your 
school: 
No sexual harassment Some sexual harassment A lot of sexual harassment 

How do you feel that teachers and other adults treat students at your school? 
Respectful of students Don't interact with students Disrespectful of students 



Thanks! 

Age: 

Grade in School: 

Race and/or Ethnicity: 

Race makeup of school: 

Sexual Orientation: 

Mother or female guardian occupation: 

Father or male guardian occupation: 



APPENDIX B Less Assaultive Sexual Harassment Behaviors 

List 1. AADW Survey School Sexual Harassment Behaviors (from target perspective) 
(AAUW 1993, 2001) 

1. Target of sexual comments, jokes, gestures, or looks 

2. Left or given sexual pictures, photographs, illustrations, messages, or notes 

3. Sexual messages/graffiti written on bathroom walls, in locker rooms, etc. 

4. Sexual rumors spread about student 

5. Called gay or lesbian 

6. Spied on while dressing or showering at school 

7. Flashed or "mooned" 

8. Touched, grabbed, or pinched in a sexual way 

9. Clothing pulled at in a sexual way 

10. Brushed against in a sexual way 

11. Clothing pulled off or down 

12. Cornered or way blocked in a sexual way 

13. Forced to kiss someone 

14. Forced to do something sexual, other than kissing 

List 2. More Specific Sexual Harassment Behaviors as Described by Study 
Participants 

1. Sexual name-calling (slut, bitch, fag, etc.) 

2. Repetitive following (to bother and/or to pursue relationship) 

3. Snubbing (in retaliation for rejection) 

4. Verbal pressure for sexual activity or sexual coercion 

5. Verbal pressure to date (repetitive notes, calls, following at school) 

6. Unwanted telephone calls (to pursue relationship, to threaten, to name-call) 

7. Verbal pressure to get back together with ex 

8. Unwanted visits (to pursue relationship) 

9. Stalking (combinations of repetitive following, unwanted calls, visits, notes, and gifts) 

10. Verbal criticism, belittling, demeaning 



11. Verbal pressure to from third party to have sex with girlfriend 

12. Verbal come-ons 

13. Slut-type rumors 

14. Rumors that student is gay or lesbian 
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APPENDIX C 

Romantic Interest Peer School Sexual Harassment Behaviors 

School-related behaviors Nan school-related behaviors 

A. Retaliation for Rejection 
ED 1. Started rumors (with O/P) {Julius) (12-6) ED 1. Started rumors (Sylvia) (9-3) 
OWA 2. Started rumors (also 0/P, with UT)(Nicole)(15-2) OWA 2. V. hrsmnt-1 evt (Jas) (4-1) 
OWA 3. Sexual name-calling & verbal harassment 

and following to bother (also O/P) (Lily) (18-1) 
ED 4. Name-calling (with UT ; with O/P) (Cerina) (17-1) 
OWA 5. Following-1 evt (with UT) (Jasmine) (4-4) 
OWA 6. Name-calling—1 evt (Sarah) (2-5) 
OWA 7. Snubbed—1 evt (Sarah) (2-6) 

B. Entitlement to Unwanted Touch 
OWA 1. Grabbed breasts-1 evt (Jasmine) (4-3) D 1. Put her hand on penis(Carolyn) (14-3) 
MA 2. Penis on knee-1 evt (w.O/P) (Carrie) (10-1) MA 2. V./phys s. coerc-1 evt (Cass) (19-3) 
OWA 3. Put arm amd her/scl (also O/P) (Nicole) (15-2) (unwanted petting and undressing) 
OWA 4. Grabbed butt-1 evt (Cass) (19-1) 
MA 5. Coerced kiss at friend's house (Cass) (19-4) 
OWA 6. Unwanted kiss (following evt) (Jasmine) (4-4) 
ED 7. Unwanted kisses (with O/P; also 0/P)(Cerina) (17-1) 

C. Control through Obsessive/Persistent Harassment 
MA 1. Verbal harassment, name-calling & sexually D 1. V. sexual coercion(Carolyn)( 14-1) 

offensive note (Carrie) (10-2/3/4) ED 2. Stalked by ex (calls/following/ 
OWA 2. Sexual name calling, verbal harassment unwanted visits (Carolyn) (14-1) 

& following to bother (Lily) (18-1) OWA 3. Calls/notes/gifts 
OWA 3. Pressure to date girl (calls/notes)(Jii/fz«)(12-6) (with PSXCarolyn) (14-2) 
OWA 4. Press, to date grl (iiotes/following)(Peter)(13-l)D* 4. Verb hrst (w PS)(Nicoie) (15-1)+ 
D* 5. V. sexual coercion (w/ PS) (Marilyn) (16-1)+ D* 5. V. sex. coercion (Nicole) (15-1)+ 
D* 6. Sexual cornering/forced removal of clothes (with PS) 

(and PS; with PS) (Marilyn) (16-1)+ 
ED 7. V. pressure to get back together (Marilyn) (16-1)+ 
ED 8. V. pressure to get back together (Cerina) (17-1) 
OWA 9. Unwanted touch/rumors (Nicole) (15-2) 
+ adjacent events with same harasser 
* violent dating relationship 

D. Enforced Gendered Sexuality through Third Party Harassment 

D 1. Boy pressured by brother /cousins to have sex w/g-friend (Julius) (12-5) 
D 2. Boy pressured by male cousin to have sex w/ girlfriend (Robert) (3-4) 
D 3. Girl pressured by other girls to break up with b-friend via slut bashing, calls, threats, 

rumors, & phys violence (hitting and fight-picking) (Sylvia) (9-2) 
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E. Domination through Physical and Sexual Violence 
D 1. Neck bite and slapping (Cass) (19-2) D* 1. Threw things (Nicole) (15-1) 
D* 2. Hit/threw things at her (Marilyn) (16-1)+ OWA 2. Rape (Carolyn) (14-2) 
D* 3. Forced removal of clothes (Marilyn) (16-1)+ 
D* 4. Rape (Marilyn) (16-1)+ 

Uncategorized Event 
D 1. Name-calling-1 evt (Sarah) (2-1) 

Non-Romantic Interest Peer School Sexual Harassment Behaviors 

School-related behaviors Non school-related behaviors 

A. Males Dominating Het Males and Peer Posturing 
1 .A-Depantsed by male in math class {Matt) (8-1) 1 .A-Depantsed by male away fin school 
2.A-Flipped off by males at school {Matt) (8-2) in front of other males {Robert){l>-A) 
3.A-Called bitch or fag by males at school {Matt) (8-2) 
4.A-Sexual comments by males about mom {Robert) (3-2) 

A.I. Males Dominating Gay Males 
5.A-Called faggot for 1 semester by male at school {Julius){\2-\) 
6.S/A-Males freeze when he enters locker room {Julius) (12-2) 
7.S/A-Same sort of experience in weight room {Julius) (12-3) 
8.A-V. harassment when class divided by gender for an activity {Julius) (12-4) 
9.S-Name-called for avante-garde haircut at school {Julius) (12-6) 
lO.S-Pushed by boys walking home fm school {Julius) (12-7) 
ll.S-V. harassment, hate notes, and death threats for being gay {Peter) (13-2) 
12.A-Blocked in school corridor {Peter) (13-3) 

B. Male Domination of Females through Objectification (VerbaWisnal) 
13.S-Leering group m/f in school corridors (Eliz)(l-1) 
14.A-Comments about rear end by male friend ( Sarah) (2-1) 
15.A-Blocked in hallway by same boy-1 evt (Sarah) (2-4) 
16.A/S-Name-called for being 'flat' by males (Lily) (18-2) 
17.A-Sex. offensive pictures passed around at school (Lily) (18-4) 
18.A- Verbally sexually harassed for not 'looking like' 

a Native American at and away from school (Lily) (18-8) 

B.l. Male Domination of Females through Unwanted Touch 
19.A-Breasts touched by diffboys at school (Sylvia) (9-4) 2.S-Brushed up against by boys in 
20.A-Butt slapped 2x by male classmate (Cerina) (17-2) nightclub in Mexico (Lily)(19-5) 
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B.2. Male Gay bashing of Females 
21 .A/S-Called lesbian by boys in 9"' grade after getting tongue pierced (seemed to be 
boys posturing for boys) (Lily) (18-6) 

C. Female Objectification of Females 
22.A-Girl checking out others in locker room (Sarah) (2-2) 

D. Enforcement of Female Gender, Sexuality, Appearance Norms 
23.A-Sarah and g-friends verbally sexually harass girl rumored to be lesbian (Sarah) (2-2) 
24.A-Harassed for slight weight gain by group m/f in classroom (Sylvia) (9-1) 
25.A/S-Rumor that she and friend are lesbians (Nicole)(15-3) 
26.A/S-Rumors she was slut due to friend with same rep (Marilyn) (16-2) 

Uncategorized Event 
27.A-Name-called in fight with girl (Lily) (18-3) 
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